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Learners show significant individual differences in terms of their outcomes of foreign 

language (FL) learning, as many factors come into play in the FL learning process, including 

situational, affective, and cognitive factors. Therefore, to optimize FL teaching and learning, 

it is important to understand these FL learning-related factors, such as how do they affect FL 

learning? how important are they? What is the profile of their changes over time? With an 

attempt to contribute to our understanding of second language acquisition as a research field, 

the studies included in this dissertation examine a series of issues in relation to FL anxiety. 

This dissertation consists of six chapters. This chapter reviews research into FL 

anxiety, both theoretical and empirical. It consists of six sections. Section 1 is a discussion of 

the constructs of anxiety and FL anxiety in particular. Sections 2-4 report empirical studies 

related to three essential issues in the field of FL anxiety: the relationship between FL anxiety 

and FL learning, the sources of FL anxiety, and the stability of FL anxiety. Section 5 

summarizes the review and highlights the weaknesses of prior empirical studies. The last 

section outlines the current thesis with a focus on introducing Chapters 2-5.   

    

1.1. Anxiety and FL anxiety 

1.1.1. Anxiety 

Anxiety as a psychological construct is characterized by "subjective feelings of tension, 

apprehension, nervousness, and worry, and by activation or arousal of the autonomic nervous 

system" (Spielberger, 1983, p. 1). Scovel (1978) defined anxiety as "a vague fear that is only 

indirectly associated with an object and an emotional state generated through the arousal of 

the limbic system, the primitive, subcortical 'chasis' of the cerebrum" (p. 134), and proposed 

that anxiety could be measured through behavioral tests, self-reports of internal feelings and 

reactions, and physiological tests. Among these measurement types, self-reports are most 

commonly employed, as can be seen in the many empirical studies that exist in this field. 
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Sarason (1978) conceived of anxiety as “a type of cognitive response marked by self-doubts, 

feelings of inadequacy, and self-blame” (p. 195) and further pointed out that the extent to 

which and in what situation a person is anxious is idiosyncratic. Anxiety may arise from 

current stressors, self-deprecatory anticipations of being incapable to accomplish the task at 

hand, or a cross-situational preoccupation, i.e., "a history of experiences" (Sarason, 1978, p. 

197).  

Psychologists have traditionally differentiated three types of anxiety: trait anxiety, 

state anxiety, and situation-specific anxiety. Trait anxiety is "a more permanent predisposition 

to be anxious" (Scovel, 1978, p. 137). State anxiety is a momentary apprehensive reaction to 

a particular anxiety-provoking stimulus, for instance a pop quiz (Spielberger, 1983). Trait and 

state anxiety are closely related. Individuals with high levels of trait anxiety are more likely 

to experience a stronger form of state anxiety (Spielberger, 1983). Situation-specific anxiety 

is triggered by a particular type of situation or event, such as public speaking (MacIntyre & 

Gardner, 1994a). 

Anxiety is a prevailing psychological reaction which occurs across multiple situations, 

like employment interviews and tests, but also when learning a FL. Teachers may hear their 

students’ complaints from time to time, along the lines of I am afraid that I will make a lot of 

mistakes in front of native speakers, so it is better to keep silent. I am incompetent in learning 

a foreign language by nature. I am totally blank when I am asked to answer questions in my 

English class. When anxiety is discussed in the FL learning context, we unavoidably meet 

with a type of situation-specific anxiety, namely FL anxiety. 

 

1.1.2. FL Anxiety 

On the basis of observations of FL learners in instructed settings, Horwitz, Horwitz, and Cope 

(1986) proposed the construct of FL anxiety and defined it as "a distinct complex of 
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self-perceptions, beliefs, feelings, and behaviors related to classroom language learning 

arising from the uniqueness of the language learning process" (p. 128). MacIntyre and 

Gardner (1994b) referred to FL anxiety as “the feeling of tension and apprehension 

specifically associated with second language contexts, including speaking, listening, and 

learning” (p. 284). 

FL anxiety has been shown to be clearly distinct from personality anxieties, as evident 

from the findings in Horwitz (1986): the scores of Horwitz et al.’s (1986) Foreign Language 

Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) showed no strong correlation with that of three 

personality anxiety scales, including the Personal Report of Communication Apprehension 

(McCroskey, 1970), the Fear of Negative Evaluation Scale (Watson & Friend, 1969), and the 

Test Anxiety Scale (Sarason, 1978). Furthermore, FL anxiety has gradually been established 

as a multi-faceted construct, as it does not only pertain to general FL anxiety, but also to 

skill-based anxieties. The FLCAS has been recognized as a measure of general FL anxiety 

(Aida, 1994; Pae, 2013; Rodríguez & Abreu, 2003). In addition to this widely used scale, in 

order to assess skill-based anxieties, researchers have developed a series of FL 

listening/speaking/reading/writing/anxiety scales (Cheng, 2004; Cheng, Horwitz, & Schallert, 

1999; Elkhafaifi, 2005; Pae, 2013; Saito, Horwitz, & Garza, 1999). Correlational studies have 

shown that the scores of specific anxiety scales and the FLCAS were associated to a medium 

or high degree, with correlation coefficients falling in the range of .48 to .77 (Cheng, 2004; 

Cheng et al., 1999; Elkhafaifi, 2005; Gkonou, 2011; Pae, 2013; Saito et al., 1999), indicating 

that general FL anxiety is associated with, but still distinguishable from skill-based anxieties. 

The divergence and convergence taxonomy was also revealed between anxieties for the four 

basic skills (Pae, 2013). 

Apart from a distinction between general FL anxiety and skill-based anxieties, 

researchers have also distinguished between anxieties for different stages of FL learning, i.e., 
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input, processing, and output anxiety. MacIntyre and Gardner (1994b) developed three 6-item 

scales to measure these respective anxieties. In Bailey, Onwuegbuzie, and Daley (2000), the 

three scales correlated at an r value of .63 (input-processing), .57 (input-output), and .69 

(processing-output), mirroring MacIntyre and Gardner’s (1994b) findings, and providing 

further evidence for the relative independence of input, processing, and output anxiety.  

In sum, formulating the concept of FL anxiety is important, as it helps to understand 

the nature of anxiety specific to FL learning and enables a distinction between this type of 

anxiety, and personality anxiety as well as other academic anxieties. Self-report instruments 

allow a retrospect of past learning experiences under a less threatening condition than other 

measures. Moreover, self-report measures can be conveniently administered to a large group 

(Scovel, 1978). In brief, the development of anxiety scales has greatly benefited empirical 

studies. 

 

1.2. FL Anxiety and FL Learning 

Studies looking at the relationship between FL anxiety and FL learning can be categorized 

along two dimensions. Those in Category 1 relate FL anxiety to FL achievement (course 

grades) or proficiency (e.g., standardized tests, self-reports). Horwitz (1986) reported that the 

FLCAS scores were moderately correlated with final grades for two beginning Spanish and 

French classes: r(33)=-.49 and r(30)=-.54, p<.005. Aida (1994) explored the underlying 

structure of the FLCAS in a sample of 96 students of Japanese at the University of Texas and 

examined the relationship between students' anxiety levels and their Japanese course grades. 

Anxiety was found to be negatively associated with final scores in Japanese. Saito and 

Samimy (1996), looking at the same context, further attested that the negative correlation 

strength between general FL anxiety and final grades increased from beginning, to 

intermediate, to advanced proficiency levels. Multiple regression analyses showed that 
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anxiety was the only predictor of final grades for both intermediate and advanced-level 

students. Reflecting on the non-significant regression finding for the beginning level, Saito 

and Samimy (1996) noted that “[it] is possible that many of them [beginning learners] have 

not had sufficient experiences (positive or negative) in foreign languages for anxiety to play a 

significant role in their performance” (p. 245). Other studies also reporting a negative link 

between general FL anxiety and FL achievement/proficiency include Cheng et al. (1999), Liu 

and Jackson (2008), Hewitt and Stephenson (2012), to name but a few.  

Studies in Category 1 also address the relationship between more specific skill-based 

FL anxiety and academic outcomes. Cheng et al. (1999) found that writing anxiety, measured 

by the adapted Daly-Miller Writing Apprehension Test (Daly & Miller, 1975), showed a weak 

negative link with writing course grades. Zhang (2013) reported a study with two tests over a 

3.5-month interval, which investigated the impact of listening anxiety on listening scores 

measured by the IELTS listening test. Structural equation modeling analyses revealed a 

significant negative effect of listening anxiety on listening test scores. Using Chinese as a FL 

students at an American university, Zhao, Guo, and Dynia (2013) found a medium negative 

link between English reading anxiety and English reading scores (a combination of reading 

scores from three chapter tests and one final exam) for the elementary Level I and the 

intermediate level participants, but not for the elementary Level II participants. As shown, a 

negative relationship between FL anxiety and FL learning outcomes has generally been 

reported in previous studies. Correlation is not causation, and the findings highlight the 

possible interplay between FL anxiety and FL achievement/proficiency, but do not indicate a 

direct causal relationship.  

Studies have also probed the effects of FL anxiety on subtle FL learning aspects, 

rather than just relating FL anxiety to FL achievement/proficiency (MacIntyre & Gardner, 

1994b). These studies form the second category. Steinberg and Horwitz (1986) were 
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interested in the difference between anxious and non-anxious students’ degree of subjectivity 

in their personal output when orally describing pictures. It was found that anxious students 

provided significantly less interpretive content than their more relaxed counterparts. Though 

Steinberg and Horwitz’s study (1986) dealt with experimentally induced anxiety, its findings 

still shed light on the possible reactions of anxious learners when performing speaking tasks 

in the classroom. As anxious students tend to be unwilling to vent their personal opinions, for 

instance out of apprehension of others’ evaluation, it is very likely that their oral output is 

usually short, which in turn impedes the development of their speaking ability. MacIntyre and 

Gardner (1994b) examined the relationships between anxiety and performance at the input, 

processing, and output stages of FL learning. Anxiety at each stage was assessed, using a 

6-item scale. Nine tasks were used to measure performance at the three stages (e.g., a Digit 

Span test for the input stage; a Paired Associates Learning task for the processing stage). 

Overall, a significant negative correlation was found between stage-specific anxiety and the 

task at hand.  

Furthermore, Sellers (2000) investigated the anxiety-reading relationship on the basis 

of data from 89 American university students of Spanish (53 students in a third-semester 

Spanish course and 36 students in an advanced oral expression course). All participants 

completed a FL reading anxiety scale and the FLCAS, read an article in Spanish, and then filled 

out Sarason’s (1978) Cognitive Interference Questionnaire. After that, they completed two 

reading comprehension assessments, one of which was a free recall protocol in English, the 

participants’ L1. Results showed that high-reading anxiety students recalled significantly fewer 

central messages, whereas those scoring highly on the FLCAS recalled less content of 

mid-level importance. Irrespective of anxiety type, highly anxious individuals experienced 

more cognitive interference than their less anxious peers. Rassaei’s study (2015) aimed to 

uncover the effect of FL anxiety on learners’ perceptions of oral corrective feedback. Results 
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indicated that low-anxiety students perceived significantly more recasts and metalinguistic 

feedback, in contrast to high-anxiety ones. The reason may be that highly anxious students 

experience more cognitive distraction and fail to devote sufficient attention to the task of 

identifying the corrective feedback provided by the interlocutors.  

To sum up, previous findings have supported the view that FL anxiety interferes with 

FL learning (e.g., Horwitz, 2001; MacIntyre & Gardner, 1991a; Woodrow, 2006). Yet, this 

viewpoint is by no means without dispute. Illustrating the Linguistic Coding Differences 

Hypothesis (LCDH), Sparks, Ganschow, and their associates (Ganschow & Sparks, 1996; 

Sparks & Ganschow, 1991, 1993a, 1993b, 1995; Sparks, Ganschow, & Javorsky, 2000; 

Sparks, Ganschow, & Pohlman, 1989) have continuously argued that phonological, syntactic, 

and/or semantic coding deficits in native language learning account for poor FL learning 

outcomes. The impact of phonological coding deficits is most pervasive and important. FL 

anxiety is then seen as a mere consequence of FL learning difficulties. Responding to the 

LCDH, MacIntyre (1995) described how language anxiety as a social anxiety cognitively 

interferes with learning tasks. Such interference is best elaborated in Eysenck’s (1979) 

statement that “highly anxious subjects are effectively in a dual-task or divided attention 

situation, in contrast to non-anxious subjects who primarily process task-relevant information” 

(p. 364). The LCDH is incomplete, as it "[assigns] mere epiphenomenal status to affective 

variables in general and language anxiety in particular" (MacIntyre, 1995, p. 90). Horwitz 

(2000) remarks that many anxious students indeed do not have L1 cognitive disabilities. In 

other words, anxiety can be independent of processing deficits. In effect, “the potential of 

anxiety to interfere with learning and performance is one of the most accepted phenomena in 

psychology and education” (Horwitz, 2000, p. 256). Therefore, FL anxiety is best treated as a 

contributing factor of deficient FL learning. 
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1.3. Sources of FL Anxiety 

From a review of the language anxiety literature, Young (1991) proposed six FL anxiety 

sources: 1) personal and interpersonal anxieties; 2) learner beliefs about language learning; 3) 

instructor beliefs about language teaching; 4) instructor-learner interactions; 5) classroom 

procedures; and 6) language testing. Others have been identified as well, among which 

demographic variables, such as age and years of FL learning, or specific teaching methods 

are included. In what follows, we focus on five frequently invoked factors: personality, 

learner beliefs about FL learning, classroom activities, classroom environment, and teaching 

methods. 

 

1.3.1. Personality  

Personality refers to a person’s traits that “account for consistent patterns of response to 

situations” (Pervin, 1980, p. 6). Researchers have related FL anxiety to various personality 

traits. Quantitative studies have consistently attested a negative correlation between 

self-esteem and FL anxiety (Liu & Zhang, 2008; Onwuegbuzie, Bailey, & Daley, 1999; Zare 

& Riasati, 2012). The consistent findings very much endorse the belief held by Krashen, 

Hadley, Terrell, and Rardin that low self-esteem is one source feeding into anxiety (Young, 

1992). In contrast, research into the relationship between another factor (competitiveness) 

and anxiety yielded rather contradictory results. Onwuegbuzie et al. (1999) reported a 

non-significant relationship between the FLCAS scores and competitiveness, as assessed by 

the Competitive Subscale of the Social Interdependence Scale (Johnson & Norem-Hebeisen, 

1979). However, in Tóth (2007), the relationship was a significantly positive one.  

Researchers have related FL anxiety to three personality components evaluated by the 

Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (Eysenck, Eysenck, & Barrett, 1985), i.e., extraversion, 

neuroticism, and psychoticism. In Dewaele (2013), the participants comprised two groups of 
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multilingual university students (86 from London and 62 from Mallorca). It was found that 

neuroticism was significantly and positively correlated with anxiety in the L2 and L3 for the 

London group, but with anxiety in the L2 to L4 for the Mallorca group. Yet, psychoticism and 

extraversion were only negatively associated with anxiety in the L3 for the Mallorca group 

and did not relate to anxiety in the L2 to L4 in the London group data. Dewaele’s (2013) 

findings regarding the relationships between neuroticism and extraversion, as well as anxiety, 

were furthermore in line with those described in Liu and Zhang (2008), who reported that 

neuroticism and extraversion were positively and negatively associated with FL anxiety, 

respectively. However, the two studies differed in the psychoticism-anxiety relationship, 

which was negative in Dewaele (2013), but positive in Liu and Zhang (2008).  

Furthermore, Gregersen and Horwitz (2002) investigated the relationship between FL 

anxiety and perfectionism. To this end, they tested eight university students of English in 

Chile, four of whom were highly anxious (scoring 92 to 101 out of 165 on the FLCAS) and 

four of whom were more relaxed (scoring 34 to 41 on the same scale). The eight students 

were video recorded when engaging in a 5-minute one-on-one conversation with the first 

author of the study on five simple topics, for instance How do you celebrate Independence 

Day/normally spend your weekends? and Where do you go and what do you do on vacation?. 

The students then reviewed and commented on their videos. Comments pointing to high 

personal performance standards, fear of evaluation, and error-consciousness were treated as 

indexes of perfectionism. Anxious students were found to show more of these perfectionist 

tendencies than the relaxed ones, highlighting perfectionism as a potential source of FL 

anxiety. 

 

1.3.2. Learner Beliefs about FL Learning 

Beliefs refer to “the associations or linkages that people establish between an object (e.g., 
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English) and various attributes (e.g., difficult, an important language, should be learned by 

everyone” (Tanaka, 2004, p. 7). Learner beliefs about FL learning may reflect the public 

mindset or originate from prior experiences in learning either a native language or another FL 

(Horwitz, 1988; Tanaka & Ellis, 2003). Using the 34-item Beliefs About Language Learning 

Inventory (BALLI), Horwitz (1988) investigated and compared the beliefs of 98 students of 

Spanish, 80 students of German, and 63 students of French, who were learning these FLs at 

the University of Texas. Results showed that an overwhelming percentage of participants in 

each group agreed with the item, “Some languages are easier to learn than others”. And yet, 

within each group, responses pertaining to the difficulty of the FL being learned varied 

greatly. Some learners rated their FL to be difficult, whereas others considered the FL they 

were studying to be relatively easy. In addition, a large number of students felt that they could 

become fluent within a maximum of two years. Other learner beliefs also investigated by 

Horwitz (1988) are concerned with FL aptitude, the nature of language learning, learning and 

communication strategies, and motivations and expectations. In general, studies have 

revealed a link between learner beliefs and anxiety levels.  

Truitt (1995) found that two factors of the adapted BALLI were negatively correlated 

with FL anxiety, including self-efficacy/confidence in speaking and beliefs about the ease of 

learning English. In the ensuing stepwise regression analysis that was conducted, the two 

factors were found to significantly predict anxiety, with confidence in speaking displaying a 

stronger predictive power. In Wang (2005), 175 Chinese EFL students (79 first-year and 96 

second-year undergraduates) were recruited. The students completed a Chinese version of the 

FLCAS and the BALLI. Factor analyses identified five BALLI factors, two of which were 

significantly related to anxiety: r(173)=.54, p<.01 for language learning difficulty; r(173)= 

-.26, p<.01 for foreign language aptitude. Furthermore, the two factors were found to predict 

FL anxiety, with language learning difficulty being the better predictor. However, using the 
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same instruments, Lan’s (2010) study involving 212 junior high school students of English in 

Taiwan, revealed inconsistent results with those reported by Wang (2005): FL anxiety was not 

linked to foreign language aptitude, but did negatively correlate with language learning 

difficulty.  

Most recently, Zhang (2014) tested 151 first-year L1 Chinese English majors. These 

students’ anxiety was assessed, using the FLCAS, and their beliefs about English learning 

were elicited by an adapted version of Tanaka’s (2004) 27-item questionnaire tapping learners’ 

language learning beliefs. Results showed that two belief factors, i.e., self-efficacy about 

English learning and beliefs about formal and structured learning, negatively and positively 

predicted learners’ anxiety levels, respectively.  

 

1.3.3. Classroom Activities 

Classroom activities have the potential to trigger FL anxiety, but those related to speaking 

seem most troublesome (Horwitz et al., 1986; Dewaele, 2011). Young (1990) noted that her 

two groups of 135 and 109 students of Spanish enrolled at university and high school 

respectively felt particularly uncomfortable when speaking in front of the class. Kim (1998) 

compared the anxiety levels of 59 Korean university students in English conversation and 

reading classes. The results suggested that students in a communicative context experienced 

significantly higher anxiety levels. The reasons include that speaking a FL “entails the radical 

operation of learning and manipulating a new grammar, syntax, and vocabulary and, at the 

extreme limits of proficiency, modifying one of the basic modes of identification by the self 

and others, the way we sound" (Guiora, 1972, p. 144).  

 

1.3.4. Classroom Environment 

Classroom environment or classroom climate, has been referred to as “the ‘objective’ 
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perception of the social and emotional features of a class, the average or shared perception of 

class members” (Goodenow, 1993, p. 29). It is a multi-dimensional concept (Trickett & Moos, 

2002). Several qualitative studies have addressed the relationships between various classroom 

dimensions and learners’ anxiety levels.  

Grandcolas and Soulé-Susbielles (1986) described a project involving Italian students 

of French. The students’ diaries were collected. Discourse analysis revealed the importance of 

student cohesiveness in the classroom for calming down the learners’ tenseness and fear, as 

evidenced by the utterance, "The group's cohesion was essential and certainly favoured the 

'risks' I was taking when speaking a new sentence. I would have been less bold in a hostile 

group" (p. 300).  

Cohen and Norst’s (1989) diary study of nine students learning a FL (unspecified by 

the authors) to fulfill the requirements for a Master’s degree disclosed teacher support and 

competition as determinants of anxiety levels. Particularly notable is that several places in the 

diaries pointed to teachers’ influences on learners’ anxious reactions in the classroom, which 

led Cohen and Norst (1989) to note that “a critical factor, if not the factor, [to reduce learners’ 

fear or anxiety], is the warmth, friendliness, empathy and personal commitment of the teacher 

to the students as people rather than as pupils” (p. 75). For Young’s (1990) 135 university and 

109 high school participants, three instructor characteristics were found to most likely reduce 

the students’ speaking anxiety in Spanish: friendly, good sense of humor, and patient.  

The effects of different dimensions of classroom climate on FL anxiety have also been 

examined directly in quantitative studies involving college students. Palacios (1998) 

administered the FLCAS and the Classroom Environment Scale (Trickett & Moos, 1973) to 

227 Spanish I and 218 Spanish IV university students. Simple correlation analyses uncovered 

a significant link between FL anxiety and classroom environment aspects at Spanish I level: a 

negative relationship vis-à-vis student-to-student connection (-.24), student involvement 
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(-.18), and teacher support (-.26), but a positive correlation with competition (.25) and task 

orientation (.22). At Spanish IV level, the same patterns were found, except that 

student-to-student connection and competition were not related to FL anxiety anymore. 

Subsequent regression analyses for Spanish I and IV confirmed the relationship between 

anxiety and some aspects of classroom climate, but the details of these aspects are left 

unspecified. Huang, Eslami, and Hu (2010) furthermore found that academic/personal 

support provided by teacher was significantly negatively related to the FLCAS factor of fear 

of failing the class, but positively to a factor labeled “comfort with English learning”, which 

was also positively associated with academic/personal support provided by peers. 

Quantitative studies have also been done with secondary school students. Abu-Rabia 

(2004) investigated teachers’ roles in anxiety in English on the basis of 67 Grade 7 Israeli 

pupils aged 12-13, using the FLCAS and an additional 10-item Likert scale to assess teachers’ 

attitudes towards learners. Perceived teacher support was shown to negatively predict learners’ 

FL anxiety levels. Thus, understanding and supportive teachers may prevent students from 

experiencing a higher level of anxiety. Piechurska-kuciel (2011) further found that a group of 

students who perceived a low level of teacher support showed a significantly higher level of 

anxiety than an otherwise comparable high-support group.  

 

1.3.5. Teaching Methods 

The use of specific teaching methods tends to be associated with both negative and positive 

learner feelings. Some learners may feel uncomfortable with a given method, which may be 

favored by others. Hence, different teaching methods can have advantages and disadvantages 

when it comes to reducing anxiety effects.  

The Community Language Learning (CLL) method was devised by Curran and his 

associates with a view to reducing students' anxiety levels by introducing psychological 
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counseling techniques into language teaching (Richards & Rodgers, 1986). The roles of the 

teacher and learners in this context are analogous to the counselor and his/her clients. The 

CLL method has no pre-set language syllabus, which typically governs more traditional 

teaching methods. Learners make choices about their own learning process. Ariza (2002) 

reported her success in helping four monolingual English-speaking Puerto Rican boys 

overcome their anxiety in Spanish through the use of the CLL method. Samimy and Rardin 

(1994) analyzed 100 journals of university FL students and found that the most frequently 

mentioned affective variable was either lack or reduction of anxiety during the CLL 

experiences, entirely opposite to the fact that the students mostly reported anxiety before the 

CLL experiences. The shift of learners’ attitudes might be attributed to the secure relationship 

between the teacher and learners, as well as group support, achieved by using the CLL 

(Samimy & Rardin, 1994). Nonetheless, some students expressed discomfort in relation to 

this teaching method, as evidenced by the comment: I feel that the card games produced in 

me some anxiety. I wanted to succeed in matching at least some words and felt obliged to do 

a fairly good ‘performance’… (Samimy & Rardin, 1994, p. 387). 

Another teaching method that has been related to learners’ positive and negative 

feelings is the Natural Approach, which emphasizes “exposure, or input, rather than practice; 

optimizing emotional preparedness for learning; a prolonged period of attention to what the 

language learners hear before they try to produce language; and a willingness to use written 

and other materials as a source of comprehensible input” (Richards & Rodgers, 1986, p. 129). 

In Koch and Terrell (1991), 40%, 34%, and 26% of 92 university students of Spanish (mostly 

native speakers of English), who perceived themselves to be calm and self-confident, 

reported an increase, a decrease, or no difference in anxiety level after the Natural Approach 

experiences, respectively.  
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1.4. The Stability of FL Anxiety 

The issue of FL anxiety stability can be approached from two perspectives: stability over time 

and stability across target languages. As for stability over time, not many studies exist, 

reflective of the lack of studies over time in the field of FL anxiety. In one early study, 

Gardner, Smythe, and Clément (1979) found that anxiety in French significantly decreased 

after six weeks for Canadian students and after five weeks for American students. It should be 

noted that Gardner et al.’s (1979) students attended an intensive language program and were 

placed into beginning, intermediate, and advanced classes on the basis of a French screening 

test. They received instructions that were in line with their initial French proficiency. Hence, 

the results cannot be generalized to more regular classrooms where the input is less intensive. 

In Liu, Liu, and Su (2010), 934 first-year Chinese students from three universities reported 

significant decreases in the scores of the full adapted FLCAS and of two factors: low 

self-confidence in speaking English and general English classroom performance anxiety, over 

a period of one semester. Interestingly, female students showed significant decreases in the 

scores of the full anxiety scale and the two factors, but males’ anxiety levels significantly 

decreased only for the factor of low self-confidence in speaking English. The results of 

paired-samples t-tests for two of the three universities replicated the findings for males and 

females. Significance levels were not attested for the third university. It should be noted that 

anxiety levels do not always naturally decrease as a function of time. Samimy and Tabuse 

(1992), for instance, reported a significant increase in the level of Japanese class discomfort 

among 39 university students from the spring to the autumn quarter. Furthermore, in a recent 

study, Jee (2014) reported a significant increase in the scores of the full FLCAS and one of 

the FLCAS factors, i.e., communication apprehension, from the first to the second semester 

among 12 Korean FL students. The skewed picture may be related to different learning 

contexts, participants, sample size, or the FLs under investigation. 
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Research into the stability of anxiety across FLs started just a decade ago. Saito et al.'s 

(1999) study is said to be the first to address this topic (Rodríguez & Abreu, 2003). In their 

study, 383 American students of French, Japanese, or Russian filled out the FLCAS and a FL 

reading anxiety scale. Results showed that the learner groups for the three FLs significantly 

differed from each other in reading anxiety. However, no significant differences between the 

groups were attested for general FL anxiety. It needs to be noted that Saito et al.’s participants 

at different grades were learning either French, Japanese, or Russian. In addition, FL courses 

were required for some students, but were elective for others. Sparks et al. (2000) believe that 

Saito et al.’s (1999) study design does not allow a conclusive answer to the issue of the 

stability of anxiety across FLs, especially because of its heterogeneous groups of learners. 

The changes of anxiety across FLs should ideally be studied using students learning the same 

multiple FLs (Dewaele, 2013). 

Rodríguez and Abreu (2003) compared 110 Venezuelan students’ anxiety in English 

and French classes. These students, with various proficiencies in the two languages, came 

from two universities. Their anxiety levels in English and French were not found to 

significantly differ. Kim (2009) criticized Rodríguez and Abreu’s (2003) study for ignoring 

contextual factors that contributed to learners’ anxiety and subsequently compared 59 Korean 

college students’ anxiety in English reading and conversation courses. It was found that 

learners experienced significantly higher anxiety levels in the conversation course. Rodríguez 

(2010) responded to Kim’s criticism by clarifying that Rodríguez and Abreu (2003) did take 

contextual factors into account, as the 110 participants were recruited from two schools and 

were studying two FLs, and furthermore identified deficiencies in Kim (2009). For example, 

Kim’s claim that her study paid attention to cross-cultural differences in FL instruction 

conflicted with the fact that her subjects were taking two English courses at the same college. 

Moreover, Kim did not report relevant information in the Results section, like homogeneity 
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of regression slopes and effect sizes. In brief, research into anxiety stability across FLs is not 

without dispute.  

Studies of anxiety stability across FLs have not merely targeted university students. 

Piniel (2006) examined anxiety in 61 ninth-year secondary school students at a grammar 

school in Hungary. These students were learning two FLs for three hours per week within a 

classroom setting. Both the first and the second FLs for the students were not necessarily 

identical. The first FLs were those which had been learnt in primary schools, including 

English and German. The second FLs had been learnt after secondary school enrollment, and 

included French, German, Italian, and English. It was found that anxiety in learning the first 

and the second FLs as assessed by the FLCAS significantly differed.  

More studies were conducted by Dewaele and his colleagues (Dewaele, 2002, 2007a, 

2007b, 2013; Dewaele, Petrides, & Furnham, 2008). The 2002 and 2007a studies examined 

pupils in the last year of secondary school, who were either mostly (2002 study) or all (2007a 

study) native speakers of Dutch. These studies revealed significantly higher levels of 

communicative anxiety in French than in English. In a follow-up study (Dewaele, 2007b), the 

university-level participants were 35 bilinguals, 33 trilinguals, and 38 quadrilinguals. The 

languages known by the students were marked L1 to L4 (diverse languages in L1 to L4) on 

the basis of the order of acquisition. Communicative anxiety in the L1, L2, L3, and L4 was 

measured in three situations, i.e., speaking with friends, with strangers, and in public. 

Paired-samples t-tests showed that anxiety gradually and significantly increased from L1 to 

L4 in the three situations (with the exception of non-significant differences between anxiety 

in the L3 and L4 when speaking with friends and strangers). Dewaele, Petrides, and 

Furnham’s (2008) study replicated and extended the 2007b findings. In the 2008 study, 

multilingual adults’ anxiety levels for speaking in the language learnt later significantly 

increased when talking to friends, colleagues, and strangers, on the phone and in public. An 
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explanation for the gradually higher anxiety levels is that the participants may be more 

proficient in the languages learnt earlier, as noted by Dewaele (2007b). In the earlier 

mentioned study by Dewaele (2013), the FLCAS was administered to 86 and 62 university 

students from London and Mallorca, respectively, who were also multilingual. Simple 

correlation analyses showed that the L2, L3, and L4 FLCAS scores were highly related for 

both the London and Mallorca groups, which led to Dewaele’s (2013) conclusion that FL 

anxiety levels are relatively stable across the FLs known by the learners/users. 

 

1.5. Summary  

This chapter has reviewed the constructs of anxiety and FL anxiety in particular, as well as 

empirical studies related to three important issues in the field of FL anxiety: the relationship 

between FL anxiety and FL learning, the sources of FL anxiety, and the stability of FL anxiety. 

The review tapped the multi-dimensionality of the construct of FL anxiety and the adverse 

effects of FL anxiety on FL learning. It also attested the complexity of anxiety-provoking 

factors, including both internal and external learner variables. Furthermore, previous studies 

documented that anxiety levels in learner groups showed different trends over time (e.g., a 

significantly increase or decrease) and a significant or non-significant difference across 

multiple FLs.  

Some weaknesses in previous studies were also identified. For instance, data should 

be collected over time to further clarify the relationship between FL anxiety and FL 

proficiency. Likewise, studies are still needed that compare the effects of FL anxiety on FL 

learning with those of other factors, for example classroom climate dimensions, in order to 

establish the relative importance of the anxiety variable to learners’ academic outcomes. In 

addition, more quantitative studies should be conducted on how factors such as 

competitiveness, a family’s social status, and learner beliefs relate to FL anxiety. Such studies 
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can help to extend our understanding of the factors underlying FL anxiety. Furthermore, 

studies comparing the weighted contributions of different factors to FL anxiety should be 

continued and extended, for instance between aspects of learners’ personality/classroom 

environment. FL anxiety is related to a myriad of affective, cognitive, sociobiographical, and 

situational variables, as well as their interactions. Hence, teachers are incapable of dealing 

with (i.e. considering) all anxiety-provoking factors in their lesson construction. It is more 

practical to focus on those factors which have already been shown to strongly relate to FL 

anxiety. Those prominent variables can be identified via comparative studies.  

As far as the stability of FL anxiety over time is concerned, research is only at the 

initial stages. Not many studies have looked at the changes of FL anxiety across FLs either, 

with the majority of past work focusing on European FL learning contexts. No studies have 

-to our knowledge- compared Asian learners’ anxiety in multiple FLs. Studies of anxiety 

stability over time, especially those involving multiple FLs, for which the participants have 

different duration of learning (e.g., students who have learned a given FL for a long time, 

while they have just started learning the other), can shed light on the stabilization of FL 

anxiety. Research into anxiety stability across target languages facilitates our understanding 

of FL anxiety in terms of its (in)dependence of target languages. Thus, in this PhD project, a 

series of studies is conducted, building on the findings of previous studies, but also on the 

niches they have left. The layout of the thesis is presented below, and the research questions 

for each study are formulated as well.  

 

1.6. Outline of the Thesis  

This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction. Chapter 6 concludes this 

thesis by summarizing the findings and suggesting new lines of research in the area. Chapters 

2-5 constitute four studies, which are presented in more detail below.    
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Factors associated with foreign language anxiety: A study of Chinese university 

learners of Japanese and English (Chapter 2). Chapter 2 reports a study that investigates and 

compares the effects of FL proficiency, the family’s social status, and a learner’s 

competitiveness and self-esteem on FL anxiety.  

The anxiety-proficiency relationship and the stability of anxiety: The case of Chinese 

university learners of English and Japanese (Chapter 3). The study reported in Chapter 3 

investigates the relationship between FL anxiety and FL proficiency within English and 

Japanese learning contexts, as well as the stability of anxiety in English and Japanese over time 

and the stability of anxiety across the two languages.  

Situational and psychological correlates of foreign language anxiety: The case of 

Chinese university learners of Japanese and English (Chapter 4). The study reported in 

Chapter 4 compares the impact of two classroom environment dimensions (teacher support 

and student involvement) and two personality traits (trait anxiety and competitiveness) on FL 

anxiety. It also compares the weighted contributions of situational and psychological factors 

in relation to FL anxiety. 

Affective and situational correlates of foreign language proficiency: A study of 

Chinese university learners of English and Japanese (Chapter 5). Chapter 5 reports a study 

that explores the effects of teacher support and student cohesiveness on FL learning outcomes 

and compares their effect with that of FL anxiety.





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2  

Factors associated with foreign language anxiety:  
A study of Chinese university learners of Japanese and English1 

 

This chapter reports a study that investigates and compares the effects of foreign language 
proficiency, social status of a learner’s family, self-esteem, and competitiveness on foreign 
language anxiety. Chinese university students (N=146), who were learning Japanese and 
English, participated in this study. Social status data were collected once with the Social 
Status Scale. Other variables were measured twice over a two-month interval, using the 
Competitiveness Index, the Self-esteem Scale, the English/Japanese Classroom Anxiety Scale, 
and the English/Japanese Proficiency Scale. Results showed that foreign language proficiency, 
competitiveness, and self-esteem all significantly and negatively predicted foreign language 
anxiety levels. Foreign language proficiency was the best predictor, followed by self-esteem, 
then competitiveness. Social status was not related to foreign language anxiety, either directly 
or indirectly. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                        
1 This chapter is based on Jin, Y. X., De Bot, K., & Keijzer, M. (2015b). Factors associated 
with foreign language anxiety: A study of Chinese university learners of Japanese and 
English. Dutch Journal of Applied Linguistics, 4, 67-85.  
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2.1. Introduction 

Since the mid-1980s, there has been a burgeoning interest in foreign language (FL) anxiety 

among second language researchers. It is now widely accepted that FL anxiety impairs FL 

learning (e.g., Horwitz, 2001; MacIntyre & Gardner, 1994b; Woodrow, 2006). The 

consequences of FL anxiety even extend beyond the classroom, affecting the continuous use 

of a second language after leaving school (Dewaele, 2007b). Hence, measures should be 

taken to lessen learners’ anxiety and the identification of the factors underlying FL anxiety 

has therefore formed a key issue in past work (Ellis, 2008).  

FL anxiety has been found to be linked to FL proficiency (e.g., Hewitt & Stephenson, 

2012; Zhang, 2013). Other variables which have been associated with FL anxiety include 

learners’ personality traits (Dewaele, 2013). Among them, low self-esteem has been 

established as a source of FL anxiety (e.g., MacIntyre, 1999; Zare & Riasati, 2012). In 

contrast, much less well understood is the role that another personality trait, i.e., 

competitiveness, plays in FL anxiety, though competitiveness has been singled out by Young 

(1991) as a crucial factor underlying FL anxiety (the other is low self-esteem), as past studies 

have produced mixed results. The contribution of competitiveness to FL anxiety thus needs to 

be further examined. Similarly, a learner’s family’s social status has been mentioned as a 

predictor of FL anxiety, but not investigated in detail. In short, this factor too necessitates 

further studies, also in line with Yan and Horwitz’s (2008) suggestion that FL anxiety studies 

should take sociocultural factors into account.  

In this study, we examined the roles of the family’s social status and competitiveness 

in FL anxiety in a sample of 146 Chinese university students learning English and Japanese, 

in order to extend our understanding of the factors underlying FL anxiety. Furthermore, we 

also introduced the two much more elaborately assessed factors of FL proficiency and 

self-esteem, with a view to exploring whether FL anxiety is more linked to FL proficiency, 
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self-esteem, competitiveness, or a learner’ family’s social background. Such a comparison 

has not been attempted before, but is vital, because it helps to deepen our understanding of 

the nature of FL anxiety by identifying the significant predictors of FL anxiety, especially 

those indicating a stronger predictive power. Besides, previous research has typically looked 

at anxiety-provoking factors at a single time point. In this study, the 146 participants were 

tested at two different time points in both English and Japanese learning contexts. Thus with 

multiple data points from two learning contexts, more accurate conclusions in relation to the 

construct of FL anxiety can be reached.  

 

2.2. Literature Review 

In the mid-1980s, a unique type of anxiety specific to learning and/or using a foreign or 

second language was identified and subsequently labeled foreign language (FL) anxiety 

(Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope, 1986). Earlier, psychologists had distinguished three types of 

anxiety, i.e., trait anxiety, state anxiety, and situation-specific anxiety. Trait anxiety is "a more 

permanent predisposition to be anxious" (Scovel, 1978, p. 137). State anxiety is a palpable 

apprehensive reaction to a particular anxiety-provoking stimulus, for example an interview 

(Spielberger, 1983). Situation-specific anxiety is provoked by a particular type of situation or 

event, such as public speaking (MacIntyre & Gardner, 1994a). FL anxiety is thus a situation- 

specific anxiety (Dewaele, 2007b; Horwitz, 2001). Several researchers have attempted to 

define FL anxiety (Horwitz et al., 1986; MacIntyre, 1999; Williams, 1991). The most 

extensively quoted definition is the one formulated by Horwitz et al. (1986), who conceive of 

FL anxiety as "a distinct complex of self-perceptions, beliefs, feelings, and behaviors related 

to classroom language learning arising from the uniqueness of the language learning process" 

(p. 128). Horwitz et al. (1986) also developed the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety 

Scale (FLCAS) to measure the degree of FL anxiety. Horwitz et al.’s definition and 
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subsequent construction of the FLCAS has been a milestone in anxiety studies. Not only does 

it help to understand the nature of anxiety related to FL learning and distinguish this type of 

anxiety from personality anxiety and other academic anxiety forms, but it can also help to get 

a firm grip on past work in this area, as FL anxiety studies can now be better grouped and 

compared (Horwitz, 2001). The FLCAS as a standard instrument makes the identification of 

anxious learners more feasible, irrespective of whether these learners show explicit clinical 

anxiety symptoms. 

To date, studies on FL anxiety have spanned diverse topics within the realm of second 

language studies, such as the effects of FL anxiety on FL learning, the sources and stability of 

FL anxiety, and the relationships of FL anxiety to other learner variables. The identification 

of the sources of anxiety in particular has been viewed as one of the key issues (Ellis, 2008). 

Many studies documented a negative correlation between FL anxiety and FL proficiency as 

actually tested or elicited via self-reports (e.g., Hewitt & Stephenson, 2012; Liu & Jackson, 

2008; Zhang, 2013), suggesting the likely reciprocal effects between FL anxiety and 

proficiency variables.   

In addition, FL anxiety is also linked to learners’ personality traits. Young (1991) 

claims that low self-esteem is a significant anxiety source. FL specialists like Krashen, 

Hadley, Terrell, and Rardin have also agreed with the role of this personal characteristic in FL 

anxiety (Young, 1992), which has been endorsed by quantitative studies. Liu and Zhang’s 

(2008) study of 934 first-year non-English majors from three Chinese universities, for one, 

found that three FLCAS factors, namely fear of negative evaluation, communication 

apprehension, and test anxiety, showed a significantly negative correlation with self-esteem 

as measured by Rosenberg’s (1965) Self-esteem Scale (SES). The entire FLCAS scores were 

also significantly negatively related to the SES scores. In Zare and Riasati (2012), self-esteem 

was strongly linked with the FLCAS scores, r(106)=-.74, p<.001. However, the relationship 
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between self-worth and FL anxiety was weak in Onwuegbuzie, Bailey, and Daley (1999), 

r(208)=-.26, p<.001. In a subsequent setwise regression analysis, self-worth explained 5% of 

variation in FL anxiety. Onwuegbuzie et al. (1999) thus concluded that “both self-esteem and 

self-concept play a role in determining levels of foreign language anxiety” (p. 229). 

Another personality trait Young (1991) has singled out as one crucial source of FL 

anxiety is competitiveness. Ellis (2008) and Tóth (2007) have also suggested that learners’ 

competitive nature can lead to their FL anxiety. However, the function of competitiveness in 

FL anxiety is rather vague, despite these claims, which largely draw on Bailey's (1983) work. 

Retrospecting her own diary entries and others', Bailey (1983) found anxiety to arise when 

learners competitively compare themselves to others or to their own expectations. Bailey's 

(1983) observation suggested that a competitive personality could cause FL anxiety, as 

competitive self-comparison may result from such a personality trait. Nevertheless, it is 

premature to draw a definite conclusion. This is because a competitive nature may not be the 

sole cause of competitive comparison. Other factors likely include a competitive classroom 

environment. There are explicit clues about the existence of classroom competition in the 

diaries. As a consequence, competitive comparison may stem from a competitive personality, 

from environment-related behavior, or constitutes the interaction of both. The conclusion that 

competitiveness is a source of FL anxiety may be due to the misinterpretation of the word 

competitiveness that indeed refers to competitive comparison in Bailey (1983), rather than a 

personality trait (K. M. Bailey, personal communication, March 23, 2014).  

To determine the role of competitive personality in FL anxiety, quantitative studies are 

needed. Diary studies are ideally suited for a "hypothesis-generating, not hypothesis-testing, 

undertaking" (Long, 1980, p. 27). Unfortunately, few quantitative studies have addressed this 

issue and the studies that are available lead to additional confusion. For example, 

Onwuegbuzie et al. (1999) reported a non-significant correlation of FL anxiety with 
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competitiveness, measured by the Competitive Subscale of the Social Interdependence Scale 

(Johnson & Norem-Hebeisen, 1979). By contrast, the competitiveness-FL anxiety 

relationship in Tóth (2007) was significant and positive. Competitiveness was established as 

a significant predictor of FL anxiety in an ensuing multiple regression analysis with backward 

strategy, β=.26, p<.001 in Tóth (2007).  

Furthermore, FL anxiety has been shown to be related to the family’s social status as a 

societal variable, rather than just to FL proficiency and personality traits. In Dewaele’s (2002) 

study of 100 pupils (98 native speakers of Dutch) in their last year of secondary school, the 

family’s social class -indexed by the highest educational level attained by the parents- was 

negatively associated with communicative anxiety in French. The subsequent regression 

analysis identified social status as a significant negative predictor of communicative anxiety 

in French. Noteworthy is that Dewaele’s (2002) study has -to our knowledge- been the only 

one to investigate the relationship between FL anxiety and the family’s social status. The 

great lack of empirical studies endorses the necessity to further look at this societal factor 

before affirming its role in FL anxiety. Yan and Horwitz (2008) also suggested that studies of 

language anxiety should direct clear attention to the sociocultural factors. 

In sum, more research is needed into the sources of FL anxiety, as the relationships 

between FL anxiety and a number of potential anxiety contributors, like the family’s social 

status and competitiveness, remain to be further clarified. Studies that compare the effects of 

different variables on FL anxiety should continue. This is because FL anxiety arises from a 

complex of factors (Rodríguez & Abreu, 2003; Young, 1991). Teachers are thus faced with 

great difficulties in dealing with all anxiety-provoking factors. Hence, it is practical and 

effective to focus on the more prominent factors that can be established by studies comparing 

variables in terms of their effects on FL anxiety. In addition, our understanding of the nature 

of FL anxiety can be enhanced by identifying the more prominent factors. In the current study 
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involving 146 Chinese university students, we aim to contribute to the field of FL anxiety by 

investigating and comparing the effects of four factors: FL proficiency, the family’s social 

status, self-esteem, and competitiveness on FL anxiety. Such a comparison has not been done 

before. In particular, this study aims to answer two questions:  

1. Do FL proficiency, the family’s social status, competitiveness, and self-esteem 

significantly predict FL anxiety?  

2. What is the weighted contribution of each significant predictor variable in terms of 

the predictive power it exerts?  

 

2.3. Methodology 

2.3.1. Design of the Study 

In this study, Chinese students learning English and Japanese were surveyed twice, using 

questionnaires, in mid-March and May of 2013 respectively. We investigated and compared 

the effects of parents’ social status, FL proficiency, self-esteem, and competitiveness on FL 

anxiety within English and Japanese learning contexts and at two time points. It should be 

noted that two self-report instruments were used to elicit the participants’ English and 

Japanese proficiency, rather than objective proficiency tests. This approach was chosen 

because in the project to which this study belongs, we administered many questionnaires 

containing quite a number of items to the participants at each time, with a view to answering 

several FL anxiety-related questions. If proficiency had been assessed with objective tests, 

the students may have been greatly discouraged due to the heavy workload and may not have 

cooperated fully in the data collection phase. The details of participants, instruments, and data 

collection procedures for this study are elaborated below.   
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2.3.2. Participants 

Participants constituted 146 Japanese majors recruited from six Japanese classes at three 

Chinese universities (125 females and 21 males), who were also learning English. Their ages 

ranged from 17 to 23 (M=19.57, SD=1.00). The students were all native speakers of Chinese. 

They were attending more than one Japanese course and Japanese teachers were not identical 

for different classes within the same university. However, the students from each university 

were taking a compulsory English course as a group, taught by one and the same teacher. In 

fact, the 146 students came from three English classes. They had learned English for 4.5 to 

13.5 years up to Time 1 (M=9.05, SD=1.88), but virtually none of the students (n=145) had 

had any prior experience in learning Japanese before university enrollment.  

 

2.3.3. Instruments 

Seven questionnaires were administered: the Demographic Information Index (DIQ), the 

Social Status Scale (SSS), the Competitiveness Index (CI) (Houston, Harris, McIntire, & 

Francis, 2002), the Self-esteem Scale (SES) (Rosenberg, 1965), the Foreign Language 

Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) (Horwitz et al., 1986), the English Proficiency Scale 

(EPS), and the Japanese Proficiency Scale (JPS). The DIQ, the SSS, the EPS, and the JPS 

were developed in Chinese by the current researchers. The CI, the SES, and the FLCAS that 

are originally in English were translated into Chinese, so that the participants could 

understand all items well. The translation procedure was as follows: the Chinese researcher in 

this study translated the questionnaires into Chinese (Guo and Wu [2008] was referred to in 

the process of translating the FLCAS. In addition, the online translation was also referred to 

when translating the FLCAS and the SES, i.e., http://wenku.baidu.com/view/d0e7b0260722 

192e4536f6f7.html for the FLCAS and http://wenku.baidu.com/view/3bfce85377232f60ddc 

ca192.html?from=search&isbtn=2 for the SES) and the translations were carefully 
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cross-checked by a senior university student enrolled in a Chinese program, who had a good 

command of English. The two translators discussed minor discrepancies until these were 

resolved. The resulting Chinese translations were pretested as part of a pilot procedure for 

validation purposes, as indicated in the procedures section. 

 

2.3.3.1. The Demographic Information Questionnaire and the Social Status Scale  

The DIQ has eight items pertaining to each participant’s name, age, gender, residential 

location, the duration of Japanese and English learning, and parental education. Those for 

residential location (one item) and parental education (two items for mother and father, 

respectively) constitute the SSS. Both residential location and parental education have four 

response options: 1=village, 2=township, 3=county, 4= prefecture city or above; 1=primary 

school, 2=junior school, 3=senior school, 4=college. As response options to the SSS items 

are not identical, the participants’ scores on each item were standardized into z-scores when 

estimating the internal reliability of the SSS. The aggregated z-scores on the three items index 

a family’s social status. Higher values indicate a higher social status.  

 

2.3.3.2. The Competitiveness Index 

The CI has two subscales: the Enjoyment of Competition and the Contentiousness subscales. 

In total, the CI contains 14 items, all following a 5-point Likert format (1=strongly disagree, 

2=disagree, 3=neither agree nor disagree, 4=agree, 5=strongly agree). The minimum 

obtainable score on the CI is 14 and the maximum is 70. Higher scores represent more 

intense competitiveness. Sample items include I like competition and I will do almost 

anything to avoid an argument.  
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2.3.3.3. The Self-esteem Scale 

The original SES consists of 10 items, all using a 4-point Likert format. In this study, the 

4-point Likert format was altered to a 5-point Likert format (1=strongly disagree, 2= 

disagree, 3=neither agree nor disagree, 4=agree, 5=strongly agree) by inserting a neutral 

option, to be consistent with the CI and to increase the sensitivity of the scale. The minimum 

score on the resulting scale is 10 and the maximum is 50. High scores suggest higher levels of 

self-esteem. Two sample items include: I feel that I am a person of worth, at least on an 

equal basis with others and All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure.  

 

2.3.3.4. The Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale 

The FLCAS contains 33 items, all based on five Likert-type responses (1=strongly disagree, 

2=disagree, 3=neither agree nor disagree, 4=agree, 5=strongly agree). The score range spans 

from 33 to 165, with higher scores indicating higher levels of FL anxiety. In this study, the 

FLCAS was used to measure anxiety in the English and Japanese classroom, so foreign 

language in the FLCAS was replaced with Japanese and English. The scales for the English 

and Japanese classroom were respectively labeled ECAS (English Classroom Anxiety Scale) 

and JCAS (Japanese Classroom Anxiety Scale). Two exemplar items from the ECAS and the 

JCAS are: I always feel that the other students speak English better than I do and I get 

nervous when my Japanese teacher asks questions which I haven’t prepared in advance. 

 

2.3.3.5. The English Proficiency Scale and the Japanese Proficiency Scale 

The EPS and the JPS are self-assessments of English and Japanese proficiency, and consist of 

four subscales for listening, speaking, reading, and writing proficiency. The two FL 

proficiency scales comprise 20 items (5 items for each subscale), all following a 4-point 

Likert format (1=almost impossible, 2=difficult, 3=a bit difficult, 4=easy). The scores range 
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from 20 to 80. Higher scores represent higher English or Japanese proficiency. Sample items 

from the EPS and the JPS include: I can deliver a 2-minute speech in Japanese on a familiar 

topic after a short preparation and I can understand different viewpoints and attitudes in the 

English comments on current affairs. The EPS was constructed based on the Curriculum 

Standard for Senior High School English (Experimental) (MOE, 2003) and furthermore is a 

test of intermediate level of English. The JPS was developed according to the Curriculum 

Standard for Japanese Majors at Elementary Level in Higher Education (MOE, 2001) and is a 

measure of elementary level of Japanese (two items were adapted from Xu [2010]). The two 

scales were validated against teachers’ ratings of students’ proficiency on a 5-point Likert 

scale (1=poor, 2=fair, 3=good, 4=very good, 5=excellent), as introduced in the Procedures 

section. The score range for teachers’ ratings is between 4 and 20. The results of this 

validation are reported below together with the reliability levels of the EPS and the JPS. 

 

2.3.4. Procedures 

Data collection proceeded in three steps. Step 1 was a pilot study conducted during regular 

class hours, which itself comprised two parts. In Part 1, two intact classes containing 41 

first-year students of Japanese at a university in West China’s Shaan’xi Province were tested. 

The students were also taking a compulsory English course, similar to those in the full 

surveys. A few Chinese words in the scales, except the SSS, were adjusted after being tested 

in Class 1, and the resultant scales were then retested in Class 2. It should be noted that no 

student in Class 2 reported difficulties in understanding the items in the scales. In addition, as 

the JCAS and the ECAS differ only in the wording of Japanese or English, only the JCAS 

was tested in the pilot study. In Part 2 of the pilot study, the two proficiency scales that had 

shown satisfactory internal consistency in the test for Class 2 were administered to 27 

freshmen of Japanese in a class at a university in East China’s Shandong Province, which 
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more closely resembles -in terms of level- the universities from which the 146 participants 

were recruited. Obtaining valid results in this context would thus better indicate the effective 

use of the scales in the full surveys. Teachers’ ratings of the students’ Japanese and English 

listening, speaking, reading, and writing proficiency were also collected (one teacher for each 

language). There were 26 valid self-evaluations for the JPS and the EPS that hence were 

validated by correlating these 26 valid self-reports and the teacher’s ratings. In short, the 

result of pilot study (checking internal reliability) of the SSS was based on the samples in 

Class 1 in Part 1; those of the JCAS, the CI, the SES, the EPS, and the JPS were based on 

Class 2.  

Step 2 of this study’s design involved two full surveys, administered to the 146 

participants at two time points across two months in an out-of-class session with no teacher 

present, using the same scales and following the same procedures. At each time, the 

participants from the same university completed the full set of questionnaires in a classroom 

at the same time, with the questionnaires following a set order: the DIQ (the SSS included), 

the CI, the SES, the JPS, the EPS, the JCAS, and the ECAS (the DIQ was excluded at Time 

2). Questionnaires were immediately checked after being collected at each time for 

unanswered items. When missing items were found, those subjects would be traced to obtain 

their answers. Step 3 of this study’s design was data registration during which the 

negatively-worded items in all scales were reverse-scored. 
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2.4. Results 

2.4.1. Reliability Estimates of the Scales 

Table 2.1 shows the reliability levels of the various scales used in this study. 

Table 2.1 Reliability Levels of the Scales (N=146)                  
      Internal Reliability (α)        

Measure   Pilot Study  Time 1  Time 2   External Reliability (r) 
SSS    .68    .74   N/A    N/A 
CI    .94    .88   .90    .70*** 
SES    .90    .84   .88    .72*** 
ECAS   N/A    .92   .92    .72*** 
JCAS   .95    .93   .94    .81*** 

E-LS   .86    .79   .78    .59** 
E-SS   .90    .83   .83    .64** 
E-RS   .86    .72   .73    .60** 
E-WS   .82    .84   .83    .59** 
Overall EPS  .95    .92   .92    .68** 
J-LS   .76    .76   .80    .63** 
J-SS   .69    .79   .79    .57** 
J-RS   .77    .80   .75    .57** 
J-WS   .79    .83   .81    .62** 
Overall JPS  .91    .92   .92    .68** 
Note. N/A=not available; (J)E-LS/SS/RS/WS=(Japanese)English Listening/Speaking/Reading 
/Writing Scale; ***p<.001; **p<.01 
 

Table 2.1 shows that the scales used in this study achieved satisfactory reliability 

levels. As the participants’ sociodemographic backgrounds were stable over the two-month 

interval, the SSS was only administered at Time 1. As a result, a test-retest coefficient is not 

available. To further check the convergence of two social status indexes, i.e., residential 

location and parental education, a simple correlation analysis was performed after observing 

scatterplots. Results indicated that the two indexes were highly correlated, r(144)=.59, 

p<.001. 

Furthermore, the results for the CI, SES, and the FLCAS based on the current samples 

were in line with those obtained in prior studies, particularly their internal reliability. For 

instance, the CI attained an internal reliability coefficient of .87 in Houston et al. (2002). Its 

test-retest reliability was .85 as reported by Harris and Houston (2010) in which the test 

interval ranged from 18 to 34 days and 91% of the participants returned to retest after 4-5 
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weeks. Fleming and Courtney (1984) found that internal reliability was .88 and that the 

test-retest reliability was .82 over a 1-week interval for the SES. The internal reliability of the 

FLCAS has typically been high in previous studies, such as .94 in Aida (1994), and Park and 

French (2013). As for its test-retest reliability, Horwitz (1986) obtained a coefficient of .83 on 

the basis of 78 samples across an 8-week interval. 

In addition, the results of the EPS and the JPS validation by correlating students’ self- 

reports and teachers’ ratings were also satisfactory. Correlation was .71 for Japanese 

proficiency and .63 for English proficiency, suggesting that the two scales can effectively 

measure language proficiency. 

 

2.4.2. The Results of Descriptive Analyses 

Table 2.2 presents the descriptive results of measurements, including mean scores and 

standard deviations. 

Table 2.2 Means with Standard Deviations of Personality Traits, Language 
Proficiency, and Language Anxiety (N=146) 

                                     Means (Standard Deviations)   
Measurements        Time 1   Time 2              
Residential Location       1.91 (1.21)  N/A 
Father’s Education       2.38 (.87)  N/A 
Mother’s Education        2.19 (.91)  N/A 
Competitiveness        45.12 (9.06)  44.93 (8.52) 
Self-esteem         35.69 (5.76)  36.54 (5.79)  
English Anxiety        91.46 (17.54) 91.60 (16.26) 
Japanese Anxiety        94.23 (18.41) 91.58 (18.34) 
English Proficiency       66.45 (8.96)  66.93 (8.28)  
Japanese Proficiency       61.08 (9.94)  63.23 (9.33) 
 

As can be seen, the participants -on average- came from less developed areas (home 

location: 1=village, 2=township, 3=county, 4=prefecture city or above). Their parents had not 

received much education (parental education: 1=primary school, 2=junior school, 3=senior 

school, 4=college), though fathers overall had a higher educational background than mothers. 

Generally speaking, these students came from families of relatively low social status. 
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In addition, the samples showed moderate competitiveness and self-esteem at the two 

time points (maximum score: 70 for the CI and 50 for the SES), as well as a moderate level of 

English and Japanese anxiety (165 for the FLCAS). These students generally rated their 

English and Japanese proficiency highly (80 for the EPS and JPS). 

 

2.4.3. The Results of Correlation Analyses 

In this section, the results of correlation analyses conducted among competitiveness, 

self-esteem, English/Japanese proficiency, and English/Japanese anxiety are reported (see 

Tables 2.3 and 2.4). The variable of the family’s social status is not included in the tables, 

because it clearly showed no relation with all the other variables investigated in this study, as 

suggested by the correlation analyses which were carried out after observing scatterplots. As 

a result, social status was excluded from the ensuing regression analyses as well. 

Table 2.3 Correlations between Personality Traits, English Proficiency,  
and English Anxiety at Two Tests (N=146)   

                   Time 1                        Time 2          
   1  2  3  4    1  2  3  4  
1   1.00         1.00     
2   .36*** 1.00       .38*** 1.00     
3   .24** .24** 1.00     .26** .38*** 1.00 
4   -.33*** -.37*** -.57*** 1.00   -.28** -.42*** -.55*** 1.00  
Note. 1=Competitiveness; 2=Self-esteem; 3=English Proficiency; 4=English Anxiety; ***p 
<.001; **p<.005 
 

Table 2.4 Correlations between Personality Traits, Japanese Proficiency,  
and Japanese Anxiety at Two Tests (N=146)   

                   Time 1                        Time 2          
   1  2  3  4    1  2  3  4  
1   1.00         1.00     
2   .36*** 1.00       .38*** 1.00     
3   .22*  .23*  1.00     .21*  .35*** 1.00 
4   -.34*** -.34*** -.57*** 1.00   -.42*** -.49*** -.50*** 1.00  
Note. 1=Competitiveness; 2=Self-esteem; 3=Japanese Proficiency; 4=Japanese Anxiety; ***p 
<.001; *p<.05 
 

As can be seen from Tables 2.3 and 2.4, self-esteem and competitiveness were 

positively associated, which in their turn were positively correlated with English and 
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Japanese proficiency, but negatively with English and Japanese anxiety. FL proficiency and 

FL anxiety were negatively related to each other, indicating a stronger relationship than that 

between self-esteem and FL anxiety, or competitiveness and FL anxiety. 

 

2.4.4. Prediction of English Anxiety 

The predictive power of self-esteem, competitiveness, English proficiency for English 

anxiety was investigated, using a standard multiple regression procedure1. Following the 

regression analysis, a check was done to see whether there were cases that had standardized 

residual values that fell out of the range -3 to 3, but no outliers were identified. The 

assumptions of normality, linearity, homoscedasticity, and independence of residuals were not 

violated in any of the computations. Multicollinearity was not attested either. The regression 

results are reported in Tables 2.5 and 2.6. 

Table 2.5 Regression Results for English Anxiety at Time 1 (N=146) 
Variables     B    SE B    β  
English proficiency   -.95    .13     -.49*** 
Self-esteem     -.62    .22     -.20**  
Competitiveness    -.27    .14     -.14* 

Note. R2=.394; Adjusted R2=.381; F (3, 142)=30.75, p<.001; ***p<.001; **p<.01; *p<.05 
 

As can be seen in Table 2.5, the model including English proficiency, competitiveness, 

and self-esteem was highly significant and explained 38.1% of the English anxiety variance. 

In addition, English proficiency, competitiveness, and self-esteem all significantly negatively 

predicted English anxiety. In other words, students with a high level of English proficiency or 

with a strong self-esteem showed a lower level of English anxiety. Competitive learners 

tended to experience less English anxiety than their non-competitive counterparts. English 

proficiency was shown to be the most prominent predictor, followed by self-esteem and, 

lastly, competitiveness. 
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Table 2.6 Regression Results for English Anxiety at Time 2 (N=146) 
Variables     B    SE B    β  
English proficiency   -.87    .14     -.44*** 
Self-esteem     -.62    .22     -.22**  
Competitiveness    -.16    .14     -.08 

Note. R2=.358; Adjusted R2=.345; F (3, 142)=26.42, p<.001; ***p<.001; **p<.01 
 

Table 2.6 shows that the regression of English proficiency, self-esteem, and 

competitiveness at Time 2 was significant and 34.5% of the English anxiety variance was 

explained by the overall model. English proficiency and self-esteem were found to be 

significant and negative predictors of English anxiety. English proficiency contributed more 

to English anxiety than self-esteem. Competitiveness did not significantly predict English 

anxiety anymore. 

 

2.4.5. Prediction of Japanese Anxiety 

The predictive power of self-esteem, competitiveness, and Japanese proficiency for Japanese 

anxiety was also investigated using standard regression analyses. For the regression analysis, 

no outliers were identified on the basis of the same method as reported for English anxiety: it 

was checked whether some cases had standardized residual values above 3 or below -3. 

Moreover, the assumptions of normality, linearity, homoscedasticity, and independence of 

residuals were not found to be violated. Multicollinearity was not found either. The results are 

reported in Tables 2.7 and 2.8.  

Table 2.7 Regression Results for Japanese Anxiety at Time 1 (N=146) 
Variables     B    SE B    β  
Japanese proficiency   -.92    .13     -.50*** 
Competitiveness    -.35    .14     -.18*  
Self-esteem     -.53    .23     -.17* 

Note. R2=.398; Adjusted R2=.385; F (3, 142)=31.25, p<.001; ***p<.001; *p<.05 
 

Table 2.7 shows that the regression of Japanese proficiency, self-esteem, and 

competitiveness at Time 1 was highly significant and the model explained 38.5% of the 

Japanese anxiety variance. Japanese proficiency, competitiveness, and self-esteem were all 
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significant and negative predictors of Japanese anxiety. Among them, Japanese proficiency 

was the most prominent predictor. Contrary to the findings for English anxiety, 

competitiveness predicted Japanese anxiety slightly better than self-esteem.  

Table 2.8 Regression Results for Japanese Anxiety at Time 2 (N=146) 
Variables     B    SE B    β  
Japanese proficiency   -.69    .14     -.35*** 
Self-esteem     -.86    .23     -.27***  
Competitiveness    -.52    .15     -.24** 

Note. R2=.405; Adjusted R2=.392; F (3, 142)=32.20, p<.001; ***p<.001; **p<.01 
 

In Table 2.8, the results of the regression analysis for Japanese anxiety at Time 2 are 

presented. As shown, 39.2% of the variance in Japanese anxiety was explained by the model 

including Japanese proficiency, self-esteem, and competitiveness, which all significantly and 

negatively predicted Japanese anxiety. As opposed to Time 1, however, competitiveness was 

no longer a better predictor than self-esteem. As in all the previous tests, FL proficiency was 

the most prominent predictor.  

 

2.5. Discussion and Implication 

This study aimed to explore the roles that competitiveness and the family’s social status play 

in FL anxiety and compare the contributions of FL proficiency, the family’s social status, 

self-esteem, and competitiveness to FL anxiety. Some findings warrant an elaboration. 

The participants indicated a moderate level of competitiveness at each time, in line 

with what Houston, Harris, Moore, and Brummett (2005) reported on the basis of 61 Chinese 

undergraduates (M=45.10). China is commonly believed to be at the collectivism end of the 

individualism-collectivism continuum and the Chinese are often labeled collectivists. One of 

the personality traits usually not treated as a collectivist’s dimensions is competitiveness 

(Grimm, Church, Katigbak, & Reyes, 1999). However, the Chinese students in this study tend 

to compete, rather than maintain a social harmony, with others2. This finding bears out Green, 

Deschamps, and Páez’s (2005) conclusion that competitiveness is related to both 
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individualism and collectivism.  

The mean EPS scores showed little fluctuation over time, but the JPS mean indicated 

a striking increase. Japanese proficiency thus showed a clear development among students, 

but English proficiency did not3. The participants were Japanese majors who devoted many 

more hours to Japanese than to English learning. Being more fossilized learners of English 

due to a prolonged exposure to English learning, they needed to log considerably more hours 

to advance to the next stage of English proficiency. The unbalanced time and energy devoted 

to Japanese and English learning can partly explain the different development in English and 

Japanese proficiency. 

FL proficiency was identified to be a negative and the most prominent predictor of FL 

anxiety in each regression analysis, further substantiating that FL anxiety is closely related to 

FL learning achievement. Social status was not found to relate to FL anxiety, either directly or 

indirectly. Nonetheless, it does not automatically follow that the family’s social status does 

not contribute to FL anxiety at all. The participants had studied in their universities for around 

six months when data collection took place. They had adjusted relatively well to campus life 

and, more importantly, FL classes. If the surveys had been administered earlier, perhaps a 

closer relationship would have been found between the societal and affective variables. 

Moreover, the family’s social status may be interconnected with other psychological or 

situational factors through which learners’ levels of anxiety are affected. As it is, research into 

the relationship between the family’s social status and FL anxiety is only in its infancy. More 

studies are needed to clarify the effects of parents’ social status on learners’ anxiety reactions. 

In addition, a non-significant relationship between social status, and competitiveness and 

self-esteem should not be interpreted as parents’ social status not affecting their children’s 

personality. The family’s social status as an element of societal context may have already 

contributed to the personality formation at an early age, of the now adult learners. As Dörnyei 
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(2005) put forward, “It is evident that the potential determinants of an adult’s personality 

include both environmental factors related to the nature of the home in which the person was 

raised as a child, and biological factors related to hereditary factors associated with the 

genetic make-up” (p. 14).  

In most regression analyses, competitiveness negatively predicted FL anxiety, in 

contrast to the non-significant correlation between competitiveness and FL anxiety in 

Onwuegbuzie et al. (1999) and the establishment of competitiveness as a positive predictor of 

FL anxiety in Tóth (2007). Young (1991), Ellis (2008), and Tóth’s (2007) assumption that 

competitiveness is a source of FL anxiety was thus not supported by this study. Rather than 

an anxiety-inducing factor, competitiveness was identified as an alleviator of learners’ anxiety 

across the two time points and learning contexts. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that 

this study -to our knowledge- is the first to use Houston et al.’s (2002) Competitiveness Index 

to assess competitiveness when examining the competitiveness-FL anxiety relationship. 

Hence, further studies are needed to corroborate its findings. In addition, it is possible that the 

differences in study design led to the contradictory results for the competitiveness-anxiety 

relationship between Onwuegbuzie et al. (1999), Tóth (2007), and our study, for instance 

differences in the background of participants and sample size. The other explanation is that 

the competitiveness-anxiety relationship may be subject to the interference of a third variable 

not measured, for instance classroom variables, and consequently indicated different 

directions in these studies.  

Self-esteem was also found to be a negative predictor of FL anxiety. In other words, 

students who value themselves more highly were shown to experience less FL anxiety. The 

findings for self-esteem endorsed those reported by Liu and Zhang (2008), and Zare and 

Riasati (2012). Of the two personality attributes addressed in the current study, self-esteem 

was a better predictor of FL anxiety than competitiveness, as evidenced by the larger 
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standardized coefficients and the consistently significant effects.  

Noteworthy is that this study found significant interconnections among FL proficiency, 

self-esteem, and competitiveness, as shown in the section of correlation analysis, suggestive 

of the possible interplay between these variables. Thus, it means that each of the three 

variables may impose an influence on learners’ anxiety levels through the other two, although 

a direct effect also existed. The interconnections further point to the complexity of FL 

anxiety-related factors. 

The findings of this study have some pedagogical implications. We call on teachers to 

have a working knowledge of their students’ personal characteristics, particularly learners’ 

degree of self-esteem and competitiveness. This study found self-esteem and competitiveness 

to negatively predict FL anxiety, suggesting that learners with low competitiveness and 

self-esteem are the likeliest candidates to exhibit a higher level of FL anxiety. FL anxiety has 

been widely accepted as an interfering variable in FL learning, which has made it crucial for 

teachers to identify the self-deprecatory or less competitive learners and take measures to 

alleviate these learners’ anxiety, if necessary.  

 

Notes 

1. Before we carried out regression analyses, the ECAS and the JCAS scores were compared 

across classes at two times. Comparisons were performed among six classes for Japanese 

anxiety, but three classes for English anxiety, as the participants in six Japanese classes were 

actually from three English classes, as mentioned the Methodology section. A Kruskal-Wallis 

test was conducted for Japanese anxiety, but a one-way ANOVA was used for English anxiety, 

after checking the assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variances. Results showed 

that Japanese anxiety did not significantly differ across six classes at the two moments in 

time: x2(5, n=146)=4.12, p=.52 at Time 1 and x2(5, n=146) =3.89, p=.57 at Time 2. Similar 
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results were rendered for English anxiety: F(2, 143)=.30, p=.74 at Time 1 and F(2, 143)=.41, 

p=.66 at Time 2. As a consequence of these results, the class variable was not entered into the 

multiple regression analyses.  

2. The scores of the CI range from 14 to 70. At the two time points, there were only 

18 (Time 1) and 21 (Time 2) students obtaining scores below 35, further supporting the 

conclusion elicited by the mean scores that these Chinese students tend to compete.  

3. There were 86, 12, and 48 students who respectively indicated increase, no change, 

and decrease in Japanese proficiency across two time points. The numbers were 71, 15, and 

60 respectively for English proficiency. The findings suggest a clear pattern of increase in 

Japanese proficiency among the samples, but English proficiency did not show a similar 

improvement. Moreover, inferential analysis showed that the increase in Japanese proficiency 

was significant, t(145)=-3.39, p<.005, d=.28, but no significance level was found in English 

proficiency, t(145)=-.84, p=.40. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3  

The anxiety-proficiency relationship and the stability of anxiety:  
The case of Chinese university learners of English and Japanese1 

 

Adopting a diachronic design, this study investigates the relationship between foreign 
language anxiety and foreign language proficiency within English and Japanese learning 
contexts. It also explores the stability of anxiety in English and Japanese over time and the 
stability of anxiety across English and Japanese. Chinese university students (N=146), who 
were simultaneously learning Japanese and English, participated in this study. Data were 
collected twice over a two-month interval, using the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety 
Scale, the English Proficiency Scale, and the Japanese Proficiency Scale. Results showed that 
anxiety changes had a significantly negative, but weak correlation with the development of 
overall proficiency and the proficiency of subskills, such as reading or speaking, for both 
English and Japanese. Anxiety in Japanese tended to decrease significantly over time, but no 
significant change was found for English. Furthermore, no significant difference between 
anxiety in Japanese and English was found at either testing time.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                        
1  This chapter is based on Jin, Y. X., De Bot, K., & Keijzer, M. (2015a). The 
anxiety-proficiency relationship and the stability of anxiety: The case of Chinese university 
learners of English and Japanese. Studies of Second Language Learning and Teaching, 5, 
41-63. 
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3.1. Introduction 

Foreign language (FL) anxiety is a frequently examined affective variable in FL learners. It 

refers to “a distinct complex of self-perceptions, beliefs, feelings, and behaviors related to 

classroom language learning arising from the uniqueness of the language learning process” 

(Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope, 1986, p. 128). One issue that has received abundant attention is 

the relationship between FL anxiety and FL learning. Despite a large amount of research that 

exists, the relationship between FL anxiety and FL proficiency has rarely –to our knowledge- 

been investigated over time, as previous studies in this area are typically cross-sectional. 

Thus, a study over time is necessary, warranting a further clarification of the interrelatedness 

between FL anxiety and FL learning outcomes. 

Indeed, the stability of FL anxiety over time has been almost completely ignored in 

past work. As for the stability of anxiety across FLs, the available research very much 

focuses on European multilingual contexts, although there are a few studies addressing a 

non-European FL learning context. Studies of diachronic stability, especially those involving 

multiple FLs to which the participants have different learning trajectories (e.g., one FL has 

been learned for a long time, but the other just started being learned), shed light on an issue of 

stabilization of FL anxiety. A further look at the synchronic stability facilitates our 

understanding of FL anxiety in terms of its (in)dependence of target languages. 

In the present study, 146 Chinese university students’ anxiety in English and Japanese 

was tested twice, over a two-month interval. At each of the time points, the students’ English 

and Japanese proficiency was assessed as well. The relationships between FL anxiety changes 

and the development of overall proficiency and specific skills were examined in English and 

Japanese learning contexts. Comparisons between anxiety in English and Japanese were 

performed at each time point and across-time comparisons were done for both. 
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3.2. Literature Review 

3.2.1. FL Anxiety and FL Learning 

Studies on the relationship between FL anxiety and FL learning generally fall in one of two 

categories (MacIntyre & Gardner, 1994b). Studies in Category 1 relate FL anxiety to 

broad-based indices of FL learning, such as FL achievement (course grades) or FL 

proficiency (e.g., standardized proficiency tests; self-evaluations of proficiency). Research 

across varying instructional contexts and target languages has shown a negative correlation 

between anxiety and these FL learning indicators (e.g., Aida, 1994; Cheng, Horwitz, & 

Schallert, 1999; Hewitt & Stephenson, 2012; Horwitz, 1986; Liu & Jackson, 2008; Saito & 

Samimy, 1996; Trylong, 1987). These findings highlight the potential reciprocal effects 

between FL anxiety and FL learning outcomes. 

Studies in the second category typically probe the effects of FL anxiety on subtle 

aspects of FL learning. For instance, MacIntyre and Gardner (1994b) explored the potential 

effects of anxiety on three stages of FL learning: input, processing, and output. Students 

recruited from a monolingual (English) Canadian university (N=97), who were learning 

French as a second language, participated in the study. Three 6-item scales were developed to 

measure the anxiety experienced at the three stages of French learning. Three tasks assessed 

the performance at each stage. Significant correlations were obtained between stage-specific 

anxiety and tasks. For one, translation accuracy showed a significantly negative correlation 

with processing anxiety. In another one of Category 2 studies, Sellers (2000) probed the 

anxiety-reading relationship on the basis of 89 American university students of Spanish. 

Results showed that FL reading anxiety or general FL anxiety had a significant main effect on 

the number of pausal units recalled (Sellers defined a pausal unit as “one that has a pause at 

each end during normally paced oral reading” [p. 514]). Students with high reading anxiety 

were found to recall significantly fewer units representing the central ideas of a passage, 
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whereas those with high general FL anxiety recalled fewer units representing ideas of 

mid-level importance. In addition, irrespective of anxiety type, highly anxious individuals 

tended to experience more cognitive interference than their less anxious peers. Furthermore, 

Rassaei’s (2015) study showed that students with low anxiety perceived significantly more 

recasts and metalinguistic feedback as two oral corrective strategies than the high-anxiety 

ones.  

The aforementioned findings endorse a widely accepted proposition that FL anxiety 

impairs FL learning (e.g., Horwitz, 2001; MacIntyre & Gardner, 1994b; Woodrow, 2006). 

Nonetheless, this viewpoint is not without dispute. Illustrating the Linguistic Coding 

Differences Hypothesis (LCDH), Sparks and Ganschow, sometimes with others (Sparks & 

Ganschow, 1991, 1993a, 1993b, 1995; Sparks, Ganschow, & Javorsky, 2000; Sparks, 

Ganschow, & Pohlman, 1989; Sparks, Patton, Ganschow, & Humbach, 2006) argued that 

phonological, syntactic, and/or semantic coding deficits in native language learning 

accounted for poor FL achievements. Among all deficits, the impact of phonological coding 

deficits is most pervasive and important. FL anxiety is then seen as a mere consequence of FL 

learning difficulties. Responding to the LCDH, MacIntyre (1995) described how language 

anxiety as a social anxiety construct cognitively interfered with FL learning tasks. That is, as 

best elaborated by Eysenck (1979), “highly anxious subjects are effectively in a dual-task or 

divided attention situation, in contrast to non-anxious subjects who primarily process 

task-relevant information" (p. 364). MacIntyre (1995) also emphasized that anxiety arousal 

could affect learning activities like short-and long-term memory and functional use of 

vocabularies, citing the correlational or experimental studies that exist. The LCDH is 

incomplete, because it "[assigns] mere epiphenomenal status to affective variables in general 

and language anxiety in particular" (MacIntyre, 1995, p. 90). Horwitz (2000) also responded 

to the LCDH and argued that FL anxiety could be independent of processing deficits and still 
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interfere with FL learning.  

A good deal of evidence has pointed to the negative influences of FL anxiety on FL 

learning, so in any event FL anxiety should not be excluded from the constellation of causal 

variables of deficient FL learning. After all, “the potential of anxiety to interfere with learning 

and performance is one of the most accepted phenomena in psychology and education.” 

(Horwitz, 2000, p. 256). Yet several issues related to the interference need clarification, for 

example the precise mechanisms of FL anxiety affecting FL learning (Horwitz & Young, 

1991). Another challenge is “to determine the extent to which anxiety is a cause rather than a 

result of poor language learning” (Horwitz, 2001, p. 118). In addition the relationship 

between FL anxiety and FL proficiency should be studied as a function of time, as previous 

work in this area has been typically cross-sectional.  

 

3.2.2. The Stability of FL Anxiety 

The stability of FL anxiety can be approached from two perspectives: stability over time and 

stability across target languages. Inspired by a distinction of synchronic and diachronic 

linguistics, the present researchers conceptualize the stability of anxiety over time as 

diachronic stability and that across FLs as synchronic stability1. 

To our knowledge, the diachronic stability of FL anxiety has been underresearched 

until now. In an early study, Gardner, Smythe, and Clément (1979) found that French 

classroom anxiety significantly decreased after six and five weeks for Canadian and 

American students, respectively. It should be noted that the participants in Gardner et al. 

(1979) attended an intensive FL program highly similar to immersion. Therefore, the results 

cannot be generalized to more regular classroom situations where the input is less intensive. 

More recently, Liu, Liu, and Su’s (2010) study of 934 first-year Chinese students from three 

universities reported significant decreases in the scores of the full adapted Foreign Language 
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Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) (Horwitz et al., 1986) and of two factors: low 

self-confidence in speaking English and general English classroom performance anxiety, over 

a period of one semester. However, the profiles of diachronic anxiety differed between female 

and male subjects and were quite different among three universities. Females showed 

significant decreases in the scores of the full anxiety scale and the two factors, but males’ 

anxiety levels significantly decreased only for the factor of low self-confidence in speaking 

English. The results of paired-samples t-tests for two of the three universities replicated the 

findings for males and females. Significance levels were not attested for the third university. 

It should be noted that anxiety levels do not always naturally decrease as a function of time. 

Samimy and Tabuse (1992), for instance, reported a significant increase in the level of 

discomfort experienced within the Japanese classroom among 39 university students from the 

spring to the autumn quarter. Furthermore, in a recent study, Jee (2014) reported a significant 

increase in the scores of the full FLCAS and one of the FLCAS factors, i.e., communication 

apprehension, from the first to the second semester among 12 Korean FL students.  

Saito, Horwitz, and Garza’s (1999) study is the first to look into the synchronic 

stability of FL anxiety (Rodríguez & Abreu, 2003). In their study, 383 American students 

learning French, Japanese, or Russian completed the FLCAS (Horwitz et al., 1986) and the 

Foreign Language Reading Anxiety Scale (Saito et al., 1999). Results showed that reading 

anxiety significantly fluctuated depending on the target languages, but general FL anxiety did 

not. It should be noted that the participants at different grades (e.g., freshmen and sophomore) 

were not learning the same FLs. FL courses were required for some students, but were 

elective for others. This high degree of variability thus obscures the findings (Sparks et al., 

2000).  

Rodríguez and Abreu (2003) compared the anxiety experienced by 110 Venezuelan 

students in English and French classes. These students with various proficiencies in the two 
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languages came from two Venezuelan universities. Their anxiety levels in English and French 

were not found to significantly differ. Kim (2009) criticized Rodríguez and Abreu’s (2003) 

study for ignoring contextual factors that contributed to learners’ anxiety and subsequently 

compared 59 Korean college students’ anxiety in English reading and conversation courses. 

The results showed that learners experienced significantly higher anxiety in the conversation 

course. Rodríguez (2010) responded to Kim’s criticism by clarifying that Rodríguez and 

Abreu (2003) took contextual factors into account, because the participants were recruited 

from two schools and were studying two FLs, and furthermore identified deficiencies in Kim 

(2009). For example, what Kim claimed -that her study paid attention to cross-cultural 

differences in FL instruction- conflicted with the fact that her subjects were taking two 

English courses at the same college. Moreover, Kim omitted some relevant information in the 

Results section, like homogeneity of regression slopes and effect size. As can be seen, studies 

of synchronic changes in anxiety levels have provoked many debates between researchers.  

Piniel (2006) examined FL anxiety in 61 ninth-year secondary school students at a 

grammar school in Hungary. The students were learning two FLs. The one that had been 

learnt in elementary school was the students’ first FL according to the school’s curriculum. 

The FL that started being learnt after enrollment in secondary school was labeled the second 

FL. In the first FL category, there were English and German. Languages in the second FL 

category included French, German, Italian, and English. Students’ anxiety in the first and 

second FL was assessed through the FLCAS and compared. Results showed that learning the 

first and second FL rendered significant effects on the anxiety levels. 

Much work in this area has also been done by Dewaele and his colleagues (Dewaele, 

2002, 2007a, 2007b, 2013; Dewaele, Petrides, & Furnham, 2008). The 2002 and 2007a 

studies found that pupils in the last year of their secondary school, who were either mostly 

(2002 study) or all (2007a study) native speakers of Dutch, showed a significantly higher 
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communicative anxiety in French than in English. In a follow-up study (Dewaele, 2007b), 

university students (35 bilinguals, 33 trilinguals, and 38 quadrilinguals) were targeted. 

Participants had learned their FLs either in instructional settings or under naturalistic 

conditions. According to the order of acquisition, the languages known by the students were 

labelled L1, L2, L3, and L4, although the actual languages were very diverse. 

Communicative anxiety in the L1, L2, L3, and L4 was measured in three situations, i.e., 

speaking with friends, with strangers, and in public. Paired-samples t-tests revealed that 

speaking anxiety gradually significantly increased from L1 to L4 in the three situations (with 

the exception of non-significant differences between anxiety in the L3 and L4 when speaking 

with friends and strangers). Dewaele, Petrides, and Furnham’s (2008) study also pertains to 

speaking anxiety of multilingual adults across situations where the participants use the known 

languages to talk with friends, colleagues, and strangers, on the phone and in public. Similar 

to the findings in Dewaele (2007b), a significant increase in anxiety levels in the language 

learnt later was identified. An explanation for the gradually higher speaking anxiety is that 

the participants may be more proficient in the languages learnt earlier, as noted by Dewaele 

(2007b). In a recent study by Dewaele (2013), the FLCAS was filled out by 86 and 62 

university students from London and Mallorca, respectively, who were bilinguals, trilinguals, 

or quadrilinguals. Simple correlation analyses suggested that the FLCAS scores in L2, L3, 

and L4 were highly related for both the London and Mallorca groups. Interpreting these 

findings, Dewaele (2013) contended that “[strong] correlations between FLCA [foreign 

language classroom anxiety] values in L2, L3, and L4 suggest that levels of FLCA are 

relatively stable across the foreign languages known by the learners/users.” (p. 670). 

Dewaele and his colleagues’ studies are important in more ways than one. For one, 

they compared the anxiety level in the L1 with that of multiple FLs. The result that all FL 

anxiety was significantly greater than L1 anxiety further substantiated the overwhelming task 
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that is FL learning. Moreover, their studies are the first ones to compare anxiety levels in 

more than two FLs, which is methodologically inspiring. The finding that anxiety gradually 

became more intense in the order of acquisition of FLs is pedagogically meaningful. It means 

that instructors who are teaching a FL that is relatively new to learners should pay more 

attention to the affective state of their students and make more efforts to lessen students’ 

anxiety.  

To sum up, research into the stability of FL anxiety is only in its infancy, especially 

for diachronic stability. William’s (1991) suggestion that “a long-term study that would allow 

an evaluation of the students’ foreign-language classroom anxiety and their progress in the 

target language would be a very good one.” (p. 26) has not often been met by empirical 

studies. Garrett and Young (2009) pointed out that previous research solely focused on 

learners’ development of linguistic ability or communicative competence in the target 

language. Hence, the dearth of research into anxiety over time partly roots in a traditional 

neglect of changes of learners’ inner feelings. Not many studies have been conducted to look 

at the synchronic changes of FL anxiety either. The focus of the majority of past work related 

to synchronic stability has furthermore been on European FL learning contexts. No study has 

compared Asian learners’ anxiety for multiple FLs. 

 

3.3. This Study 

We designed a study involving two surveys at two different time points within the context of 

English and Japanese learning in Chinese universities. At the two time points, English and 

Japanese proficiency was assessed using self-reports. Anxiety in English and Japanese was 

measured using Horwitz et al.’s (1986) Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale. The 

interconnections of the changes in FL anxiety intensity with the development of overall 

proficiency and four specific skills were investigated in the two learning contexts. 
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Between-surveys comparisons in and within-survey comparisons between anxiety in English 

and Japanese were conducted. The aim of the study was to answer the following questions: 

1. Are changes in FL anxiety intensity significantly related to the development of 

overall FL proficiency? 

2. Are changes in FL anxiety intensity significantly related to the development of FL 

subskills, namely listening, speaking, reading, and writing? 

3. Is anxiety in Japanese and English stable over time (diachronic stability)? Does 

anxiety in English and Japanese differ in terms of the stability over time? 

4. Is FL anxiety stable across English and Japanese (synchronic stability)?  

 

3.4. Methodology 

3.4.1. Participants 

The participants were 146 Chinese students of Japanese in the first year of their studies, who 

were also studying English. They were recruited from six Japanese classes at three 

universities in China, which are representative of a large number of universities in this 

country. Two universities were located in Henan Province in the central part of China and one 

in Shandong Province in East China. All the students were taking more than one Japanese 

course and Japanese teachers were not always the same for different classes at the same 

school. However, the participants at the same university were taking one compulsory English 

course as a group. Hence, the 146 students were sampled from three English classes, and 

furthermore consisted of 21 males and 125 females, with ages ranging from 17 to 23 

(M=19.57, SD=1.00). In addition, generally speaking, the students came from less developed 

places and their parents had not received much education. They had studied English for 4.5 to 

13.5 years (M=9.05, SD=1.88) until the Time 1 survey and almost all the students (n=145) 

started learning Japanese after university enrollment (M=.52, SD=.29).  
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3.4.2. Instruments 

In addition to the Demographic Information Questionnaire (DIQ) used to collect the 

participants’ name, age, gender, home location (village, township, county, prefecture city or 

above), parental education (primary school, junior school, senior school, college), duration of 

English and Japanese learning, three other questionnaires were used, including the Foreign 

Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) (Horwitz et al., 1986), the English Proficiency 

Scale (EPS), and the Japanese Proficiency Scale (JPS). The DIQ, the EPS, and the JPS were 

constructed in Chinese by the current researchers. The FLCAS, which is originally in English, 

was translated into Chinese, using the procedures as follows: the Chinese researcher in this 

study translated the FLCAS into Chinese (Guo and Wu [2008] was also referred to during the 

translation process, in addition to the online translation, i.e., http://wenku.baidu.com/view/d0 

e7b0260722192e4536f6f7.html) and the translations were cross-checked by a senior 

university student enrolled in a Chinese program, who was proficient in English. The two 

translators discussed to resolve the minor discrepancies that occurred between the two of 

them. The translated FLCAS was validated in the pilot study as introduced in the procedures 

section. 

The FLCAS contains 33 items that all follow a 5-point Likert format. Responses 

range from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The lower and upper boundary for the 

possible FLCAS scores is 33 and 165, respectively. Higher scores indicate more intense FL 

anxiety. In this study, the FLCAS was used to assess anxiety in Japanese and English. 

Therefore, foreign language in the FLCAS was altered to Japanese and English, which led to 

the creation of the English Classroom Anxiety Scale (ECAS) and the Japanese Classroom 

Anxiety Scale (JCAS), respectively. Two exemplar items from the ECAS and the JCAS are: I 

tremble when I know that I'm going to be called on in English class and I don't feel pressure 

to prepare very well for Japanese class. 
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The EPS and the JPS are self-report instruments of English and Japanese proficiency. 

Both have four subscales pertaining to listening, speaking, reading, and writing proficiency. 

Each subscale consists of five items in a 4-point Likert format. In total, there are 20 items in 

both the EPS and the JPS. Responses range from almost impossible to easy. The minimum 

obtainable score on both the EPS and the JPS is 20 and the maximum is 80, with higher 

scores representing higher levels of English and Japanese proficiency. Two sample items 

from the EPS and the JPS are: I can be relatively fluent in answering teachers' questions 

related to text contents in Japanese and I can compose letters, notifications, or invitation 

letters in English on immediate needs. The two scales were constructed following different 

Chinese national standards, which clearly spell out requirements for students’ English and 

Japanese proficiency in four subskills: the Curriculum Standard for Senior High School 

English (Experimental) (MOE, 2003) for the EPS and the Curriculum Standard for Japanese 

Majors at Elementary Level in Higher Education (MOE, 2001) for the JPS (two items were 

adapted from Xu [2010]). The EPS is a measure of intermediate level of English. The JPS is a 

test of elementary level of Japanese. As the two scales were newly developed, their 

effectiveness in measuring English and Japanese proficiency was validated in a pilot study by 

correlating students’ self-reports and teachers’ ratings of students’ listening, speaking, reading, 

and writing proficiency. The validation process is introduced in the Procedures section. 

Teachers’ ratings were given in a 5-point Likert format. Responses ranged from poor to 

excellent. The score range resulting from this teacher instrument was between 4 (minimum) 

and 20 (maximum). The results of this validation are reported below, together with the 

reliability levels. 

 

3.4.3. Procedures  

Data collection followed three steps. Step 1 was a pilot study, which was carried out during 
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regular class hours, following the same procedures as outlined below for the full surveys and 

furthermore which itself consisted of two parts. In Part 1 of the pilot study, two intact 

Japanese classes with 41 students in total were tested at a university in Shaan’xi Province in 

West China. The students were freshmen majoring in Japanese and were taking a compulsory 

English course, similar to those in the two full surveys at different time points. Class 1 was 

tested first. Based on the results for Class 1, a few Chinese words in the measures -with the 

exception of the DIQ- were adjusted and the resulting scales were tested in Class 2. It should 

be noted that the Class 2 students did not report difficulties in understanding the items. In 

addition, because the JCAS and the ECAS are identical except for the wording of Japanese or 

English, the pilot study for anxiety scales was only conducted for the JCAS. In Part 2 of the 

pilot study, the EPS and the JPS that had already demonstrated adequate internal reliability in 

Part 1, were administered to a class of 27 students at another university in Shandong Province 

in East China, which is more on a par with the three universities where the 146 participants 

were recruited than the Shaan’xi university in Part 1. Teachers’ ratings were also collected for 

these 27 students to validate whether the two scales effectively assessed English and Japanese 

proficiency (one teacher for each FL). There were 26 valid self-reports for each scale. In short, 

the results of pilot study (internal reliability) reported in the Results section were based on 

Class 2 in Part 1 for the JCAS, the EPS, and the JPS. The effectiveness of the EPS and the 

JPS in measuring proficiency was validated by correlating the 26 self-evaluations and 

teacher’s ratings.  

Step 2 of this study’s design involved two repeated full surveys conducted with a 

2-month interval on the 146 participants in an out-of-class session with no teacher present. At 

either time point, all participants attending the same university filled out the full 

questionnaires at the same time in a classroom. At Time 1, research purposes were only partly 

explained to students before they set to complete the questionnaires, to avoid a situation 
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where the subjects would give answers anticipating the researcher's predisposition. The 

students were informed that their participation was voluntary and that the survey had no 

effects on their course grades. All participants were expected to give their genuine views 

independently. Following the instructions, the full set of questionnaires was administered. 

The questionnaires were arranged in the following order: the DIQ, the JPS, the EPS, the 

JCAS, and the ECAS. Time 2 survey followed the same procedure, except that the DIQ was 

left out and instructions were shortened. Questionnaires were immediately and carefully 

checked after being collected to ensure that no items were left unanswered. In instances 

where missing items were found, those subjects were traced to complete the missing 

questions. 

The third step of the study’s design was data registration. Questionnaires were 

numbered and responses registered for further analyses.  

 

3.4.4. Data Analysis 

For Questions 1 and 2, the differences in anxiety in Japanese/English and Japanese/ English 

proficiency were computed, by subtracting the Time 1 scores from the Time 2 scores. The 

differences in anxiety and proficiency were subsequently correlated. The diachronic and 

synchronic stability of FL anxiety (Questions 3 and 4) was investigated by using inferential 

statistics: paired-samples t-test or the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, based on the results from 

the assumption testing. 

 

3.5. Results 

3.5.1. Reliability Estimates of the Scales  

The JCAS achieved an internal reliability of .95 (Cronbach's alpha) in the pilot study. At two 

time points, internal reliability was .93 and .94 for the JCAS, and .92 (twice) for the ECAS. 
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The results for the FLCAS obtained from this sample are comparable with those of other 

studies, for example, .93 in Horwitz (1986) and .94 in Aida (1994). The test-retest reliability 

was .81 for the JCAS and .72 for the ECAS in the current study. Horwitz (1986) obtained a 

test-retest coefficient of .83 on 78 samples over an 8-week interval. 

The internal and external reliability coefficients of the EPS and the JPS are reported in 

Table 3.1. As shown, all reliability coefficients were adequate. The results of the validation 

process were also satisfactory. The correlation of students’ self-evaluations and teacher’s 

ratings was .71 for Japanese proficiency and .63 for English proficiency, suggesting that the 

two scales can effectively measure language proficiency. 

Table 3.1 Reliability Levels of the EPS and the JPS (N=146)                  
           Internal Reliability(α)          Test-retest Reliability(r) 

Measure    EPSPL EPS1  EPS2 JPSPL JPS1 JPS2  EPS  JPS 
Listening Subscale .86  .79  .78  .76  .76  .80  .59** .63** 
Speaking Subscale .90  .83  .83  .69  .79  .79  .64** .57** 
Reading Subscale .86  .72  .73  .77  .80  .75  .60** .57**  
Writing Subscale  .82  .84  .83  .79  .83  .81  .59** .62** 
Overall Scale  .95  .92  .92  .91  .92  .92  .68** .68** 
Note. .PL= pilot study; .1=the Time 1 survey; .2=the Time 2 survey; **p<.01 

 

3.5.2. The Anxiety-Proficiency Relationship (Questions 1 and 2) 

Table 3.2 Means with Standard Deviations of Language  
Proficiency and Anxiety (N=146)                                   

            Means (Standard Deviations)   
Measurements       Time 1    Time 2              
Anxiety in English      91.46 (17.54)  91.60 (16.26) 
Anxiety in Japanese      94.23 (18.41)  91.58 (18.34) 
English Listening Proficiency    17.44 (2.34)   17.62 (2.07) 
English Speaking Proficiency    15.15 (3.19)   15.18 (2.92) 
English Reading Proficiency    16.86 (2.43)   17.13 (2.27) 
English Writing Proficiency    17.00 (2.58)   17.00 (2.60)  
Overall English Proficiency    66.45 (8.96)   66.93 (8.28)  
Japanese Listening Proficiency   15.79 (2.63)      16.51 (2.45)  
Japanese Speaking Proficiency   14.69 (3.02)      15.09 (2.83) 
Japanese Reading Proficiency    15.52 (2.92)   16.05 (2.63) 
Japanese Writing Proficiency    15.09 (3.30)   15.59 (2.94) 
Overall Japanese Proficiency     61.08 (9.94)   63.23 (9.33) 

 
In Table 3.2, the descriptive results of self-assessment of English and Japanese 
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proficiency, and anxiety in the two FLs are reported for the Time 1 and Time 2 surveys, 

including mean scores and standard deviations. FL anxiety changes over two months were 

calculated using the Time 2 FLCAS scores minus the Time 1 scores. In the same manner, the 

between-surveys differences in overall proficiency and the proficiency of subskills were 

obtained. Anxiety changes were then correlated with the differences in the overall and 

specific proficiency after checking the linear relationship in scatterplots2. The results are 

reported in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. 

As shown, the correlations of anxiety in English with the overall and specific English 

proficiency were all significantly negative. Correlation coefficients ranged from -.20 to -.38, 

indicating 4% to 14.4% variance shared by the variables of anxiety and proficiency. The 

changes of anxiety in Japanese were also significantly negatively associated with the 

development of overall Japanese proficiency and the specific skills. Correlations ranged from 

-.25 to -.38 (6.3% to 14.4% shared variance). A small index of shared variance in both cases 

indicated a weaker relation between the changes of FL anxiety and the development of 

overall FL proficiency or the specific skills. In addition, a positive correlation was found 

between the changes of anxiety in English and Japanese, suggesting that the decrease or 

increase of anxiety in English may lead to a similar change of anxiety in Japanese, and vice 

versa. The four specific skills were also positively correlated with each other in English and 

Japanese learning contexts. 

Table 3.3 Correlations between FL Anxiety and the Overall Proficiency (N=146) 
    AJ-C   AE-C   JP-D   EP-D                 
AJ-C     1.00           
AE-C      .43***   1.00          
JP-D      -.38***   -.36***   1.00      
EP-D      -.41***   -.38***   .59***   1.00    
Note. AJ-C=change of anxiety in Japanese; AE-C=change of anxiety in English; 
JP-D=Japanese proficiency development; EP-D=English proficiency development; ***p<.001 
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Table 3.4 Correlations between FL Anxiety and the Specific Skills (N=146) 
   Anxiety and Proficiency in English   Anxiety and Proficiency in Japanese 

AC  LD  SD  RD  WD  AC  LD  SD  RD  WD  
AC  1.00         1.00 
LD  -.30*** 1.00       -.33*** 1.00    
SD  -.29*** .58*** 1.00     -.29*** .47*** 1.00 
RD  -.36*** .48*** .43*** 1.00   -.25** .39*** .51*** 1.00 
WD  -.20* .39*** .40*** .34*** 1.00 -.29*** .27** .34*** .51*** 1.00 
Note. AC=anxiety change; LD, SD, RD, and WD=listening, speaking, reading, and writing 
development; ***p<.001; **p<.01; *p<.05  

 

3.5.3. The Stability of FL Anxiety (Questions 3 and 4) 

In what follows, the stability of anxiety was explored based on the full sample and separately 

for the individual universities. Before that, the JCAS and the ECAS scores were compared 

across classes (six Japanese classes but three English classes, as indicated in the Methodology 

section) at each time point. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used for anxiety in Japanese and a 

one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for anxiety in English, after checking normality and 

homogeneity of variances. Results indicated that anxiety in Japanese did not significantly 

differ across the six classes: x2(5, n=146)=4.12, p=.52 at Time 1 and x2(5, n=146)=3.89, 

p=.57 at Time 2. Likewise, significance levels were not identified for anxiety in English 

across the three classes: F(2, 143)=.30, p=.74 (Time 1) and F(2, 143)=.41, p=.66 (Time 2). 

Hence, being in different classes did not significantly influence FL anxiety. The participants 

were thus found to stem from the same population in terms of anxiety in English or Japanese, 

which warrants amalgamating classes as a larger sample.  

 

3.5.3.1. The Diachronic Stability Using the Full Sample 

As shown in Table 3.2, anxiety in Japanese gradually decreased from Time 1 to Time 2, but 

anxiety in English stayed virtually the same. Paired-samples t-tests confirmed that there was a 

significant decrease in anxiety level in Japanese from Time 1 to Time 2, t(145)=2.81, p<.05, 

d=.23, and that the change of anxiety in English was not significant, t(145)=-.13, p=.90.  
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As shown in Table 3.5, anxiety in Japanese strikingly decreased in two of the three 

universities as a function of time. In one university, the mean JCAS scores showed almost no 

change. Furthermore, anxiety in English remained virtually unchanged in all the three 

universities. After checking whether the differences between Time 2 and Time 1 in the two 

anxieties were normally distributed in the population, paired-samples t-tests were performed. 

Results revealed that there was no significant diachronic change in anxiety levels in English 

for the three universities. With respect to anxiety in Japanese, significance levels were 

identified for two universities. The results of significance testing are presented in Table 3.6 

below.  

Table 3.6 Diachronic Stability at Individual Universities                            
   Anxiety in English        Anxiety in Japanese   

University  Size   t  p  cohen’s d  t  p  cohen’s d      
1    25   -.08  .94  N/A    2.57 .02  .51 
2    50   .00  1.00 N/A    2.26 .03  .32  
3    71   -.15  .88  N/A    .27  .79  N/A  

Note. N/A=not available  

 

3.5.3.3. The Synchronic Stability Using the Full Sample 

As shown in Table 3.2, the entire sample showed higher anxiety in Japanese at Time 1. In 

contrast, the mean JCAS and ECAS scores were almost the same at Time 2. Paired-samples 

t-tests showed that the two anxieties were not significantly different at either time point: 

t(145)=1.63, p=.11 at Time 1 and t(145)=-.009, p=.99 at Time 2.  

 

3.5.3.4. The Synchronic Stability at Individual Universities  

In the Time 1 survey, anxiety in Japanese was higher than anxiety in English at all three 

universities, particularly at University 2, as shown in Table 3.5. At Time 2, anxiety in 

Japanese was still higher at Universities 2 and 3, but the differences between the two 

anxieties at the two universities were smaller than those at Time 1. Anxiety in Japanese 
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Table 3.7 Synchronic Stability at Individual Universities                            
   Time 1         Time 2    

University   Size    t(z)   p   t   p            
1     25    -.24   .82   -1.58  .13  
2     50    1.64  .11   .27   .79   
3     71    .82   .42   .77   .44   

Note. Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was only performed for University 1 at Time 1, z=-.24, 
p=.82. 
 

3.6. Discussion 

One of the purposes of this study was to examine the relationship between FL anxiety and FL 

proficiency over time (Questions 1-2). Results showed that FL anxiety changes were 

negatively correlated with the development of overall FL proficiency and the subskills of 

reading, writing, speaking and listening. The results suggest that the increase or decrease of 

FL anxiety over time may lead to an inverse change in either overall or specific proficiency, 

and vice versa. Moreover, the findings also suggest the necessity to trace the changes of 

anxiety at the level of individuals or learner groups, as that can help to shed light on 

proficiency development. It should be noted that the correlations of anxiety changes vis-à-vis 

overall and subskill proficiency development were weak. Only 4% to 14.4% shared variance 

was detected in English and Japanese learning contexts, which suggests that the influencing 

factors of FL learning are rather complex, with FL anxiety being only one of the relevant 

factors. On the other hand, the weak correlation between anxiety changes and overall or 

subskill proficiency development indicates that FL anxiety itself is also subject to multiple 

influences. FL proficiency is merely one of the variables, albeit an important one. 

Noteworthy is that the negative anxiety-proficiency correlations found in this study do 

not mean that FL anxiety and FL learning underachievement always show a straightforward 

cause-effect relationship, as FL anxiety can interfere with FL learning via other mediums: In 

a study of 547 Chinese EFL students, Liu and Jackson (2008) found that FL anxiety was 

positively related to two dimensions of unwillingness to communicate, i.e., avoidance and 
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reward, and was negatively linked with risk-taking and sociability in class. The results 

suggest that anxious students are liable to avoid engaging in communication activities in class, 

maybe due to their worrying about others’ negative evaluation. The avoidance is 

disadvantageous to the improvement of their speaking ability, which demands a lot of 

practice. As a consequence, the learners will continue experiencing communication 

breakdowns. Their interest in FL learning may fade, owing to the constant frustration 

following communication failures. In the end, they may stop devoting energy to learning a FL 

and become underachievers of FL learning.  

The present study adds to this line of work. For one, a positive correlation between 

the changes of anxiety levels in English and Japanese was found. The finding bears out 

Dewaele’s (2007b, 2013) cross-sectional studies: communicative anxiety in multiple FLs 

tends to be highly related. All this suggests that the decrease or increase of anxiety in one FL 

an individual experiences may similarly influence the anxiety level in another FL. The 

findings also indicate that various factors that create anxiety in L2 also contribute to anxiety 

in L3, though there are language-related differences that have to be taken into account (e.g., 

previous learning experiences in the language; attitude differences towards target language 

groups). In addition, the current study showed that the development in listening, speaking, 

reading, and writing was positively related to one another in English and Japanese learning 

contexts, providing insight into the interactions between the four skills: The enhancement of 

one skill facilitates the improvement of others, which demands the balanced development of 

all four skills in learners.  

Question 3 was concerned with diachronic changes of anxiety levels in English and 

Japanese. There was virtually no diachronic change in anxiety intensity in English for the full 

sample and individual universities, but anxiety in Japanese had strikingly decreased from 

Time 1 to Time 2. In other words, anxiety in Japanese exhibited a pattern of decrease, but 
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anxiety in English was relatively stable, and this was confirmed by statistical tests. While 

anxiety in Japanese did significantly decrease over time, anxiety in English did not show a 

significant change, suggesting stabilization of learners’ anxiety in a FL which has been 

learned for a long time. Alternatively, anxiety hardly changes over time. Also noteworthy is 

that in the current study FL anxiety scores measured at two time points were highly correlated: 

a test-retest coefficient of .81 was obtained as part of the JCAS, but a significant decrease in 

anxiety in Japanese was still attested. Therefore, a high correlation between measurements 

may not be a guarantee of stability over time.   

Regarding the causes for the decrease in anxiety in Japanese and stability in anxiety in 

English as observed in the sample3, it is difficult to pinpoint, as FL anxiety is related in a 

complex way to a myriad of affective, cognitive, and demographic variables, or interactions 

among these variables (Rodríguez & Abreu, 2003). Tentative explanations can be given along 

the lines of language proficiency. In other words, more students (n=86) showed improvement 

in their Japanese proficiency, as opposed to English proficiency. As a result, the decrease of 

anxiety in Japanese (M=-4.3) among the students of increased Japanese proficiency was 

larger than the decrease of anxiety in English (M=-3.7) for those students who showed an 

increase in English proficiency. The difference of motivation in learning Japanese and 

English may explain why more students improved their Japanese proficiency as opposed to 

English. That is, the participants were more motivated to learn Japanese, as they were 

Japanese majors for whom English was only the second FL and furthermore they will be 

engaged in careers that demand more use of Japanese and need excellent Japanese 

achievements to succeed in the job market or to pursue graduate education.  

Question 4 was related to the difference of anxiety levels in English and Japanese. At 

Time 1, the subjects as a whole experienced more anxiety in Japanese learning4. At all three 

universities taking part in this study, anxiety in Japanese was stronger than anxiety in English. 
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At Time 2, anxiety levels in Japanese and English were very similar overall. Anxiety in 

Japanese was lower than anxiety in English at one university, but was higher at the two other 

universities. Yet, the discrepancies in the intensity between the two anxieties at the two 

universities displaying higher anxiety in Japanese were smaller than those at Time 1. 

Inferential tests did not reveal the differences between the two anxieties at the levels of full 

sample and individual universities to reach significance, supporting Saito et al. (1999) and 

Rodríguez and Abreu’s (2003) findings that general FL anxiety was stable across target 

languages, and furthermore indicating that learning a familiar FL is not necessarily less 

anxiety-provoking than learning a FL that is relatively new to students. Despite the 

non-significant difference, the fact that learning Japanese provoked more anxiety than 

learning English among the participants at Time 1 warrants a closer inspection. It is probably 

because the students were faced with a greater challenge in learning new Japanese knowledge 

at the beginning of a new term. However, students could handle the difficulties of English 

learning more easily due to the fact that they had been learning this language for a longer 

time. 

 

3.7. Implications 

The findings of this study have pedagogical implications, mostly pertaining to teachers 

having to make a conscious effort to reduce the anxiety levels of their students in the FL 

classroom. In addition to the frequently mentioned interference of FL anxiety with FL 

learning, the necessity of anxiety control is also warranted by a positive relation between the 

changes in anxiety in Japanese and English. Controlling anxiety in a given FL may help 

stabilize anxiety in other FLs and further facilitates learning other FLs. Particularly, Chinese 

university students’ anxiety in English should not receive less attention by teachers, despite 

the fact that the students usually have learned English for a long time before university 
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enrollment, as this study found that anxiety in English was not significantly different from 

anxiety in learning a new FL (i.e. Japanese). Moreover, to reduce anxiety in English, much 

more energy and time is required, because anxiety in English tends to be stable over time. In 

addition, teaching professionals need to become aware of the diversity of FL anxiety sources. 

Low FL proficiency is only one of the potential triggers, which is underscored by a small 

portion of shared variance between anxiety and proficiency. Other anxiety-related factors 

may be pertinent to learning difficulties, learners’ motivation, classroom climate, teaching 

methods, etc. Like more general anxiety, FL anxiety cannot be completely taken away from 

learners. The development of an educational setting in which learners feel protected and free 

to behave spontaneously and their mistakes are not ridiculed by teachers or fellow students 

may help to alleviate the feelings and effects of anxiety.  

Care should also be taken to ensure that learners’ listening, speaking, reading, and 

writing skills develop in parallel. No one facet of language learning should be treated as 

unimportant and ignored. The implication is particularly relevant for college English courses 

taught in China, which is usually taught to large groups. We suggest that college English 

courses should ideally be organized in small classes, with each teacher being responsible for 

only a small number of classes. That way, teachers can attend to each student, which is 

especially important in training speaking skills. In addition, the development of writing 

ability needs not only a great deal of practice, but also teachers’ prompt feedback to students’ 

written pieces. Faced with small numbers of students, teachers may find it easier to offer 

prompt responses.  

 

Notes 

1. For us, diachronic and synchronic stability refer to whether there is a significant change in 

FL anxiety among a group of learners over a given time span (not comparing anxiety levels 
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across groups at different years, see MacIntyre, Baker, Clément, and Donovan [2002]), or 

whether two or more FL anxieties in the same group of learners significantly differ. We focus 

on the variability tendency of anxiety in a population from which samples were taken, for 

three reasons. First, the conclusions regarding the stability of FL anxiety in previous studies 

were almost uniformly based on inferential tests for group comparisons. A focus on 

significance testing enables a comparison with previous studies. Second, data at the level of 

individuals tend to be chaotic, and this means that it is difficult to draw a conclusion. For 

instance, the present participants showed an increase, decrease, or no change in anxiety levels 

in English across surveys. Some students showed more of an increase than others. Third, 

pedagogical decisions are more frequently made on evaluating the general characteristics of 

learners within an institution, like a class or a school. The results of significance tests can 

provide such information. Therefore, a focus on significance testing is pedagogically 

meaningful. 

2. In this study, we investigated the diachronic and synchronic stability of anxiety on 

the basis of individual universities. To be consistent in the way to use data, we also correlated 

the Time 2-Time 1 differences of anxiety in English/Japanese with those of overall 

proficiency and proficiency of subskills in English/Japanese for each university. A negative 

relationship between anxiety and overall proficiency or proficiency of four subskills was 

found.  

3. Anxiety in Japanese decreased and increased from Time 1 to Time 2 survey 

respectively in 79 and 59 students. The number for anxiety in English was 66 and 72. In both 

cases, eight students indicated no change across time. The results further support the 

conclusion drawn on the mean JCAS and ECAS scores that anxiety in Japanese exhibited a 

pattern of decrease, whereas anxiety in English was relatively stable. 

4. At Time 1, anxiety in Japanese was higher in 87 students. Anxiety in English was 
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higher in 52 students. The results showed that the higher mean JCAS scores did not result 

from extreme values but from the fact that more students scored higher on the JCAS. 

  





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 4 

Situational and psychological correlates of foreign language anxiety: 
The case of Chinese university learners of Japanese and English1 

 

This chapter reports a study comparing the impact of two classroom environment dimensions 
(teacher support and student involvement) and two personality attributes (trait anxiety and 
competitiveness) on foreign language (FL) anxiety. It also compares the weighted 
contributions of the two situational dimensions of teacher support and student involvement 
with those of the two psychological factors of trait anxiety and competitiveness to FL anxiety. 
Chinese university freshmen of Japanese (N=146), who were simultaneously learning English, 
participated in this study. Data were collected twice with a two-month interval, using the 
Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope, 1986), the Teacher 
Support Scale (Trickett & Moos, 2002), the Involvement Scale (Trickett & Moos, 2002), the 
Competitiveness Index (Houston, Harris, McIntire, & Francis, 2002), and the Trait Anxiety 
Scale (Spielberger, 1983). Results showed that: a) both teacher support and student 
involvement significantly predicted FL anxiety, with teacher support being the better 
predictor; b) both trait anxiety and competitiveness significantly predicted FL anxiety, with 
trait anxiety being the better predictor; and c) the two personality traits of trait anxiety and 
competitiveness predicted FL anxiety better than the two classroom dimensions of teacher 
support and student involvement, suggesting that FL anxiety is influenced more by 
personality factors than classroom variables.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                        
1 This chapter has been submitted as “Jin, Y. X., De Bot, K., & Keijzer, M. Situational and 
psychological correlates of foreign language anxiety: The case of Chinese university learners 
of Japanese and English.” and is currently under review. 
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4.1. Introduction 

In research on second language learning, foreign language (FL) anxiety has received 

considerable attention as an affective characteristic that may influence the learning process. 

Among many issues pertaining to FL anxiety, the identification of its sources has been a key 

issue in the field of FL learning (Ellis, 2008). Yet despite numerous studies, some issues have 

still hardly been addressed to date. For instance, some personality traits and classroom 

climate dimensions have seldom been examined with respect to FL anxiety. Moreover, the 

effects of personality traits and classroom environment dimensions on FL anxiety have not 

-to our knowledge- been directly compared. Methodologically, previous studies have 

typically adopted a cross-sectional design. Greatly lacking are studies that look at 

anxiety-provoking factors over time. In addition, few researchers have examined learning 

several FLs by the same participants. Moreover, Chinese FL learners have not been targeted 

in such studies.  

This study investigates 146 Chinese undergraduates. We probed the effects of two 

classroom environment dimensions (teacher support and student involvement) and two 

personality attributes (trait anxiety and competitiveness) on learners’ FL anxiety levels within 

Japanese and English learning contexts and at two moments in time. The main aim 

underlying this study was to find out what the more important classroom variable and 

personality trait associated with FL anxiety are, and to tentatively answer whether FL anxiety 

is more sensitive to classroom environment factors or personality attributes.  

 

4.2. Theoretical Background 

Horwitz, Horwitz, and Cope (1986) observed ‘freezing’ in class and an unwillingness to enter 

the FL classroom in students enrolled in a "Support Group for Foreign Language Learning" at 

the University of Texas. Learners like these very probably are experiencing a special type of 
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anxiety, i.e., FL anxiety, which is defined as “a distinct complex of self- perceptions, beliefs, 

feelings, and behaviors related to classroom language learning arising from the uniqueness of 

the language learning process" (Horwitz et al., 1986, p. 128). As it stands, FL anxiety has 

now developed as one of the most examined affective qualities in FL learners (Ellis, 2008).  

Past research into FL anxiety spans a diversity of topics. Horwitz (2010) listed 44 

studies that were considered milestones in the FL anxiety field and concluded that early 

studies explored the nature of FL anxiety and its effects on language achievement, with later 

studies addressing topics such as the sources and stability of FL anxiety. Across all studies, 

the identification of FL anxiety sources has been regarded as a key issue (Ellis, 2008). After 

reviewing the FL anxiety literature, Young (1991) identified six potential sources of language 

anxiety: (1) personal and interpersonal anxieties, (2) learner beliefs about language learning, 

(3) instructor beliefs about language teaching, (4) instructor-learner interactions, (5) 

classroom procedures, and (6) language testing. In what follows, we only focus on those 

studies investigating personality attributes or classroom environment in relation to learners’ 

anxiety levels. 

 

4.2.1. Classroom Environment and FL Anxiety 

Classroom environment is undoubtedly a crucial factor for successful FL learning. Ely (1986) 

stressed the necessity to make students feel "psychologically comfortable and safe in their 

learning environment" (p. 23). Recently, Dewaele (2011) noted that “[the] progress of an L2 

learner can be linked to the chemistry that develops between the learner, the group of learners, 

and their teacher.” (p. 28). The importance of classroom environment can also be seen from 

the theoretical speculation particularly addressing the relationship between language 

achievement and group cohesiveness in the classroom, the latter of which belongs to a more 

general concept of group cohesion defined as “the integrity, solidity, social integration, unity, 
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and groupiness of a group” (Forsyth, 2014, p. 10). For example, Dörnyei (1997) claims that 

student cohesiveness underlies the development of learners’ communicative skills, by 

increasing peer interaction. It should be noted that classroom dimensions may not necessarily 

directly impact on FL learning outcomes, but indirectly through influencing learners’ affects 

known as “those emotionally relevant characteristics of the individual that influence how 

she/he will respond to any situation” (Gardner & MacIntyre, 1993, p. 1). One such affective 

variable is FL anxiety.  

 Cohen and Norst’s (1989) diary study of nine students who learned a FL (unspecified 

by the authors) to fulfill the requirements for a Master’s degree disclosed teacher support and 

competition as determinants of anxiety levels. A student who was taught by an unsympathetic 

teacher stated: “Kept trying to think up excuses all day for not going to class and by 5 p.m. 

had a terrible headache...All I’ve experienced…is what it’s like to be a victim in a language 

class” (p. 69). As for competition, one girl expressed: “I blushed with embarrassment every 

time I was asked a question and I couldn’t answer one question. X got everything right and 

understood everything…” (p. 68). Noteworthy is that several places in the diaries pointed to 

teachers’ influences on learners’ anxious reactions in the classroom, which led Cohen and 

Norst (1989) to observe that “a critical factor, if not the factor, [to reduce learners’ fear or 

anxiety], is the warmth, friendliness, empathy and personal commitment of the teacher to the 

students as people rather than as pupils” (p. 75). Young (1990) aimed to find out which 

instructor characteristics tended to reduce learners' anxiety in speaking Spanish as a FL in 

class. The three characteristics most cited by the 135 university student participants and 109 

high school pupils were: friendly, good sense of humor, and patient.  

The effects of different dimensions of classroom climate on FL anxiety have also been 

probed in quantitative studies. Palacios (1998) administered the Foreign Language Classroom 

Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) (Horwitz et al., 1986) and the Classroom Environment Scale (CES) 
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(Trickett & Moos, 1973) to 227 Spanish I and 218 Spanish IV university students. Simple 

correlation analyses revealed a significant association between FL anxiety and classroom 

environment dimensions at Spanish I level: a negative link with student-to-student connection, 

student involvement, and teacher support, but a positive correlation with competition and task 

orientation. At Spanish IV level, the same patterns were found except that student-to-student 

connection and competition were not significantly related to FL anxiety anymore. Subsequent 

regression analyses for Spanish I and IV revealed a relationship between anxiety and some 

aspects of classroom climate, but the details of these aspects are left unspecified.  

Abu-Rabia (2004) investigated teachers’ roles in FL anxiety on the basis of 67 Grade 

7 pupils aged 12-13, who were studying English as a FL at two Israeli secondary schools, 

using the FLCAS and a 10-item Likert scale assessing teachers’ attitudes towards learners. 

The regression analysis used in Abu-Rabia (2004) showed that perceived teacher support was 

a negative predictor of FL anxiety. Huang, Eslami, and Hu (2010) furthermore found that 

teacher academic/personal support was significantly negatively related to the FLCAS factor 

of fear of failing the class, but was positively related to a factor labeled “comfort with 

English learning”, which was also positively associated with academic/personal support 

provided by peers. 

 

4.2.2. Personality and FL Anxiety   

Personality refers to a person’s traits that “account for consistent patterns of response to 

situations” (Pervin, 1980, p. 6). FL anxiety is related to personality attributes (Dewaele, 

2013). Alternatively, people with a certain personality are prone to be anxious in FL learning 

and/or their use of the language. One attribute that is often cited in this context is low self- 

esteem (e.g., MacIntyre, 1999; Young 1991). Quantitative studies have consistently found a 

negative correlation between FL anxiety and self-esteem. For instance, Liu and Zhang’s study 
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(2008), in which they looked at 934 first-year non-English majors at three Chinese 

universities, found that self-esteem measured by the Self-esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965) 

was significantly negatively correlated with scores on the full adapted FLCAS as well as with 

three underlying factors, i.e., fear of negative evaluation, communication apprehension, and 

test anxiety. Other studies collaborating this finding include Onwuegbuzie, Bailey, and Daley 

(1999), and Zare and Riasati (2012).  

Researchers have related FL anxiety to trait anxiety and a significant relationship has 

been found between these two variables: .29 in Horwitz (1986) and .34 in Chiang (2010). In 

addition, three personality dimensions evaluated by the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire 

(Eysenck, Eysenck, & Barrett, 1985), i.e., extraversion, neuroticism, and psychoticism were 

also examined with respect to FL anxiety. In Dewaele (2013), participants were taken from 

two groups of university student populations (86 from London and 62 from Mallorca). The 

FLs learnt by these students were labeled L2, L3, or L4. It was found that neuroticism was 

significantly and positively related to anxiety in the L2 and L3 for the London group, but to 

anxiety in the L2 to L4 for the Mallorca group. However, psychoticism and extraversion were 

only negatively related to anxiety in the L3 for the Mallorca group. Dewaele’s (2013) study 

replicated Liu and Zhang’s (2008) findings that neuroticism and extraversion were positively 

and negatively associated with FL anxiety, respectively. The difference between the two 

studies lies in the psychoticism-anxiety relationship, which was negative in Dewaele (2013), 

but positive in Liu and Zhang (2008). It should be noted that psychoticism is not the only 

personality trait into which research vis-à-vis FL anxiety yielded conflicting results. Another 

such trait is competitiveness: Onwuegbuzie et al. (1999) reported a non-significant 

relationship between competitiveness and FL anxiety; Tóth (2007) found a significant 

positive relationship; In Jin, De Bot, and Keijzer (2015b, cf. Chapter 2), a significant negative 

relationship was attested. These conflicting results may arise from the discrepancies across 
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studies in sample size, the degree of heterogeneity of samples, or instruments, or even the 

involvement of a third factor, for instance cultural background (Jin et al., 2015b, cf. Chapter 

2). 

Furthermore, Gregersen and Horwitz (2002) investigated the relationship between FL 

anxiety and perfectionism in a sample of eight students of English. Four were highly anxious 

(scoring 92 to 101 out of 165 on the FLCAS) and the other four showed very low anxiety 

levels (scoring 34 to 41 on the FLCAS). All participants were video recorded when engaging 

in a 5-minute one-on-one conversation with the first author of the study on five simple topics, 

for instance How do you celebrate Independence Day/normally spend your weekends? The 

students then reviewed and commented on their videos. Comments pointing to high personal 

performance standards, fear of evaluation, and error-consciousness were treated as indexes of 

perfectionism. It was found that anxious students demonstrated more of these perfectionist 

tendencies than the relaxed ones, suggesting that perfectionism is a potential reason for FL 

anxiety. 

To sum up, a review of past work on classroom environment and personality 

dimensions in relation to FL anxiety revealed the necessity to continue studies on anxiety 

sources, as many issues in this area have been left untouched. For one, the effects of some 

personality traits on FL anxiety have seldom been investigated and compared in previous 

studies. This also holds for classroom environment dimensions. Dewaele (2007b) contended 

that FL anxiety is probably “more sensitive to environmental factors than personality traits” 

(p. 405). However, such an assumption has not been examined in studies comparing the 

weighted contributions between classroom variables and personality attributes to FL anxiety.  

This study aims to further explore the effects of two classroom variables (teacher 

support and student involvement) and two psychological learner traits (trait anxiety and 

competitiveness) on FL anxiety. Trickett and Moos (2002) conceive of teacher support as the 
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help, friendship, trust, or interest the teachers show toward students, and student involvement 

as the extent to which students actively engage in classwork, for instance by participating in 

activities and voluntarily doing extra work in the classroom. The former classroom factor 

represents the influences of an external agent (i.e., teacher), while the latter represents the 

internal locus of control (Chen, 2005). Thus a study including the two situational variables 

has the potential of shedding light on the different roles internal and external learner variables 

within the classroom setting play vis-à-vis FL anxiety. Trait anxiety defined as "a more 

permanent predisposition to be anxious" (Scovel, 1978, p. 137) has shown a robust 

relationship with FL anxiety (Dewaele, 2013; Chiang, 2010; Horwitz, 1986), suggesting trait 

anxiety may be an important FL anxiety provoking factor. Nevertheless, trait anxiety has 

seldom been related to other personality traits in terms of the influence on FL anxiety. In this 

study, we compared the effect of trait anxiety on FL anxiety with that of competitiveness, the 

latter of which refers to “the desire to win in interpersonal situations" (Helmreich & Spence, 

1978, p. 4, as cited in Harris & Houston, 2010) and has been singled out by Young (1991) as 

a crucial source of FL anxiety. Dewaele (2013) states that the link between FL anxiety and 

personality traits has been underresearched. Such a comparison may provide insight into the 

more important personality contributors to FL anxiety. Specifically, this study focuses on the 

following questions. 

1. Do teacher support and student involvement predict FL anxiety? Which of these 

two is the better predictor? 

2. Do trait anxiety and competitiveness predict FL anxiety? Which is the better 

predictor, trait anxiety or competitiveness? 

3. To what extent is Dewaele’s (2007b) assumption that FL anxiety is “more sensitive 

to environmental factors than personality traits” (p. 405) supported in this study? 
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4.3. Methodology 

4.3.1. Design of the Study 

This study employs two repeated surveys conducted over an interval of two months. It targets 

Chinese university students of Japanese and English. We examined the effects of teacher 

support, student involvement, trait anxiety, and competitiveness on learners’ anxiety levels in 

English and Japanese learning contexts, at two moments in time. The participants, 

instruments, and data collection procedures are described below.  

 
4.3.2. Participants 

The participants were 146 first-year Chinese students of Japanese recruited from six Japanese 

classes at three universities in China (one in Shandong Province and two in Henan Province). 

The students attending each school were taking a compulsory College English course as a 

group, taught by only one teacher, but more than one Japanese course. Japanese teachers were 

not always the same for all classes at each university. 

As shown in Table 4.1, the majority of participants were female, resembling the typical 

gender division of FL programs in China. All participants belonged to the so-called post 90s’ 

cohort, with 85% of students aged 19-21. In addition, these students had learned English for a 

considerable time before being accepted at university, but they had only started learning 

Japanese after their university enrollment (with only one exception). Furthermore, 68.5% of 

the participants came from agricultural areas (villages and townships). Nineteen students (13%) 

came from small and economically less developed cities. In short, the students recruited for this 

study were mostly from less developed areas. Overall, their parents had not received much 

education. Only 11.6% of the fathers and 8.2% of the mothers had attended higher education. 

Fathers -on average- had a higher educational level. In general, the students came from 

families of relatively low social status, considering their home location and parents’ 

educational levels. 
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Table 4.1 A Summary of the Participants’  
Demographic Information (N=146) 

Variables   Subsets    # of Students  %   M (SD)  
Gender  
     Male    21     14.4 
     Female    125     85.6 
 
Age                  19.6 (1.00) 
     17-18    18     12.3    
     19-21    124     84.9     
     22-23    4     2.7 
          
Y.E.L                 9.1 (1.88) 

4.5-5.5    3     2.1     
     6.5-9.5    104     71.2 
     10.5-13.5   39     26.7 
   
Y.J.L                 .5 (.29) 

0.5     145     99.3      
4     1     0.7 

 
R.L                  1.9 (1.21) 

Village    86     58.9     
     Township   14     9.6  
     County    19     13.0  
     Prefecture-City  27     18.5   
 
F.E                  2.4 (.87) 

Primary School  21     14.4     
     Junior School  65     44.5 
     Senior School  43     29.5 
     College    17     11.6 
  
M.E                 2.2 (.91) 
     Primary School  36     24.7 
     Junior School  58     39.7 
     Senior School  40     27.4 
     College    12     8.2   
Note. Y.E.L/Y.J.L=Years of English/Japanese Learning (up until Time 1); R.L= Residential 
Location; F.E= Father’s Education; M.E=Mother’s Education; Percentages may not add up to 
100% due to rounding.  

 

4.3.3. Instruments 

Apart from the Demographic Information Questionnaire (DIQ) used to collect the participants’ 

background information as shown in Table 4.1, five other questionnaires were administered: 
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the Competitiveness Index (CI) (Houston, Harris, McIntire, & Francis, 2002), the Trait 

Anxiety Scale (TAS) (Spielberger, 1983), the Teacher Support Scale (TSS) and the 

Involvement Scale (IS) (Trickett & Moos, 2002), and the Foreign Language Classroom 

Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) (Horwitz et al., 1986). All the five questionnaires include both 

positively and negatively worded items. Negatively worded items ‘‘represent low levels or 

even the absence of the construct of interest", whereas ‘‘the more common positively worded 

items represent its presence’’ (DeVellis, 1991, p. 59). In addition, these questionnaires 

originally developed in English were translated into Chinese so that the participants could 

clearly understand all items, using the following procedure: either a Chinese-English bilingual 

with an MA Applied Linguistics degree or the Chinese researcher in this study translated the 

questionnaires into Chinese (Guo and Wu [2008] was referred to in the process of translating 

the FLCAS, as well as the online translation, i.e., http://wenku.baidu.com/view/d0e7b02607 

22192e4536f6f7.html; to translate the TAS, the TSS, and the IS, the existing Chinese versions 

of the three scales, which were offered by Mind Garden, Inc., the copyright holder of these 

scales, were referred to). The translations were subsequently carefully cross-checked by a 

senior university student enrolled in a Chinese program, who had a good command of English. 

The Chinese researcher in this study and the university student resolved the minor 

discrepancies that occurred between the two of them. The resulting scales were then pretested 

(see the procedures section) before using them in the investigation.  

 

4.3.3.1. The Competitiveness Index 

The CI has two subscales: the Enjoyment of Competition and the Contentiousness scale and 

contains 14 Likert-type items in total (1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=neither agree nor 

disagree, 4=agree, 5=strongly agree). The obtainable scores range from 14 to 70. Higher 

scores indicate stronger competitiveness. Sample items include: I get satisfaction from 
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competing with others and In general, I will go along with the group rather than create 

conflict. 

   

4.3.3.2. The Trait Anxiety Scale 

The TAS is the Trait Anxiety Scale of Spielberger's (1983) State-Trait Anxiety Inventory 

(Form Y). It comprises 20 items in a 4-point Likert format (1=almost never, 2=sometimes, 

3=often, 4=almost always). The lower limit for the possible scores is 20 and the upper limit is 

80, with higher scores indicating more intense trait anxiety. Two exemplar items are: I feel 

that difficulties are piling up so that I cannot overcome them and I worry too much over 

something that really doesn’t matter. 

   

4.3.3.3. The Teacher Support Scale and the Involvement Scale 

The TSS and the IS are two subscales of the Classroom Environment Scale (Trickett & Moos, 

2002). They help students describe their learning environment in terms of teacher support and 

student involvement. Both consist of 10 items in a true-false format. In this study, the original 

dichotomous format was altered to a 4-point Likert format (1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 

3=agree, 4=strongly agree). Retaining the same "force to choose" property as the original, the 

two resulting scales were thus more sensitive. As a result, the obtainable scores of the resulting 

TSS and the IS ranged from 10 to 40, with higher scores representing stronger teacher support 

and student involvement. Two sample items, respectively taken from the TSS and the IS 

include: Sometimes the teacher embarrasses students for not knowing the right answer and 

Most students in this class really pay attention to what the teacher is saying. Because the TSS 

and the IS were used to elicit the participants’ overall feelings of teacher support and student 

involvement in English and Japanese classes, English or Japanese classes were specified 

whenever necessary. The two scales were respectively relabeled the E-TSS and the E-IS for 
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English classes, and the J-TSS and the J-IS for Japanese classes.  

 

4.3.3.4. The Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale 

The FLCAS consists of 33 items and uses a 5-point Likert format (1=strongly disagree, 

2=disagree, 3=neither agree nor disagree, 4=agree, 5=strongly agree). The lower and upper 

limit for the obtainable FLCAS scores is 33 and 165, respectively. Higher scores suggest more 

intense anxiety. In this study, the FLCAS was used to assess anxiety in English and Japanese 

classes. Hence, foreign language in the FLCAS was altered to Japanese and English and, 

furthermore, the FLCAS was relabeled the ECAS and the JCAS, representing the 

English/Japanese Classroom Anxiety Scale. Two exemplar items taken from the two scales are: 

It frightens me when I don’t understand what the teacher is saying in English and I feel more 

tense and nervous in my Japanese class than in my other classes. 

 

4.3.4. Procedures 

Data collection followed three steps, with Step 1 being a pilot study conducted in two intact 

Japanese classes with 41 students in total at a university in West China’s Shaan’xi Province. 

The students in this pilot were first-year Japanese majors and were all taking a compulsory 

English course similar to that of students in the two full surveys. They were tested during 

their regular class hours. Class 1 was tested first. Based on the results for Class 1, a few 

Chinese words in the questionnaires -with the exception of the DIQ- were adjusted with the 

assistance of a Chinese teacher who was teaching English at the pilot study university and the 

resulting measures were then retested in Class 2. It also needs to be pointed out that no 

student in Class 2 reported difficulties in understanding the Chinese translations. As the JCAS 

and the ECAS were identical except for the wording of English or Japanese, only the JCAS 

was tested in the pilot study for anxiety scales. Similarly, the TSS and the IS were only tested 
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for Japanese classes. In short, the results of the pilot study for the JCAS, the CI, the TAS, the 

J-TSS, and the J-IS were all based on Class 2. 

Step 2 of this study’s design constituted two full surveys at two time points. The 146 

participants were tested in an out-of-class session with no teacher present. At both sessions, 

all the participants at the same university filled out the full questionnaires in a classroom at 

the same time. Prior to administering the questionnaires, research purposes were only partly 

disclosed to students, to avoid a situation where the subjects would respond anticipating the 

researcher's predisposition. The students were informed that their participation was voluntary 

and that the survey would not affect their course grades. All participants were expected to 

give their genuine views independently. After the instructions, the full set of questionnaires 

was administered. The questionnaires were arranged in the following order: the DIQ, the J-IS, 

the J-TSS, the CI, the TAS, the JCAS, the E-IS, the E-TSS, and the ECAS. The Time 2 

survey -two months later- repeated the procedure of the first round, except that the DIQ was 

excluded and instructions were short. Questionnaires were checked immediately following 

completion for unanswered items. When missing answers were identified, those subjects 

were traced to obtain their answers. Following the two surveys, raw data were registered for 

further analysis, which formed the Step 3 of the study design. Noteworthy is that all 

negatively-worded items in the scales were reverse-scored when registering data.  

 

4.4. Results 

4.4.1. Reliability Estimates of the Scales 

The internal reliability of the CI was .94 (Cronbach’s alpha) in the pilot study, and .88 and .90 

at Time 1 and Time 2, respectively, similar to Houston et al. (2002), who reported .87. The 

test-retest reliability was .70 in the current study, notably lower than that (.85) obtained by 

Harris and Houston (2010). In that latter study, the test interval ranged from 18 to 34 days 
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and 91% of the participants returned to retest after 4-5 weeks. 

The TAS achieved a satisfactory internal reliability: .90 in the pilot study and .89 

(twice) at Time 1 and Time 2. Spielberger (1983) tested the original TAS on working adults, 

college students, high school students, and military recruits and obtained a similar internal 

reliability range of .89 to .91. The test-retest reliability in this study was .74, mirroring what 

Spielberger (1983) reported: .71 and .75 respectively on 173 males and 178 females in high 

school over a 30-day interval.  

The TSS achieved internal reliability coefficients of .78 (pilot study), .79 (Time 1), 

and .81 (Time 2) in Japanese classes, but .86 and .90 in English classes, at respectively Time 1 

and Time 2. The test-retest reliability was .71 for the E-TSS and .70 for the J-TSS. Trickett and 

Moos (2002) reported that the internal reliability of the TSS was .84 on 465 high school 

students and the test-retest reliability was .89 over a 6-week interval on 52 high school 

students.  

The internal reliability of the J-IS was .67 (pilot study), .78 (Time 1) and .77 (Time 2). 

The test-retest reliability was .57. For the E-IS, internal reliability was .85 and .90 at Time 1 

and Time 2, respectively, and the test-retest reliability was .63. The E-IS achieved comparable 

internal reliability to what Trickett and Moos (2002) obtained (.85). However, the test-retest 

reliability of the IS in the current study was much lower than that reported by Trickett and 

Moos (2002), which was .87 over a 6-week interval on 52 high school students. 

The JCAS achieved an internal reliability coefficient of .95 in the pilot study. In the 

ensuing two full surveys, internal reliability was .93 (Time1) and .94 (Time 2) for the JCAS, 

and was .92 (twice) for the ECAS. The results for the FLCAS obtained from this sample are 

consistent with those of previous studies, e.g. .93 in Horwitz (1986) and .94 in Aida (1994). 

The test-retest reliability was .81 for the JCAS and .72 for the ECAS in the current study. 

Horwitz (1986) obtained a test-retest coefficient of .83 on 78 samples across an 8-week 
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interval.  

In short, the scales overall achieved satisfactory reliability levels in the current study, 

particularly internal reliability. Yet, the test-retest reliability of the CI, the TSS, and IS was 

strikingly lower than that obtained in the studies cited above. The discrepancies may be 

attributed to the differences of sample or test interval between the current and the past studies.     

 

4.4.2. Descriptive Analyses 

We segmented the score range of the CI, the TAS, the FLCAS, the TSS, and the IS into three 

intervals, by using two thresholds: 80% and 50% of the maximum reachable score for each 

scale, respectively representing low, moderate, and high level of the construct of interest. The 

maximum obtainable score was 70, 80, 165, 40, and 40 respectively for the CI, the TAS, the 

FLCAS, the TSS, and the IS. The three score intervals thus were: 14-35 (35 excluded), 35-56 

(56 excluded), and 56-70 for the CI; 20-40 (40 excluded), 40-64 (64 excluded), and 64-80 for 

the TAS; 33-82.5 (82.5 excluded), 82.5 to 132 (132 excluded), and 132-165 for the FLCAS; 

and 10-20 (20 excluded), 20-32 (32 excluded), and 32-40 for the TSS and the IS. Table 4.2 

presents the descriptive results of self-reports of competitiveness, trait anxiety, and anxiety in 

English and Japanese at either time. 

Table 4.2 Means and Standard Deviations of Competitiveness, Trait 
Anxiety, and FL Anxiety at Two Times (N=146) 

                                     Means (Standard Deviations)   
Measurements        Time 1   Time 2              
Competitiveness        45.1 (9.06)  44.9 (8.52) 
Trait Anxiety        42.5 (7.16)  41.5 (6.43)    
Anxiety in English       91.5 (17.54)  91.6 (16.26) 
Anxiety in Japanese       94.2 (18.41)  91.6 (18.34) 

 
As can be seen, the participants as a whole showed moderate competitiveness and trait 

anxiety levels at Time 1 and Time 2. Anxiety in English and Japanese was also at a moderate 

level at the two moments in time. The degree of competitiveness was higher, then FL anxiety 

followed by trait anxiety.  
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To look more closely at teacher support and student involvement in both English and 

Japanese learning environments, we conducted descriptive analyses on the basis of individual 

classes (six Japanese classes). The results are reported in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 Means with Standard Deviations of the TSS and the IS Scores for Six  
Classes in Two Learning Contexts and at Two Time Points (N=146)                       

      Time 1             Time 2     
Class  Size   E-TSS  J-TSS    E-TSS  J-TSS  
1   25   22.8 (5.12) 32.0 (3.35)   23.4 (5.60) 32.1 (3.44) 
2   22   27.2 (3.55) 32.3 (3.34)   27.7 (4.17) 31.8 (3.10) 
3   28   28.4 (4.02) 31.4 (3.28)   26.4 (5.53) 31.9 (2.83) 
4   26   28.0 (2.89) 32.1 (3.76)   29.7 (2.94) 32.0 (4.06) 
5   24   28.8 (2.59) 29.5 (3.12)   29.0 (1.70) 29.3 (2.33)  
6   21   29.1 (2.56) 31.5 (3.48)   29.2 (2.81) 30.9 (3.12) 

      Time 1               Time 2      
Class  Size   E-IS  J-IS     E-IS  J-IS  
1   25   22.6 (6.06) 28.6 (4.27)   25.0 (4.76) 29.7 (3.61) 
2   22   23.6 (4.19) 30.3 (3.87)   24.0 (4.92) 30.0 (3.91) 
3   28   25.1 (3.87) 29.2 (3.32)   25.3 (5.72) 30.4 (3.12) 
4   26   25.1 (3.30) 28.3 (4.03)   24.9 (3.37) 29.1 (2.30) 
5   24   24.3 (3.80) 27.8 (4.07)   23.0 (4.94) 28.2 (3.27)  
6   21   25.7 (2.57) 28.8 (3.42)   25.4 (4.52) 28.8 (3.91) 

 
As shown, the students overall rated their English and Japanese learning environment 

positively in terms of teacher support and their own involvement. At either time and in all the 

six classes, English teacher support was moderate, but Japanese teacher support tended to be 

high. Noteworthy is that Class 1 showed strikingly lower mean E-TSS scores than the other 

five classes. Regarding their own involvement, no class reached a high level in the context of 

Japanese or English learning, at either of the two time points. Indeed, the mean J-IS and E-IS 

scores were moderate in all the classes, though the mean IS scores were higher in the Japanese 

classroom. In conclusion, students felt that they received more support from Japanese teachers 

and more actively engaged in learning Japanese in their classroom setting.  

 

4.4.3. Correlations Among Personality Traits, Classroom Dimensions, and FL Anxiety 

In what follows, the results of Pearson’s correlation analyses conducted between teacher 

support, student involvement, trait anxiety, competitiveness, and FL anxiety are reported 
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(Tables 4.4 and 4.5). Scatterplots were generated to check whether the variables to be 

correlated showed a curvilinear relationship before correlation analyses were performed. No 

such curvilinearity was found, justifying the use of Pearson’s correlation analysis.  

Table 4.4 Correlations between Personality Traits, Anxiety in English, and  
Teacher Support and Involvement in English Classes (N=146)   

           Time 1 Survey                            Time 2 Survey            
1  2  3  4  5  1  2  3  4  5 

1  1.00         1.00     
2  .52*** 1.00       .48*** 1.00     
3  -.02  -.22* 1.00     -.09  -.14  1.00 
4  .01  .09  -.36***     -.05  .15  -.36*** 1.00     
5  -.20* -.10  .31*** -.33*** 1.00 -.21* -.11  .44*** -.28**  1.00 
Note. 1=Teacher Support; 2=Involvement; 3=Trait Anxiety; 4=Competitiveness; 5=Anxiety in 
English; ***p < .001; **p < .005; *p < .05 
 

Table 4.5 Correlations between Personality Traits, Anxiety in Japanese, and  
Teacher Support and Involvement in Japanese Classes (N=146)   

           Time 1 Survey                        Time 2 Survey            
1  2  3  4  5  1  2  3  4  5 

1  1.00         1.00     
2  .31*** 1.00       .46*** 1.00     
3  -.03  -.24* 1.00     -.16  -.23* 1.00 
4  .12  .19*  -.36***     .20*  .30*** -.36*** 1.00     
5  -.18* -.31*** .45*** -.34*** 1.00 -.27** -.31*** .56*** -.42***  1.00 
Note. 1=Teacher Support; 2=Involvement; 3=Trait Anxiety; 4=Competitiveness; 5=Anxiety in 
Japanese; ***p < .001; **p < .005; *p < .05 
 

As shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5, teacher support and student involvement were 

positively related to each other in English and Japanese learning contexts and at both Time 1 

and Time 2. Correlations were moderate, a finding further endorsing what Trickett and Moos 

(2002) noted about the TSS and the IS measuring “distinct though somewhat related aspects 

of classroom learning environment” (p. 13). Teacher support was found to be significantly 

and negatively linked to anxiety in the two FLs at either time, whereas student involvement 

was only related to FL anxiety in Japanese learning context at both time points. Consequently, 

the involvement variable was excluded from the regression analyses for anxiety in English. 

What is more, a weak link was detected between Japanese teacher support and 

competitiveness at Time 2. Student involvement was negatively associated with trait anxiety, 
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but positively with competitiveness (only in Japanese learning context). Finally, significance 

levels were attested between trait anxiety, competitiveness, and anxiety in English/Japanese.  

 

4.4.4. Prediction of Anxiety in English 

The results of regressing trait anxiety, teacher support, and competitiveness on anxiety in 

English using a standard method of entry are reported in this section. Following completion 

of regression analyses, the values of standardized residuals were checked. A residual value 

above 3 or below -3 suggests an outlier (Pallant, 2010). At Time 1, residual values fell in the 

range of -2.66 to 2.66, suggesting no outliers. However, at Time 2, residual values were in the 

range of -2.70 to 3.22. A further inspection revealed one case’s residual value to be above 3. 

Nevertheless, we still kept this case in our sample, as Cook’s Distance (maximum .14) 

suggests that this case would not seriously affect the whole model’s ability to predict all cases 

(Field, 2013). In addition, normality, linearity, homoscedasticity, and independence of 

residuals were checked after each computation and no violation of these assumptions was 

identified at either time. Multicollinearity was not found either. Table 4.6 presents the 

regression results for students’ anxiety in English at Time 1.  

Table 4.6 Regression Results for Anxiety in English at Time 1 (N=146) 
Variables     B    SE B    β  
Competitiveness    -.48    .16     -.25** 
Trait Anxiety    .54    .20     .22**  
Teacher Support    -.81    .32     -.19* 

Note. R2=.186; Adjusted R2=.169; F (3, 142)=10.85, p<.001; **p<.01; *p<.05 
 
This table clearly reveals that the regression of trait anxiety, competitiveness, and 

teacher support reached a high significance level and 16.9% of the total variance in anxiety in 

English was explained by the three predictor variables combined. Furthermore, 

competitiveness and teacher support negatively predicted anxiety in English, whereas trait 

anxiety positively predicted anxiety in English.  

Table 4.7 reports the regression results for students’ anxiety in English at Time 2. 
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Table 4.7 Regression Results for Anxiety in English at Time 2 (N=146) 

Variables     B    SE B    β  
Trait Anxiety    .92    .20     .36*** 
Teacher Support    -.66    .26     -.19*  
Competitiveness    -.31    .15     -.16* 

Note. R2=.241; Adjusted R2=.225; F (3, 142)=15.07, p<.001; ***p<.001; *p<.05 
 
As shown in Table 4.7, the overall model explained 22.5% of the anxiety in English 

variance at Time 2. Competitiveness, trait anxiety, and teacher support were found to be 

significant predictors of anxiety in English, in line with Time 1. Nonetheless, the weighted 

contributions of the three predictor variables to anxiety in English that were identified at the 

two time points were different. At time 2, trait anxiety was the most significant predictor, 

followed by teacher support, and lastly competitiveness. Trait anxiety still positively predicted 

anxiety in English, while competitiveness and teacher support negatively predicted anxiety in 

English. 

 

4.4.5. Prediction of Anxiety in Japanese 

After computing standard multiple regression analyses, outliers were explored, using the 

same method as for English: it was checked whether there were residual values out of the 

range of -3 to 3. Results showed that no residual value fell beyond this scope (-1.78 to 2.61 at 

Time 1; -1.96 to 2.62 at Time 2). The assumptions of normality, linearity, homoscedasticity, 

and independence of residuals were not found to be violated either in each computation. An 

inspection of the tolerance values indicated that multicollinearity did not play a role for the 

predictors at either time. The results of regression analyses are reported in Tables 4.8 and 4.9 

below. 
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Table 4.8 Regression Results for Anxiety in Japanese at Time 1 (N=146) 
Variables     B    SE B    β  
Trait Anxiety    .90    .20     .35*** 
Competitiveness    -.35    .16     -.17* 

Involvement     -.77    .37     -.16*  
Teacher Support    -.54    .40     -.10 
Note. R2=.286; Adjusted R2=.266; F (4, 141)=14.14, p<.001; ***p<.001; *p<.05 

 
At Time 1, the overall model explained 26.6% of the variance in anxiety in Japanese 

(see Table 4.8). Trait anxiety, competitiveness, and involvement were found to significantly 

predict anxiety in Japanese, but teacher support did not. Among the three significant variables, 

trait anxiety was the best predictor, followed by competitiveness, then student involvement. 

Furthermore, trait anxiety was found to positively predict FL anxiety, while involvement and 

competitiveness were negative predictors. 

Table 4.9 Regression Results for Anxiety in Japanese at Time 2 (N=146) 
Variables     B    SE B    β  
Trait Anxiety    1.26   .20     .44*** 
Competitiveness    -.45    .16     -.21** 

Teacher Support    -.65    .41     -.12  
Involvement     -.48    .42     -.09 
Note. R2=.390; Adjusted R2=.373; F (4, 141)=22.55, p<.001; ***p<.001; **p<.01 

 
As indicated in Table 4.9, the overall model, which explained 37.3% of the anxiety in 

Japanese variance, was significant at Time 2. Trait anxiety and competitiveness were found to 

be significant predictors of anxiety in Japanese, with trait anxiety being the better predictor, 

in line with the Time 1 findings. As far as the relationship patterns were concerned, trait 

anxiety was a positive predictor of FL anxiety, but competitiveness was established as a 

negative predictor.  

 

4.5. Discussion  

Descriptive analyses showed that support provided by Japanese teachers was perceived to be 

stronger than that provided by English teachers in the classes included in this study. The 

finding of a higher level of teacher support in Japanese learning contexts should not be 
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surprising, given that the students had more contact with their Japanese teachers due to more 

class hours. As a matter of fact, they took English courses for only three hours a week and did 

not have many opportunities to get access to the teachers. Moreover, large classes for English 

also constrained the students’ communication with their teachers, whereas a small class size for 

Japanese, as indicated in Table 4.3, made teacher-student interaction easier.   

The students reported a higher degree of personal involvement in learning Japanese 

rather than English in the classroom, perhaps attributable to the unequal balance of perceived 

importance of the two FLs to the learners. Indeed, the participants -being Japanese majors- are 

likely to consider Japanese more important than English, and were thus more motivated to 

learn Japanese. In addition, they had just started learning Japanese and what was presented by 

teachers during class hours therefore may be mostly new to the students. Closer attention was 

needed in order not to miss or misunderstand what the Japanese teachers presented. Conversely, 

the students had been learning English for years. Hence their English proficiency had reached a 

relatively high level and, additionally, new English knowledge was likely minimal compared to 

Japanese. As a result, the students could follow their English classes with more ease, which 

likely resulted in less engagement in the English classroom. Moreover, more frequent teacher 

-student interaction in Japanese classes, as suggested above, could have attracted students to 

the course work, but such an attraction might be lacking in the English classes. Finally, more 

student involvement in Japanese classwork could stem from greater support that the students 

received from their Japanese teachers. Likewise, higher Japanese teacher support can be 

explained in this way: as students more actively learned Japanese, teachers appreciated their 

students more and were willing to give more support.  

As far as Question 1 is concerned, data analyses revealed both teacher support and 

student involvement to be significant negative predictors of FL anxiety, with teacher support 

showing better predictive power. Noteworthy is that involvement only significantly predicted 
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anxiety in Japanese at Time 1, a finding indicating that student involvement is probably an 

unstable contributing variable of FL anxiety, though the result does not permit us to reject its 

potential in causing learners’ anxiety. In contrast, the relationship between teacher support 

and anxiety reached significance levels in two regression analyses, endorsing the findings by 

Palacios (1998) and Abu-Rabia (2004). FL learning is threatening in that it “challenges an 

individual’s self-concept of being a competent communicator” (Horwitz et al., 1986, p. 128) 

and infringes one’s language and cultural identity (Young, 1991). That is, learners confront a 

substantial number of stressors that all impact their anxiety levels. Under the circumstances, 

teachers’ caring, trust, sympathy, and help backs up students’ efforts to overcome emotional 

discomfort as well as their efforts to cope with learning difficulties.  

For Question 2, results showed that both of the personality traits of trait anxiety and 

competitiveness were significant predictors of FL anxiety in each computation, with trait 

anxiety being the better predictor. In addition, trait anxiety was positively associated with FL 

anxiety, supporting Dewaele’s (2013) view that FL anxiety and trait anxiety are dependent, 

rather than orthogonally independent. Yet, their interconnection in the current study was not 

strong, as witnessed by the correlation coefficient range of -.31 to -.56 (9.6% to 31.4% shared 

variance) across English and Japanese learning contexts and across the two time points, 

indicating that FL anxiety and trait anxiety are still distinguishable, as already noted by 

Dewaele (2013), MacIntyre and Gardner (1991b), and Pae (2013). As far as the mechanism 

through which trait anxiety impacts on FL anxiety is concerned, it probably takes a form of 

transfer (MacIntyre, 1999). In other words, individuals with a high level of personality 

anxiety may bring more anxiety into FL learning situations than those showing more 

emotional stability. Thus, “[language] anxiety may be viewed as a manifestation of other 

more general types of anxiety” (Horwitz & Young, 1991, p. 1).  

The third research purpose was to seek the answer to the question whether FL anxiety 
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is “more sensitive to environmental factors than personality traits” (Dewaele, 2007b, p. 405). 

Our finding that trait anxiety and competitiveness predicted FL anxiety better than teacher 

support and student involvement does not support such an assumption. FL anxiety as assessed 

by the FLCAS appears to be more subject to the influences of personality attributes, though 

classroom environment also contributes to learners’ anxiety levels.  

To sum up, this study has established that anxiety sources are complex and 

hierarchical. Complexity is observable from the finding that FL anxiety was related to both 

psychological and situational factors, as well as the possible inter-psychological/situational 

factor interactions. Hierarchical means that anxiety-provoking factors differ in their 

influencing power, with some being particularly important, as evidenced by the findings that 

teacher support predicted FL anxiety better than student involvement and trait anxiety better 

than competitiveness. One mission of FL anxiety source studies is to find out those relatively 

prominent factors. Measures with a focus on these important factors are more effective in 

alleviating learners’ anxiety levels (Jin, De Bot, & Keijzer, 2015b, cf. Chapter 2).   

The findings of this study have two pedagogical implications. First, teachers should 

show their interest in and give their sympathy to their students with an eye to lowering the 

students’ anxiety levels in the FL classroom, evident from the finding that perceived teacher 

support negatively predicted FL anxiety in both our study and several others before us. More 

support from teachers could also encourage students to actively participate in class activities 

and be more attentive to their teachers. The influences of teacher support may also extend to 

the classroom dimensions other than student involvement (Palacios, 1998). Second, teaching 

practitioners should ideally have a working knowledge of their students’ personality 

characteristics, as we have suggested earlier in Jin et al. (2015b, cf. Chapter 2) on the basis of 

findings on competitiveness and self-esteem vis-à-vis FL anxiety. A relatively stronger 

association of FL anxiety with trait anxiety rather than with other variables under evaluation 
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in the current study calls on teachers to pay special attention to students of high trait anxiety, 

as they may be particularly anxious in FL classes. 

 

4.6. Conclusion 

This study has further substantiated that teacher support plays a role in controlling learners’ 

FL anxiety levels and that learners’ degree of personality anxiety truly matters in the context 

of FL learning, because students with a highly anxious personality run the risk of 

experiencing more intense FL anxiety, which in turn may lead to underachievement in their 

FL learning. This study also established a classroom environment characterized by less 

student involvement and low competitiveness as two potential anxiety-provoking factors, 

though we cannot conclude that they are two causal factors of FL anxiety. This is partly 

because the relationship between involvement and FL anxiety was rather weak (only 

significant at Time 1 for anxiety in Japanese) and the finding for competitiveness in relation 

to FL anxiety deviated from previous studies. Hence, researchers may consider looking more 

closely at the two factors of student involvement and competitiveness in future studies. 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 5 

Affective and situational correlates of foreign language proficiency:  
A study of Chinese university learners of English and Japanese1 

 

This chapter reports a study that explores the effects of teacher support and student 
cohesiveness on foreign language (FL) learning outcomes and compares their effect with that 
of FL anxiety. One hundred forty-six first-year Chinese undergraduates of Japanese, who 
were also learning English, participated in two surveys that were administered over a 
2-month interval. Data were collected using the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale 
(Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope, 1986), the Teacher Support Scale (Trickett & Moos, 2002), the 
Affiliation Scale (Trickett & Moos, 2002), the English Proficiency Scale, and the Japanese 
Proficiency Scale. Results showed that: a) student cohesiveness was a positive predictor of 
FL proficiency; b) teacher support, which was positively related to student cohesiveness and 
negatively to FL anxiety, did not show a direct relationship with FL proficiency; c) FL anxiety, 
which was negatively associated with FL proficiency, showed a better predictive power than 
student cohesiveness and teacher support.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
1 This chapter has been submitted as “Jin, Y. X., De Bot, K., & Keijzer, M. Affective and 
situational correlates of foreign language proficiency: A study of Chinese university learners 
of English and Japanese” and is currently under review. 
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5.1. Introduction 

Understanding the factors affecting foreign language (FL) learning has been a crucial task in 

the field of SLA. Many studies have shown that the success and failure of FL learning are 

related to a myriad of internal and external learner variables as well as their interactions (e.g., 

Dewaele, 2007a; Ellis, 2008). One such external factor is classroom environment, which 

itself is a multi-faceted concept (Trickett & Moos, 2002). Teacher support and student 

cohesiveness as two key dimensions of classroom environment have directly been shown to 

be essential for a fruitful FL learning experience, but only a fairly small number of studies 

currently exist. Furthermore, their effects have not been related to FL anxiety, one 

well-recognized negative correlate of FL learning. Thus, in this study involving two tests over 

a 2-month interval, we quantitatively looked at the impact of the two classroom dimensions 

on FL proficiency as well as compared their effect with that of FL anxiety in the English and 

Japanese learning contexts of Chinese university students. With this study, we hope to further 

clarify the roles of the two classroom variables of teacher support and student cohesiveness in 

FL learning as well as FL anxiety. It should be noted that to do a study in two FL learning 

contexts brings with it the possibility to make a comparison between the two languages, but it 

is not the study’s main objective. Alternatively, we aimed at assessing the roles of FL anxiety, 

teacher support, and student cohesiveness as general constructs, by collecting data over two 

contexts and time points. 

 

5.2. Theoretical Background 

Gardner and MacIntyre (1992) argued that there are three categories of individual 

characteristics that affect L2 achievement: 1) cognitive variables (e.g., intelligence and 

language aptitude), 2) affective variables (e.g., motivation, language anxiety, and personality 

attributes), and 3) a miscellaneous category (e.g., age and socio-cultural experiences). The 
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three categories of variables have been collectively treated as individual difference factors in 

Dörnyei (2005). In addition to the personal properties that can determine the different paths 

of the FL learning process and the interpersonal disparities in outcomes, the social context, 

particularly the classroom environment, should also be taken into account, at least to some 

extent. In what follows, we focus on those studies that probe the effect of FL anxiety, itself an 

important negative factor in FL learning, and two crucial variables of social support in the 

classroom, namely student cohesiveness and teacher support, on FL learning.  

 

5.2.1. FL Anxiety and FL Learning 

In their seminal work, Horwitz, Horwitz, and Cope (1986) introduced the concept of FL 

anxiety and defined it as “a distinct complex of self-perceptions, beliefs, feelings, and 

behaviors related to classroom language learning arising from the uniqueness of the language 

learning process" (p. 128). From then on, there has been a gradual change in understanding the 

construct of FL anxiety. For instance, FL anxiety has been gradually recognized to include not 

only general FL anxiety as assessed by the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale 

(FLCAS) (Horwitz et al., 1986), but also skill-based anxieties, i.e., listening, speaking, reading, 

and writing anxiety (e.g., Elkhafaifi, 2005; Gkonou, 2011; Saito, Horwitz, & Garza, 1999).  

FL anxiety can be quite pervasive among learners. Horwitz (2000) notes that around 

one third of American college students experience moderate to severe levels of FL anxiety. In 

Liu and Jackson (2008), more than one third of the 547 Chinese students felt anxious in the 

English classroom. Furthermore, even language teachers suffer from it. Horwitz (1996) 

maintains that FL teachers, who lack confidence about their own target language proficiency, 

pursue an idealized level of proficiency, or encountered much anxiety in their own language 

learning, are likely to experience anxiety. Due to the pervasiveness of FL anxiety, research 

looking into its impact on FL learning is crucial. Cross-sectional research across different 
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language classrooms in different countries has documented a negative link between general FL 

anxiety and FL achievement/proficiency (e.g., Aida, 1994; Cheng, Horwitz, & Schallert, 1999; 

Elkhafaifi, 2005). Recently, Jin, De Bot, and Keijzer (2015a) found that the diachronic 

changes in anxiety in Japanese/English assessed by the FLCAS were negatively associated 

with the development of self-reported overall Japanese/English proficiency as well as 

Japanese/English proficiency of the four subskills, for one listening and speaking. In addition, 

a negative link also extends to writing/listening/reading anxiety and writing/listening/reading 

achievement or proficiency (Cheng et al., 1999; Zhang, 2013; Zhao, Dynia, & Guo, 2013). 

Correlation is not causation, and the findings highlight the possible reciprocal effects between 

FL anxiety and FL achievement/proficiency, rather than indicate a direct causal relationship. 

Researchers also probed the effect of FL anxiety on the more subtle aspects of FL 

learning (MacIntyre & Gardner, 1994b). Gregersen (2003) looked at differences between 

anxious and non-anxious students in the number of errors in oral expression as well as in their 

ability to monitor and perceive errors. The students themselves were all L1 Spanish-speaking 

university students of English. The highly anxious students (n=4) scored between 111 and 121 

out of a maximum of 165 on the FLCAS and the less anxious students (again n=4) obtained 

scores ranging from 51 to 76. Anxious students were found to make more errors, to self-repair 

more often, and to less often recognize errors when reflecting on their output with the 

researcher. In addition, the anxious students used the L1 more often as part of a communicative 

compensation strategy and overestimated the number of errors they had made. These findings 

suggest that anxious students may experience more task-irrelevant cognitive inference, pay 

more attention to the correctness of linguistic forms than the content of the messages owing to 

concern of others’ evaluations, face more difficulties in retrieving the learnt materials, and tend 

to have a self-derogatory bias (Gregersen, 2003). Rassaei (2015) was interested in finding out 

the effect of FL anxiety on learners’ perceptions of recasts and metalinguistic feedback, two 
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types of oral corrective feedback. Results showed that low-anxiety students perceived 

significantly more corrective feedback in either of the two types than high-anxiety ones. The 

reason may be that, owing to cognitive distraction arising from anxiety, highly anxious students 

largely failed to focus on the task of identifying the corrective feedback provided by the 

interlocutors. 

In sum, previous findings have supported the view that FL anxiety interferes with FL 

learning and should be controlled as much as possible (e.g., Dörnyei, 2005; Horwitz, 2001; 

MacIntyre & Garnder, 1991b). There are, however, also other views on this. Sparks, Ganschow, 

and their colleagues (Sparks & Ganschow, 1991, 1993a, 1993b, 1995; Sparks, Ganschow, & 

Javorsky, 2000; Sparks, Ganschow, & Pohlman, 1989) have contended that FL anxiety is 

primarily a consequence of FL learning difficulties, rather than a causal factor for FL 

underachieving. This claim has met with strong opposition from MacIntyre (1995) and 

Horwitz (2000). As a matter of fact, “the potential of anxiety to interfere with learning and 

performance is one of the most accepted phenomena in psychology and education” (Horwitz, 

2000, p. 256). Therefore, the influences of FL anxiety on FL learning should not be ignored but 

it should be kept in mind that a constellation of additional factors such as motivation, language 

aptitude, learning styles, personality traits, and situational variables also play a role.  

 

5.2.2. Classroom Climate and FL Learning 

Goodenow (1993) refers to classroom climate as “the ‘objective’ perception of the social and 

emotional features of a class, the average or shared perception of class members” (p. 29). 

Within that frame, there has traditionally been abundant research into social support in 

general and supportive classrooms in particular (Goodenow, 1993). A focus on perception is 

also meaningful, because as House (1981) puts it, “[No] matter how much your spouse or 

supervisor feels or acts supportive toward you, there will be little effect on you unless you, in 
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fact, perceive them as supportive.” (p. 27). Indeed, it is possible that a gap exists between the 

quality and quantity of support given by instructors/peers and that ultimately perceived by 

students. Cultural norms, learners’ personality, temperament, mood, and/or growing 

experiences may block or even distort the support given by teachers/peers. 

As such, teacher support is an essential classroom dimension, defined as “the help and 

friendship the teacher shows toward students; how much the teacher talks openly with 

students, trusts them, and is interested in their ideas” (Trickett & Moos, 2002, p. 1). Overall, 

it “involves characteristics such as caring, friendliness, understanding, dedication, and 

dependability” (Ryan & Patrick, 2001, p. 440), though some researchers emphasize academic 

support (e.g., Chen, 2008). Teacher support has been considered pivotal for learners’ 

academic outcomes. Piechurska-kuciel (2011) has mentioned that “[without teacher support 

and guidance], successful learning may be very difficult, if not impossible” (p. 84).  

Empirical studies have directly examined the relationship between perceived teacher 

support and FL academic outcomes, but not while focusing on adult learners. Chen (2005) 

found that perceived academic support was directly and indirectly (through perceived 

engagement) linked with end-of-semester grades in the subjects of English, mathematics, and 

Chinese for secondary school adolescents in Hong Kong. Piechurska-kuciel (2011) targeted 

Polish secondary school pupils of English. It was found that final grades and self-assessment 

of listening, speaking, reading, and writing were significantly higher in students with high 

levels of teacher support than those of students who perceived a low level of teacher support. 

A second factor contributing to classroom environment is student cohesiveness, which 

has been conceived of as “the friendship students feel for each other, as expressed by getting 

to know each other, helping each other work with homework, and enjoying working together” 

(Trickett & Moos, 2002, p. 1). Student cohesiveness belongs to a broader construct of group 

cohesion: the integrity, solidity, social integration, unity, and groupiness of a group (Forsyth, 
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2014, p. 10). Dörnyei (1997) maintains that “[group] characteristics and group processes 

significantly contribute to success or failure in the classroom and directly [affect] the quality 

and quantity of learning within the group” (p. 485). Hence, it is reasonable to hypothesize 

that learners with a positive perception of inter-peers relatedness in the FL classroom should 

be able to develop a higher level of proficiency. Gascoigne’s (2012) study sheds light on such 

a hypothesis. Adopting the 18-item Connected Classroom Climate Inventory (Dwyer et al., 

2004), Gascoigne (2012) probed the relationship between student-to-student connections and 

French course grades in a study involving three groups of students respectively attending 

beginning, intermediate, or advanced courses at the University of Nebraska. Data analysis 

revealed a significant positive link between the classroom climate and grades for each learner 

group.  

To sum up, many studies have supported the view that FL anxiety interferes with FL 

learning. In contrast, there is little research -to our knowledge- that directly supports the view 

that teacher support and student cohesiveness affect FL outcomes. Therefore, a focus on these 

two dimensions of classroom environment in FL learning is very much needed. As for FL 

anxiety, studies comparing its effect on FL learning with that of other factors are worth 

undertaking in order to establish the relative importance of this affective factor to FL learning. 

Thus, in this study, we sought to directly examine the impact of teacher support and student 

cohesiveness on language outcomes in FL learning contexts and compare their effect with 

that of FL anxiety. Specifically, this study aimed to answer the following questions: 

1. Do student cohesiveness and teacher support have an effect on FL proficiency 

levels?  

2. Does FL anxiety affect FL proficiency levels more than teacher support and/or 

student cohesiveness?  
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5.3. Methodology 

5.3.1. Design of the Study 

We situated our study within the context of Chinese university students’ learning English and 

Japanese as FLs. Within that, a design with two measurements over time was adopted: data 

relating to teacher support and student cohesiveness in English/Japanese classes, anxiety in 

English/ Japanese, and English/Japanese proficiency were collected twice with a 2-month 

interval. In short, we examined the effects of FL anxiety, teacher support, and student 

cohesiveness on FL proficiency in English and Japanese learning contexts, at two moments in 

time.  

 

5.3.2. Participants 

Participants were 146 Chinese students, all majoring in Japanese and simultaneously studying 

English. They were recruited from six Japanese classes at two universities located in the 

Henan Province in the central part of China and one university in the Shandong Province in 

East China. All the students were taking more than one Japanese course, but only one 

compulsory English course. Of the 146 students, 21 were male and 125 female, with ages 

ranging from 17 to 23 (M=19.57, SD=1.00). Moreover, the students mainly came from less 

developed areas (M=1.9, SD=1.21; home location options: 1=village; 2= township; 3=county; 

4=prefecture city or above) and their parents overall had not received much education 

(parental education options: 1=primary school, 2=junior school, 3=senior school, 4=college): 

M=2.4, SD=.87 for fathers and M=2.2, SD=.91 for mothers. At the time of the first test, all 

participants had been studying English for quite a long time (M=9.05 years, SD=1.88), with 

individuals’ learning experience ranging from 4.5 to 13.5 years. However, all participants, 

except one, started learning Japanese only after university enrollment (M=.52 years, SD=.29 

up to the Time 1 test).  
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5.3.3. Instruments 

Apart from the Demographic Information Index (DIQ) used to elicit the participants’ 

background information: name, age, gender, home location, parental education, and duration of 

English and Japanese learning (part of the demographic information was reported above), five 

other scales constituted the basic measures for this study, including the Teacher Support Scale 

(TSS) (Trickett & Moos, 2002), the Affiliation Scale (AS) (Trickett & Moos, 2002), the 

Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) (Horwitz et al., 1986), the English 

Proficiency Scale (EPS), and the Japanese Proficiency Scale (JPS). The DIQ, the EPS, and the 

JPS were constructed in Chinese by the current researchers. The remaining three, which were 

originally developed in English, were translated into Chinese in the procedures as follows: one 

Chinese-English bilingual holding an MA Applied Linguistics degree or the Chinese 

researcher in this study translated the scales into Chinese (the online translation was referred to 

for the FLCAS, i.e., http://wenku.baidu.com/view/d0e7b0260722192e4536f6f7.html, as well 

as Guo and Wu [2008]; for the TSS and the AS, the existing Chinese versions that were 

provided by Mind Garden, Inc., the copyright holder of the two scales, were referred to). The 

Chinese researcher in this study discussed the translated versions with a fourth year university 

student who was enrolled in a Chinese program and had a good command of English until the 

minor discrepancies between them were resolved. In addition, the translated measures were 

piloted before administering them to the 146 participants (see the procedures section). The 

details of the five basic measures are presented in Table 5.1. 
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5.3.4. Procedures 

Data were collected in three steps. Step 1 was a pilot study that itself consisted of two parts. 

In Part 1, 41 first-year Japanese majors recruited from two intact classes at a university in 

West China’s Shaan’xi Province were tested during regular class hours. All measures were 

first pilot tested in Class 1 (21 students). After that, a few Chinese words in the measures 

-with the exception of the DIQ- were adjusted with the help of a Chinese teacher who was 

teaching English at the pilot study university, following the results of internal reliability 

computations and the resulting measures were retested in Class 2 (20 students). Importantly, 

the 20 students in Class 2 did not report any difficulties in understanding the items in the 

scales. As the JCAS and the ECAS were identical except for the wording of English or 

Japanese, only the JCAS was tested as part of the pilot. Likewise, the TSS and the AS were 

only tested for Japanese classes. In short, the pilot results (internal reliability) for the JCAS, 

the J-TSS, the J-AS, the EPS, and the JPS as reported in the Reliability Levels section were 

based on Class 2. Part 2 of the pilot design aimed to find out whether the EPS and the JPS 

could effectively measure language proficiency. To that end, the two scales that had already 

shown adequate reliability levels in the Class 2 samples were administered to 27 freshmen of 

Japanese at another university in East China’s Shandong Province. This is because this 

Shandong university more closely resembles -in terms of level- the three universities from 

which the 146 participants were sampled. Obtaining valid results in this context would thus 

be a better indication of the effective use of the scales in the full surveys. Teachers’ ratings 

(two teachers for Japanese and English, respectively) of the 27 students’ English and 

Japanese listening, speaking, reading, and writing proficiency were also collected. There were 

26 valid students’ self-reports for each scale. Thus, the EPS and the JPS were validated by 

correlating the 26 self-reports and the associated teacher’s ratings.  

Two tests administered over a 2-month interval formed Step 2 of the design. They 
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were conducted on the 146 participants in an out-of-class session. At both time points, 

participants attending the same university completed a test battery in a classroom with no 

teacher present. The questionnaires that were administered were arranged in the order of the 

DIQ (excluded at Time 2), the J-AS, the J-TSS, the JPS, the EPS, the JCAS, the E-AS, the 

E-TSS, and the ECAS. Prior to distributing questionnaires at Time 1, research purposes were 

only partly revealed. The students were also informed that their participation was voluntary 

and would not influence their course grades in any way. They were expected to respond 

honestly and independently. At Time 2, instructions were shortened. Questionnaires were 

checked immediately after being collected for missing answers. As soon as unanswered items 

were detected, those subjects were traced and asked to supply the missing responses. Step 3 

of the design involved data registration, during which the negatively-worded items in the 

scales were reverse-coded. 

 

5.4. Results 

5.4.1. Reliability Levels 

Table 5.2 reports the psychometric properties of the five basic measures, including internal 

and test-retest reliability. 

Table 5.2 Reliability Levels of the Scales (N=146)                  
        Internal Reliability (α)            

Measure   Pilot Study  Time 1  Time 2  Test-Retest Reliability (r) 
ECAS   N/A    .92   .92   .72*** 
JCAS   .95    .93   .94   .81*** 
E-TSS   N/A    .86   .90   .71** 
J-TSS   .78    .79   .81   .70**      
E-AS   N/A    .73   .80   .63** 
J-AS   .77    .68   .71   .50** 
EPS    .95    .92   .92   .68** 
JPS    .91    .92   .92   .68** 
Note. N/A=not available; Test-retest reliability coefficients were calculated on the basis of 
Times 1 and 2; ***p<.001; **p<.01 
 

As can be seen, the scales overall showed satisfactory reliability levels, in particular 
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internal reliability. The internal reliability of the FLCAS in Chinese was as high as other 

language versions used in previous studies that looked at university students, such as .94 in 

Aida (1994) and .95 in Zhao et al. (2013). These consistent findings attest the universality of 

FL anxiety phenomena across cultural and instructional contexts. The test-retest reliability of 

the JCAS was almost the same to what Horwitz (1986) reported (.83) and was higher than 

that of the ECAS. 

Generally speaking, the internal reliability of the TSS and the AS were similar to what 

Trickett and Moos (2002) reported in their 465 normative high school samples: .84 for the 

TSS and .74 for the AS. The relatively low internal reliability of the AS in both Trickett and 

Moos (2002) and our study reflects the design of the Classroom Environment Scale (CES) to 

which the AS belongs as one of the subscales: the nine CES subscales aim to assess relatively 

independent and broad constructs, so diverse items in content were selected at the cost of 

higher inter-items relatedness in each subscale. In addition, the E-TSS/AS achieved better 

internal reliability than the J-TSS/AS. This is probably because profiling the degree of 

support of several Japanese teachers and the social bond among students in more than one 

Japanese course led to less homogenous responses to the items of the J-TSS/AS. As for the 

test-retest reliability of the TSS and the AS, the current findings were notably lower than 

what Trickett and Moos (2002) reported on the basis of their 52 normative samples over a 

6-week interval: .89 for the TSS and .73 for the AS. The factors contributing to the 

discrepancy may include different participants (university students vs. high school pupils) 

and the test-retest interval (eight vs. six weeks).  

As noted in the Procedures section, the EPS and the JPS were validated by correlating 

students’ self-reports on the two scales with teachers’ ratings. The results showed that the 

internal and external ratings were highly associated: .63 for English proficiency and .71 for 

Japanese proficiency, underscoring the validity of the EPS and the JPS in measuring language 
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proficiency. Moreover, the two scales revealed high levels of internal reliability at either time 

point as well as adequate test-retest reliability. 

 

5.4.2. Descriptive Analysis 

Table 5.3 presents the mean scores and standard deviations of anxiety and proficiency in 

English and Japanese of the 146 Chinese students.  

Table 5.3 Means and Standard Deviations of FL anxiety and 
FL Proficiency at Both Testing Times (N=146) 

                                    Means (Standard Deviations)   
Measurements        Time 1   Time 2              
English proficiency       66.5 (8.96)   66.9 (8.28) 
Japanese proficiency       61.1 (9.94)   63.2 (9.33)    
Anxiety in English       91.5 (17.54)  91.6 (16.26) 
Anxiety in Japanese       94.2 (18.41)  91.6 (18.34) 

 
As can be seen, the participants reported a high level of FL proficiency at the two time 

points. Anxiety in the two FLs was moderate at either time. To take a closer look at teacher 

support and student cohesiveness in the learning contexts of the two FLs, the descriptive 

statistics for the E/J-TSS and the E/J-AS scores are reported based on individual classes (i.e. 

six Japanese classes), as presented in Table 5.4 below. 

Table 5.4 Means with Standard Deviations of the TSS and the AS Scores 
in Two Learning Contexts and at Two Time Points (N=146)                          

       Time 1            Time 2     
Class  Size   E-TSS  J-TSS   E-TSS  J-TSS  
1   25   22.8 (5.12) 32.0 (3.35)  23.4 (5.60) 32.1 (3.44) 
2   22   27.2 (3.55) 32.3 (3.34)  27.7 (4.17) 31.8 (3.10) 
3   28   28.4 (4.02) 31.4 (3.28)  26.4 (5.53) 31.9 (2.83) 
4   26   28.0 (2.89) 32.1 (3.76)  29.7 (2.94) 32.0 (4.06) 
5   24   28.8 (2.59) 29.5 (3.12)  29.0 (1.70) 29.3 (2.33) 
6   21   29.1 (2.56) 31.5 (3.48)  29.2 (2.81) 30.9 (3.12) 

     Time 1             Time 2      
Class  Size   E-AS  J-AS   E-AS  J-AS  
1   25   23.4 (3.84) 26.2 (3.63)  25.0 (4.41) 28.3 (3.46) 
2   22   24.7 (2.97) 26.5 (3.10)  25.8 (3.68) 26.7 (2.49) 
3   28   23.4 (3.08) 25.3 (3.03)  24.3 (3.81) 26.2 (3.09) 
4   26   25.7 (2.70) 26.4 (2.84)  26.5 (2.35) 27.0 (2.25) 
5   24   25.2 (2.46) 25.6 (2.10)  26.0 (2.40) 25.6 (2.94) 
6   21   26.4 (2.96) 27.5 (2.87)  27.0 (3.03) 28.7 (3.06) 
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As shown, the students in each class perceived a moderate level of teacher support 

and student cohesiveness when learning English at Time 1 and Time 2. It should be noted that 

the E-TSS mean for Class 1 was strikingly lower than that for the other classes at each time. 

Student cohesiveness in the Japanese learning context was still moderate at either time for 

each class, but the degree of teacher support tended to be high. In addition, the J-TSS/AS 

mean was higher than the mean E-TSS/AS scores for each class (with the exception of 

student cohesiveness for Class 5 at Time 2). Student cohesiveness showed a tendency to 

become stronger with time, whereas teacher support did not.  

 

5.4.3. Simple Correlation Analysis 

Table 5.5 presents the results of simple correlation analyses between FL anxiety, teacher 

support, student cohesiveness, and FL proficiency. Prior to any computation, the relationship 

between the variables to be correlated was observed via scatterplots. No curvilinear patterns 

were found, warranting the use of simple correlations. 

Table 5.5 Correlations between the E/J-TSS, the E/J-AS, the E/JCAS, 
and the E/JPS Scores at Two Times (N=146)   

            Time 1                    Time 2           
TS-E SC-E AE  EP   TS-E SC-E AE  EP 

TS-E  1.00        1.00 
SC-E  .46*** 1.00      .68*** 1.00    
AE   -.20* -.23* 1.00    -.21* -.22* 1.00 
EP   .13  .36*** -.57*** 1.00  .11  .20*  -.55*** 1.00 

            Time 1                  Time 2           
TS-J SC-J AJ  JP   TS-J SC-J AJ  JP 

TS-J  1.00        1.00 
SC-J  .32*** 1.00      .40*** 1.00    
AJ   -.18* -.32*** 1.00    -.27** -.20* 1.00 
JP   .09  .42*** -.57*** 1.00  .12  .35*** -.50*** 1.00 
Note. TS-E/J=Teacher Support in English/Japanese classroom; SC-E/J=Student Cohesiveness 
in English/Japanese classroom; AE/J=Anxiety in English/Japanese; E/JP=English/Japanese 
proficiency; ***p<.001; **p<.005; *p<.05  

 
Teacher support and student cohesiveness were found to be positively related, with 

the correlation being stronger in the English learning context. The two classroom variables 
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showed a negative link with language anxiety in English and Japanese learning contexts at 

both Time 1 and Time 2. In addition, student cohesiveness was significantly and positively 

associated with FL proficiency in the two learning contexts, but there was no significant 

correlation between teacher support and FL proficiency. Hence, teacher support was excluded 

from the ensuing regression analysis. Moreover, anxiety in English/Japanese was negatively 

correlated with proficiency in English/Japanese at either time, showing a stronger relationship 

than that between student cohesiveness in the English/Japanese classroom and English/ 

Japanese proficiency. In the following, a figure was drafted to map the correlational findings 

in this study.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Note. + positive correlation; - negative correlation 
Figure 5.1 The Relationships between Student Cohesiveness,  

Teacher Support, FL Anxiety, and FL Proficiency 

 

5.4.4. Regression Analysis for English Proficiency  

In Table 5.6, the findings of regressing student cohesiveness and anxiety on English 

proficiency in a standard procedure at the two times are presented. Following the regression 

analyses, standardized residual values were checked, which ranged from -2.96 to 2.16 for 

Time 1 and from -3.11 to 1.93 for Time 2. Pallant (2010) warns researchers that standardized 

residuals falling out the range of -3 to 3 suggest outliers in the data. A further inspection 

revealed the standardized residual of one case at Time 2 was -3.11. Yet, we did not remove 
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this case, as Cook’s Distance (maximum .24) showed that this case would pose no major 

problems regarding the overall model’s predictive ability. In addition, the assumptions of 

normality, linearity, homoscedasticity, and independence of residuals were not found to be 

violated. For the computations at Times 1 and 2, a weak correlation of student cohesiveness 

with anxiety in English indicated no multicollinearity between the predictor variables, and 

this was confirmed by the VIF value of 1.05 (twice). 

Table 5.6 Regression Results for English Proficiency  
at Two Times (N=146) 

Times  Variables     B    SE B   β   
1   Anxiety in English   -.26    .04    -.51*** 
   Student Cohesiveness   .69    .19    .24*** 
2   Anxiety in English   -.27    .04    -.53*** 

   Student Cohesiveness   .19    .17    .08 
Note. R2=.376; Adjusted R2=.367; F (2, 143)=43.07, p<.001; ***p<.001 at Time 1 
      R2=.306; Adjusted R2=.296; F (2, 143)=31.55, p<.001; ***p<.001 at Time 2 

 
At Time 1, the regression of anxiety in English and student cohesiveness was highly 

significant. Anxiety in English and student cohesiveness were found to be negative and 

positive predictors of English proficiency, respectively. Anxiety was a better predictor than 

student cohesiveness. However, at Time 2, only anxiety in English significantly and 

negatively predicted English proficiency.  

 

5.4.5. Regression Analysis for Japanese Proficiency 

Standard multiple regression analyses were performed to investigate and compare the effects 

of student cohesiveness and anxiety in Japanese on Japanese proficiency, the results of which 

are reported in Table 5.7. As for English, the range of standardized residual values was 

checked after each computation. At Time 1, residual values fell in the range of -2.46 to 2.31, 

suggesting no outliers for the regression analysis, which therefore did not result in any data 

cleansing. At Time 2, the minimum residual score was -3.90 and the maximum was 2.34. A 

closer inspection revealed the standardized residuals of two cases to be either -3.03 or -3.90. 
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Yet, we kept in these two cases, as Cook’s Distance (maximum .12) showed that they would 

pose no major problems regarding the whole model’s predictive ability. Moreover, there was 

no violation of normality, linearity, homoscedasticity, and independence of residuals at either 

time. Multicollinearity was also not found (VIF=1.12 at Time 1 and 1.04 at Time 2).  

Table 5.7 Regression Results for Japanese Proficiency  
at Two Times (N=146) 

Times  Variables     B    SE B   β   
1   Anxiety in Japanese   -.26    .04    -.49*** 
   Student Cohesiveness   .87    .23    .26*** 
2   Anxiety in Japanese   -.23    .04    -.44*** 

   Student Cohesiveness   .80    .22    .26*** 
Note. R2=.386; Adjusted R2=.377; F (2, 143)=44.96, p<.001; ***p<.001 at Time 1 
     R2=.311; Adjusted R2=.301; F (2, 143)=32.28, p<.001; ***p<.001 at Time 2 

 
As shown in Table 5.7, the regression of anxiety in Japanese and student cohesiveness 

at both time slots reached significance levels. Anxiety significantly predicted Japanese 

proficiency, more so than student cohesiveness. The affective and situational factors 

negatively and positively predicted Japanese proficiency, respectively.  

 

5.5. Discussion 

This study investigated the effects of teacher support and student cohesiveness on FL learning 

and compared their effect with that of FL anxiety. Descriptive analyses revealed a higher 

level of perceived teacher support and student cohesiveness in the Japanese classroom than in 

the English classroom (The E-AS mean was slightly higher than the J-AS mean only in Class 

5 at Time 2). We discussed the reasons for stronger Japanese teacher support in Jin, De Bot, 

and Keijzer (submitted, cf. Chapter 4): one reason may be the much smaller size of Japanese 

classes, which can also explain the discrepancy in students’ social affiliation between the two 

FL learning contexts. That is, the much smaller number of students in Japanese classes may 

have facilitated more peer communication and mutual understanding, as Dewaele and 

MacIntyre (2014) remarked: “Smaller groups are more conducive to closer social bonds, a 
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positive informal atmosphere, and to more frequent use of the FL” (p. 264). Another 

explanation for the higher degree of student cohesiveness in the Japanese classes may be 

related to a large difference in Japanese and English class hours. The participants spent much 

more time in Japanese classes, increasing peer-to-peer contact. Moreover, two schools from 

which Classes 2 to 6 were recruited offered Japanese conversation courses. No such courses 

were available for English at the two universities, and that possibly restrained the 

enhancement of friendly relations among students in English classes, achieved through 

interactive activities.  

Returning to the research questions, Question 1 was formulated to determine whether 

student cohesiveness and teacher support have an effect on FL proficiency levels. Regression 

analysis revealed student cohesiveness to be a positive predictor of FL proficiency in both the 

English and Japanese learning contexts and at both testing times. Teacher support did not 

significantly predict FL proficiency, however, which was an unexpected finding. Yet, our 

study is not the only one to find a non-significant relationship between perceived teacher 

support and academic outcomes: Chen (2008) found that perceived academic support from 

teachers was related to academic outcomes for Form 3 students (mean age 14.5 years), but 

not for Forms 4 and 5 (mean age=15.5 and 16.7 years). Reflecting on these findings, Chen 

(2008) noted that “increased cognitive abilities may prompt older adolescents to seek 

independence from adults” (p. 192). This may be equally applicable to the current study’s 

finding obtained on the basis of adult participants. In addition, it should be noted that the 

participants in this study had more than one Japanese teacher. The TSS was used to elicit the 

participants’ holistic perceptions of these teachers’ support. We hypothesize that a significant 

relationship between the support variable and FL learning outcomes might have been 

obtained if the TSS had targeted one particular teacher and only grades of the course taught 

by that teacher had been used. 
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Indeed, a significant positive link between teacher support and peer cohesiveness was 

found, suggesting that the two relationship dimensions in the classroom may well influence 

each other. In addition, teacher support was negatively correlated with FL anxiety. The 

findings suggest that perceived teacher support is more likely to determine how well 

university learners, or more specifically college-level beginners, learn a FL -by influencing 

students’ perceptions of inter-peers connection and/or learners’ anxiety levels. In brief, this 

study revealed an indirect relationship between teacher support and FL learning outcomes. 

Question 2 asked whether FL anxiety affects learners’ FL proficiency levels more than 

teacher support and/or student cohesiveness. Data analysis showed that anxiety in English/ 

Japanese negatively predicted English/Japanese proficiency at either time. Moreover, anxiety 

appeared to be a stronger predictive factor than student cohesiveness and teacher support. All 

the findings again point to the necessity to control learners’ FL anxiety levels. In addition, 

this study attested a negative correlation of FL anxiety with student cohesiveness, mirroring 

Palacios’ (1998) finding and suggesting a possible reciprocal influence between the affiliation 

and anxiety variables: a lack of social cohesion among learners in the classroom may evoke 

FL anxiety and FL anxiety may in turn affect the learners’ cognitive evaluation of their 

learning environment. 

In addition, the finding that FL anxiety is a negative predictor of FL proficiency levels 

identified across two learning contexts and two time points does not mean that students with 

relatively high FL anxiety levels cannot be successful in leaning that FL. In fact, the effect of 

anxiety on FL learning is related to a myriad of variables, such as learners’ intelligence and 

personality. Williams (1991) proposed that studies should look at learners’ different responses 

to anxiety. Some students who feel anxious about their FL classes may try to find ways of 

reducing their anxiety, for instance by doing more extracurricular work to better master the 

FL, doing more pre-class preparations, or thinking positively about anxiety (Kao & Craigie, 
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2013). In contrast, others may mentally and behaviorally do little or nothing to become less 

anxious. Thus, students at the same level of anxiety may differ greatly in their final FL 

proficiency. Similarly, FL anxiety can create stronger determination in learners and help 

students to be aware of their weaknesses (Tran, 2013). Yet, it does not suggest that FL anxiety 

is healthy in essence. As for its facilitating effect, this is better understood from the 

perspective of creating more motivation in learners (E. K. Horwitz, personal communication, 

July 06, 2014).  

To conclude, this study has established an association of FL learning outcomes with 

teacher support as well as student cohesiveness in the classroom, particularly with the latter. 

Learners’ anxiety should ideally be reduced to a minimum, for increased anxiety can bring 

about more serious consequences to FL learning, as witnessed by a stronger predictive effect 

of anxiety than the two classroom variables. The findings lend support to what Gregersen, 

MacIntyre, and Meza (2014) have noted: “Language learning is an emotionally and 

psychologically dynamic process that is influenced by a myriad of ever-changing variables 

and emotional ‘vibes’ that produce moment-by-moment fluctuations in learners’ adaptation” 

(p. 574). Moreover, this study revealed the interconnections between student cohesiveness, 

teacher support, and FL anxiety, further suggesting the dynamics of factors influencing FL 

learning.  

The findings in this study have pedagogical implications. First, it remains important 

that teachers are supportive and sympathetic in respect to students, which has been 

emphasized by many researchers (e.g., Gregersen, 2003; Horwitz et al.,1986). Second, 

measures should be taken to build a classroom characterized by closer student-to-student 

connections. For one, students could be instructed in how to manage conflicts with their peer 

learners, because as Johnson and Johnson (1995) reflected: “We are not born instinctively 

knowing how to interact effectively with others. Interpersonal and group skills do not 
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magically appear when they are needed” (p. 122). Third, actions are needed to reduce the 

interference of FL anxiety with FL learning to a minimum level. For instance, students’ 

enjoyment of FL learning should be established by encouraging students to savour the joyful 

episodes in the FL classes (cf. Dewaele & MacIntyre, 2014). Positive emotions are beneficial 

to “dissipate the lingering effects of negative emotional arousal, helping to promote personal 

resiliency in the face of difficulties” (Dewaele & MacIntyre, 2014, p. 241).  
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This PhD project has focused on three crucial issues in the field of foreign language (FL) 

anxiety, i.e., the relationship between FL anxiety and FL learning, the sources of FL anxiety, 

and the stability of FL anxiety. One hundred and forty-six (146) Chinese undergraduates of 

Japanese in the first year of their studies, who were simultaneously learning English, were 

tested twice over a 2-month interval. The following questionnaires were completed by these 

students at both time points: the Demographic Information Questionnaire (excluded at Time 

2), the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope, 1986), the 

Trait Anxiety Scale (Spielberger, 1983), the Teacher Support/Affiliation/Involvement Scale 

(Trickett & Moos, 2002), the Competitiveness Index (Houston, Harris, McIntire, & Francis, 

2002), the Self-esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965), and the English/Japanese Proficiency Scale. 

All measures were piloted before administering them to the 146 students of the main study. 

The effectiveness of the English/Japanese Proficiency Scale in assessing language 

proficiency was validated by correlating students’ self-reports with teachers’ ratings. In what 

follows, the findings as presented in Chapters 2 through 5 are discussed, followed by the 

contributions of this project to the field of FL anxiety, the limitations of the project as well as 

directions for future research.  

 

6.1. General Discussion of the Findings 

This project comprised four studies, with the first (see Chapter 2) investigating and comparing 

the effects of FL proficiency, the family’s social status, and a learner’s competitiveness and 

self-esteem on FL anxiety. The results showed that FL proficiency was the best predictor of FL 

anxiety, followed by self-esteem, then competitiveness (all were negative predictors). Social 

status was not found to relate to FL anxiety, either directly or indirectly.  

Chapter 3 reports a study investigating the relationship between FL anxiety and FL 

proficiency, as well as the diachronic stability of anxiety in English and Japanese and the 
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synchronic stability of anxiety across the two languages. Anxiety changes were found to be 

negatively associated with the development of overall proficiency and the proficiency of 

subskills. Anxiety in Japanese significantly decreased over time, but no significant change 

was found for English. Furthermore, no significant difference was found between anxiety in 

Japanese and English. 

The study reported in Chapter 4 compared the impact of two classroom environment 

dimensions (teacher support and student involvement) and two personality traits (trait anxiety 

and competitiveness) on FL anxiety. It also aimed to tentatively answer the question whether 

FL anxiety is more sensitive to classroom environment dimensions or learners’ personality 

traits. The results showed that all the classroom and personality dimensions significantly 

predicted FL anxiety, with teacher support being a better predictor than student involvement 

and trait anxiety being a better predictor than competitiveness. In addition, the personality 

traits of trait anxiety and competitiveness predicted FL anxiety better than the two classroom 

dimensions of teacher support and student involvement, suggesting that FL anxiety is 

influenced more by personality traits than classroom variables. 

The last study (reported in Chapter 5) investigated the effects of teacher support and 

student cohesiveness on FL learning outcomes and compared their effect with that of FL 

anxiety. It was revealed that student cohesiveness was a positive predictor of FL proficiency. 

Teacher support did not show a direct relationship with FL proficiency, but was positively 

related to student cohesiveness and negatively to FL anxiety. FL anxiety as a negative 

variable for FL proficiency showed a better predictive power than student cohesiveness and 

teacher support. 

The findings further attest the complexity of factors determining the degree of FL 

anxiety, and the improvements and setbacks of FL learning. In addition to FL proficiency, FL 

anxiety is subject to the impact of psychological and situational variables. FL proficiency 
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levels are determined by learners’ affective characteristics and classroom climate dimensions. 

It should be noted that these FL anxiety/proficiency-related variables play different roles: 

some variables negatively predict FL anxiety/proficiency, but some others exert a positive 

predictive power (e.g., self-esteem was a negative predictor of FL anxiety and student 

cohesiveness positively predicted FL proficiency).  What is more, the internal and external 

factors weigh differently in FL anxiety and FL learning, with some factors playing a more 

prominent role. For example, the two psychological variables of trait anxiety and 

competitiveness predicted FL anxiety better than the two situational variables of teacher 

support and student involvement. In other words, different variables are linked in a 

hierarchical structure regarding the influences they exert over FL anxiety and FL learning. 

In addition, the findings also highlight a potential interaction among FL 

anxiety/proficiency-related variables, as suggested by the correlation analysis results. That is, 

changes in one variable may lead to changes in others. It also means that one factor can 

directly affect anxiety levels and FL learning (e.g., a direct effect of trait anxiety on FL 

anxiety), or indirectly through other factors (e.g., an indirect effect of teacher support on FL 

proficiency via student cohesiveness). Due to complex interactions between 

anxiety/proficiency-related variables, it is impossible to sufficiently explain the changes of 

FL anxiety and proficiency only in terms of a few (even prominent) variables.  

Furthermore, this project also investigated the stability of anxiety in English/Japanese 

over time and the difference between anxiety in the two FLs. Anxiety in English did not show 

a significant change, suggestive of the stabilization of anxiety in a FL which has been learnt 

for quite a long time. Thus, in an attempt to reduce anxieties in FLs to which learners have a 

long learning trajectory, teachers need to log considerable energy and time. Besides, no 

significant difference was found between anxiety English and Japanese, indicating that 

teachers do not attend less to learners’ anxiety levels in FLs, which are relatively familiar to 
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learners and furthermore underscoring the difficult task that is FL learning. 

 

6.2. Contributions and Limitations 

This project has touched upon questions seldom addressed in previous studies of FL anxiety. 

Previous studies in this area have typically adopted a cross-sectional design, not tapping the 

relationship between FL anxiety and FL learning over time. In Study 1 as reported in Chapter 

3, the differences between Time 1 and Time 2 tests were calculated for both FL anxiety and 

FL proficiency, followed by a correlational analysis of both anxiety and proficiency. 

Correlation is not causation, and a negative relation between the changes of anxiety and 

proficiency sheds light on the potential reciprocal effects between FL anxiety and FL 

proficiency, but does not indicate a direct causal relationship. Although correlational analysis 

is not new at all in FL anxiety studies, the perspective to look at the relationship between FL 

anxiety and FL proficiency and the way to collect data for the analysis (Time 2 scores 

subtracting Time 1 ones) is innovative and may be taken up by future studies. 

In addition, this project has directly investigated the effects of two essential classroom 

variables (teacher support and student cohesiveness) on FL learning and compared their effect 

with that of FL anxiety (c.f. Chapter 5). The findings endorsed the importance of a positive 

classroom environment for learners’ academic outcomes and furthermore the necessity to 

control learners’ anxiety levels, as FL anxiety predicted FL proficiency better than the two 

social support variables in the classroom. 

Researchers have long been aiming to uncover the sources of FL anxiety. Despite the 

large number of studies that now exist, societal, psychological, and situational variables 

remain that have been only sparingly related to FL anxiety. The two studies described in 

Chapters 2 and 4 serve to enrich the literature pertaining to the sources of FL anxiety by 

relating some of the less addressed societal, psychological, and situational variables to FL 
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anxiety, for instance a family’s social status and competitiveness as a personality trait. In 

addition, as noted in Chapter 2, the number of anxiety-provoking factors is vast. Therefore, 

teachers are faced with great difficulties in handling all these factors. It is better to focus on 

those which are strongly associated with FL anxiety. These prominent ones can be identified 

through studies comparing the weighted contributions of different factors. Therefore, the 

comparisons as carried out in the Chapters 2 and 4 studies are pedagogically meaningful and 

furthermore extend our understanding of the relatively important factors associated with FL 

anxiety. 

The contributions of this project to the stability studies of FL anxiety are both 

conceptual and empirical. In the study reported in Chapter 3, two concepts, i.e., diachronic 

stability and synchronic stability, were proposed and defined. The rational for the definitions 

was given as well. Empirically, the study compared the diachronic change of anxiety levels in 

English and Japanese in 146 Chinese university students. Though researchers have targeted 

Chinese populations in the past, they have never compared anxiety in multiple FLs as a 

function of time. Regarding the synchronic stability of FL anxiety, a majority of available 

studies have situated the focus on European learning contexts, and have left FL learning on 

other continents largely unexplored, for instance in Asia, which necessitates a study as the 

one in Chapter 3. The findings enhance our understanding of FL anxiety as a construct: FL 

anxiety can be stabilized over time and be independent of target languages.  

This project has methodologically contributed to FL anxiety studies. It has collected 

data from multiple FL learning contexts at two different time points. By using multiple data 

points, a biased conclusion regarding the research questions can be avoided as much as 

possible. For instance, in the study as reported in Chapter 2, competitiveness did not predict 

anxiety in English at Time 2. Interpreting this finding in isolation, it would have been 

concluded that competitiveness does not directly contribute to learners’ anxiety levels. 
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However, this personality variable did predict anxiety in English at Time 1 and anxiety in 

Japanese at both times, making it feasible to claim that competitiveness does play a role in 

shaping FL anxiety. Hence, this project encourages researchers to base their conclusions on 

multiple data points in a single study.   

In addition to the contributions of the project, its limitations should also be mentioned. 

First, the participants’ English and Japanese proficiency was elicited using two self-report 

instruments, not through direct measurements. MacIntyre, Noels, and Clément (1997) mention 

that self-ratings of FL proficiency are influenced by FL anxiety, though they are still 

positively related to actual testing scores. Second, the participants were at different stages in 

their English and Japanese learning (beginning and intermediate level for Japanese and 

English, respectively). Marcos-Llinás and Garau’s (2009) study showed that anxiety level 

could be related to stage of learning. Thus, a significant difference might be found between 

anxiety levels in English and Japanese, with participants at the same level of their learning 

process for the two FLs. Third, though it adds a time dimension in the study design, an 

interval of two months between two tests is a relatively short time span. Some findings may be 

attributed to this short time span, for example the non-significant result for the between-tests 

comparison of anxiety in English, more elaborately discussed in Chapter 3. Forth, the findings 

are based on 146 university-level students. Despite constituting a large sample, it is still 

insufficient for using the statistical technique of factor analysis, because “[as] a general rule of 

thumb, it is comforting to have at least 300 cases for factor analysis” (Tabachnick & Fidell, 

1996, p. 640). Thus, the underlying structure of the employed measures was not explored, 

which made it impossible to build more sophisticated models accounting for the interactions 

among inter-and intra-construct components.  
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6.3. Recommendations for Further Studies 

While in earlier decades the focus of research was on the language that had to be learned, in 

recent years, the focus has shifted to the learner and to learner-related factors that may have 

an impact on language learning and teaching. In addition to the traditional trio 

attitude/motivation/aptitude, other personality-related factors have been added. Personality 

traits have been added to the list that includes factors like impulsiveness and control. One of 

the most significant additions is the role of FL anxiety. Stimulated by the seminal work by 

Elaine Horwitz and colleagues like Peter MacIntyre, Jean-Marc Dewaele, and Tammy 

Gregersen, this has developed into a whole research field with many empirical studies that 

have enriched the field. The present dissertation has attempted to add to this tradition 

building on the work by these pioneers. Still, FL anxiety as a research territory has much 

work to do in the future. 

Though FL anxiety has been established as a negative learner variable, the 

mechanisms through which it affects FL learning have so far not been fully understood, and 

warrant further explorations. To this end, studies exploring the differences between anxious 

and non-anxious students in subtle FL learning aspects are very much needed. For instance, 

specifically in relation to L2 writing, researchers may find out whether highly anxious 

students tend to compose shorter passages (sentences), use less complex sentence structure, 

and make more errors than the more relaxed ones in writing tasks. It is also interesting to 

compare the reading process between high and low-reading anxiety students, in order to 

provide more insight into how reading anxiety interferes with reading performance.  

In addition, studies should look more closely at the roles that the family’s social status 

and competitiveness play in FL anxiety, as the current project rendered contradictory results 

regarding the relationships between these two variables and FL anxiety with those found in 

previous studies: competitiveness negatively predicted FL anxiety in this study, in contrast to 
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Onwuegbuzie, Bailey, and Daley’s (1999) non-significant finding between competitiveness 

and FL anxiety and the establishment of competitiveness as a positive predictor of FL anxiety 

in Tóth (2007); no relationship between social status and FL anxiety was found in this study, 

whereas Dewaele (2002) attested that the family’s social status negatively predicted 

communicative anxiety in French. It further needs to be pointed out that research should 

extend to societal, psychological, and situational variables other than those included in this 

project, and comparative studies should continue in order to reveal which factors tie in more 

closely with FL anxiety. Thus, the nature of FL anxiety can be better understood.   

Moreover, the subjects were tested twice over a 2-month interval in this project. In the 

future, a study with a longer interim period between tests should be designed. More than two 

testing sessions can be administered, if possible, with a view to obtaining more insight 

regarding the variability in anxiety over time and across FLs. It is worth noting that an 

inspection of anxiety with many data points in time may be problematic, because repeating test 

for anxiety may be discouraging and bothersome for learners, and in fact may lead to enhanced 

anxiety. Therefore, researchers should carefully design procedures and strategies to be used to 

collect data. 

Finally, it is necessary to continue developing effective FL anxiety interventions (e.g., 

Kurt & Atay, 2007). Lessening anxiety can lead to happier learners and better learning 

outcomes. Researchers may also consider looking at the other side of FL learning, i.e., the 

enjoyment of learners, in line with the “positive psychology” trend in SLA. The related 

research is in its infancy, because “SLA researchers have mostly focused on the negative face 

of emotion, with anxiety being the most studied topic” (Dewaele & MacIntyre, 2014, p. 238). 

Potential research topics include a further investigation of the relationship between FL anxiety 

and FL enjoyment, and the factors underlying this positive affect.
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Appendix 1 个人信息统计表（The Demographic Information Index） 

提示：各项信息仅用于学术研究并将严格保密，请给出您真实的回答。对于选择题，

请在相应的□上打√。 
 

1. 姓名：_____性别：___年龄：___家庭住址：□农村 □乡镇 □县城 □地级市及以上 

2. 何时开始学习英语：________（年/月）； 何时开始学习日语：________（年/月） 

3. 父母教育程度 

父亲：□小学 □初中 □高中 □大学 

母亲：□小学 □初中 □高中 □大学 
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Appendix 2 英语语言能力自评表 (The English Proficiency Scale) 

提示:下面各项是对您的英语语言能力的期待，请依据以下各项进行自我评估，全部为

单选，请在相应的□上打√。请给出最符合您实际的回答。 

1-5 是关于听力能力 
1.能识别不同语气所表达的不同情感。     

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
2.能听懂老师英文授课的主要内容。     

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
3.能听懂有关熟悉话题的讨论。      

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
4.能基本听懂广播或电视英语新闻的主题和大意。 

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
5.能听懂委婉的建议或劝告等。       

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
 
6-10 是关于口语表达能力 
6.能在交流中使用恰当的语调、语气和节奏表达个人的意图和情感等。 

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
7.能报告任务完成的过程和结果，例如制定学习计划、做实验等。  

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
8.能经过短时准备就一般话题作 3 分钟演讲。   

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
9.能在日常人际交往中有效地表达意见、责备或投诉等。 

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
10.能做一般的生活翻译，例如：带外宾购物或游览等。    

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
    
11-15 是关于阅读能力 
11.能识别不同文体的特征。                 

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
12.能通过分析句子结构理解难句和长句。 

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
13.能理解时政评论文章中的主要观点和态度。  

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
14.能根据学习任务的需要从英文网络或纸质媒体中获取信息。 

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
15.能借助字典欣赏浅显的英语文学作品。 

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
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16-20 是关于书面表达能力 
16.能对理解的文章进行转述或写摘要。      

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
17.能根据文字及图表提供的信息写短文或报告。 

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
18.能就熟悉的话题写出内容连贯、结构完整的短文。 

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
19.能根据即时需要用英文写书信、事务通知、邀请信等。 

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
20.能描述人物或事件，并进行简单的评论。  

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
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Appendix 3 日语语言能力自评表 (The Japanese Proficiency Scale) 

提示:下面是对您日语语言能力的期待，请依据以下各项进行自我评估，全部为单选，

请在相应的□上打√。请给出最符合您实际的回答。 
 
1-5 是关于听力能力 
1．能在语流中正确辨别各音节。    

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
2．能听懂老师用简单的日语讲解课文内容。  

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
3．能听懂和所学课文难度相同的听力材料。  

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
4．能听懂有关学校生活的日常对话。     

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
5．能听懂简洁、清晰的消息和通知的要点。  

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单   
  
6-10 是关于口语表达能力 
6. 能在交流中使用恰当的语调、语气和节奏表达个人的想法。  

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
7. 能较流利地用日语回答老师提出的与课文内容有关的问题。  

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
8. 能和同学用日语进行生活对话。      

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
9. 能复述读懂或听懂的材料。       

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
10.就熟悉的话题，稍加准备能做 1-2 分钟发言。  

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
 
11-15 是关于阅读能力 
11.能通过分析句子结构理解难句和长句。        

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
12.能较轻松地阅读与所学课文结构和难度类似的课外读物。 

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
13.能读懂简单的日常资料，如广告、购物指南等。    

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
14.能读懂个人信件中所表达的态度、情感和意愿。    

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单   
15.能借助字典阅读日本民间小故事，抓住其主要内容和情节。 
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□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单   
  
16-20 是关于书面表达能力 
16.能对所学课文进行缩写。     

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
17.能在课堂上根据要求用日语笔头回答问题。    

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
18.能根据即时需要用日语写简短的便条和留言。  

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
19.能用日语写日记和简单的书信。      

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
20.能根据要求，运用所学知识，在 1 小时内写出至少 120 字的短文。 

□几乎不可能   □困难   □有点难   □简单    
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Language learning is a process that requires learners’ cognitive and behavioral involvement. 

It is also a process that sees mixed pleasant and unpleasant affective reactions. One of the 

negative affects is anxiety, which may be especially prevalent in the context of foreign 

language (FL) learning (Dewaele, 2007b). Here learners may be faced with great difficulties 

as they attempt to master twisty pronunciation, lengthy vocabularies, and complex 

grammatical rules. Since affects are an indispensable part of FL learning, research into their 

effects on FL learning is necessary. The main aim underlying this PhD project was to further 

enhance our understanding of the impact of affects on FL learning through the lens of FL 

anxiety. It also touched upon issues including the underlying factors of FL anxiety and the 

stability of FL anxiety over time and across target languages. 

This was done within the context of the first-year university students’ FL learning in 

China. Chinese students mainly acquire their FL skills through formal instructions at schools 

and have rare chances to use a FL outside the classroom. To be specific, data were collected 

from 146 Japanese majors at three different universities, who were learning English. These 

students had learned English for quite a long time but had just started learning Japanese. They 

were tested in two FL learning contexts (English and Japanese) and at two time points over a 

2-month interval by repeatedly filling out a battery of questionnaires pertinent to personality, 

English/Japanese proficiency, classroom environment in English/Japanese classes, etc. (One 

of the measures, the Demographic Information Index in which the Social Status Scale is 

included, was excluded at Time 2). Multiple data points are conducive to drawing more 

accurate conclusions regarding research questions, reducing the influences of change results.  

The findings showed that FL proficiency levels, two personality traits of self-esteem 

and competitiveness, and two classroom environment factors of teacher support and student 

involvement negatively predicted FL anxiety levels, whereas trait anxiety was a positive 

predictor. The family’s social status was not related to FL anxiety levels. In addition, data 
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analyses also revealed the interrelatedness of FL anxiety-related variables (e.g., FL 

proficiency, self-esteem, and competitiveness), indicative of the interactions among FL 

anxiety stimuli. In short, many factors account for learners’ anxiety levels that are also linked 

to the inter-variables interplay. Owing to the complexity of anxiety triggers, FL anxiety 

“cannot simply be flushed out of the FL learner” (Dewaele & Al-Saraj, 2015, p. 206), though 

it can be alleviated to an extent (Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope, 1986). Similarly, many factors 

underlie the development of FL proficiency. Nevertheless, the influencing power of these FL 

proficiency-related factors is different, with some factors being particularly important. For 

one, FL anxiety showed a larger influence on FL proficiency development than teacher 

support. Such a hierarchical pattern also holds true for FL anxiety, as indicated by the finding 

that two personality traits of trait anxiety and competitiveness predicted FL anxiety better 

than two classroom environment dimensions of teacher support and student involvement.  

As far as the stability of anxiety over time is concerned, results showed that the 

participants’ anxiety in English did not show a significant change across the two tests, 

whereas anxiety in Japanese significantly decreased for the full sample and individual 

universities, suggestive of the stabilization of anxiety in a FL to which learners have a long 

learning trajectory. At both time points, no significant differences were found between 

anxiety in English and Japanese, indicating that FL anxiety can be independent of target 

languages.  

To sum up, therefore, the findings further endorse the proposition that FL anxiety 

interferes with FL learning. In addition, FL anxiety is not only attributed to low FL 

proficiency. Other FL anxiety-provoking factors include learners’ personality traits, 

classroom climate, etc. Hence, a complexity perspective should be taken when attempting to 

understand the sources of FL anxiety, as Gaddis (2002) has argued that, “[We’d] think it 

irresponsible to seek to isolate -or ‘tease out’- single causes for complex events” (p. 65). 
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Furthermore, this project also attested the stabilization of FL anxiety over time and across 

target languages. That is, learners may be equally anxious no matter which FLs they are 

learning and their anxiety levels may constantly remain high no matter how friendly learning 

environment is.  
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Taalverwerving is een proces dat van taalverwervers zowel cognitieve betrokkenheid vereist 

als betrokkenheid met betrekking tot gedrag. Het is ook een proces dat zowel positieve als 

negatieve reacties oproept. Een van de negatieve gevoelens veroorzaakt door taalverwerving 

is angst, iets wat voornamelijk voorkomt bij vreemde-taalverwerving (Dewaele, 2007b). 

Taalverwervers hebben vaak veel moeite met het zich eigen maken van lastige 

uitspraakregels, het verwerven van een grote woordenschat en ingewikkelde grammaticale 

regels. Aangezien emotie een essentiële rol spelen bij de verwerving van een tweede taal is 

onderzoek hiernaar noodzakelijk. Het belangrijkste doel van dit PhD project was om meer 

duidelijkheid te scheppen over de rol die emotie speelt bij het leren van een vreemde taal en 

dan vooral vanuit een vreemde-taal-angst perspectief. 

Dit werd gedaan binnen een context van vreemdetaalverwerving van eerstejaars 

universiteitsstudenten in China. Chinese studenten vergaren hun kennis over en in vreemde 

talen vooral door middel van formeel schoolonderwijs en krijgen zelden de kans om deze 

vreemde talen te gebruiken buiten het klaslokaal. Data werd verzameld van 146 studenten 

Japans aan drie verschillende universiteiten, die allemaal Engels aan het leren waren. Met het 

verwerven van Engels waren deze studenten al langer mee bezig (rond de 9 jaar). Zij waren 

echter net begonnen met het verwerven van het Japans. Ze werden getest in allebei de twee 

vreemde-taalverwerving contexten (Engels en Japans) en op twee verschillende momenten 

over een periode van twee maanden door middel van het herhaaldelijk invullen van een 

vragenbatterij over persoonlijkheid, bekwaamheid in het Engels/Japans, klaslokaalomgeving 

bij Engelse en Japanse les, etc. (de Demographic Information Index, waar de Social Status 

Scale een onderdeel van uitmaakt, werd alleen op het eerste testmoment aangeboden). 

Meerdere datapunten hielp bij het trekken van accurate conclusies wat betreft de 

onderzoeksvragen, omdat de invloed van resultaatsveranderingen zo kon worden beperkt. 

De resultaten laten zien dat bekwaamheidsniveaus voor een vreemde taal, twee 
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persoonlijkheidskenmerken (zelfverzekerdheid en mate van competitief zijn) en twee 

klaslokaalomgevingsfactoren (ondersteuning van de docent en betrokkenheid van de student) 

vreemde-taal-angst-niveaus voorspelden op een negatieve manier (bijvoorbeeld: 

zelfverzekerde studenten lieten minder vreemde-taal-angst zien), terwijl angstigheid als 

persoonlijkheidskenmerk een positieve voorspeller was (met andere woorden: angstige 

personen waren over het algemeen ook angstige taalleerders). Sociale status van familie bleek 

niet gerelateerd te zijn aan vreemde-taal-angst-niveaus. Verder lieten data-analyses ook zien 

dat vreemde-taal-angst gerelateerde factoren (bijvoorbeeld vreemde-taalbekwaamheid, 

zelfvertrouwen en de mate van competitief zijn) aan elkaar verwant zijn, wat de interacties 

tussen vreemde-taal-angst stimuli laat zien. Kortgezegd kunnen de angstniveaus van 

taalverwervers verklaard worden door veel factoren die ook gelinkt zijn aan verwantschap 

tussen variabelen. Dankzij de complexiteit van angstveroorzakers kan vreemde-taal-angst 

“niet simpelweg uit de vreemde-taalverwerver gespoeld worden” (Dewaele & Al-Saraj, 2015, 

p. 206), alhoewel het wel tot op zekere hoogte verminderd kan worden (Horwitz, Horwitz, & 

Cope, 1986). Op vergelijkbare wijze liggen veel factoren ten grondslag aan de ontwikkeling 

van vreemde-taalbekwaamheid. Desalniettemin is de invloed van deze 

vreemde-taalbekwaamheid gerelateerde factoren verschillend, waarbij sommige factoren 

aanzienlijk belangrijker zijn: ten eerste bleek dat vreemde-taal-angst een grotere invloed op 

taalbekwaamheidsontwikkeling heeft dan ondersteuning van de docent). Een dergelijk 

hiërarchisch patroon geldt ook voor vreemde-taal-angst, wat blijkt uit de vondst dat twee 

persoonlijkheidskenmerken (angstigheid als persoonlijkheidskenmerk en competitieve drang) 

vreemde-taal-angst beter voorspelden dan twee klaslokaal-omgevings-dimensies 

(ondersteuning van de docent en betrokkenheid van studenten). 

Wat de diachrone stabiliteit van angst betreft, lieten de resultaten van deelnemers’ 

angst in het Engels geen significante verandering zien tussen de twee testmomenten, terwijl 
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voor Japans een significante daling gevonden werd voor zowel alle studenten samengenomen 

als studenten op de individuele universiteiten. Dit suggereert dat er wat betreft 

vreemde-taal-angst stabilisatie optreedt in het geval van een langer verwervingstraject. Op 

beide meetpunten werden geen significante verschillen gevonden tussen angst voor Engels en 

Japans, wat laat zien dat vreemde-taal-angst onafhankelijk van doeltalen zou kunnen zijn. 

Concluderend kan gesteld worden dat de resultaten verdere ondersteuning leveren 

voor het idee dat vreemde-taal-angst tweede-taalverweving hindert. Daarnaast kan 

vreemde-taal-angst niet enkel verklaard worden door beperkte vreemde-taalbekwaamheid. 

Andere vreemde-taal-angst veroorzakende factoren zijn taalverwervers’ 

persoonlijkheidskenmerken, de sfeer in het klaslokaal, etc. Daarom is het belangrijk om een 

complexiteitsperspectief aan te nemen bij het bestuderen van de oorzaken van 

vreemde-taal-angst, in lijn met Gaddis (2002) die heeft beargumenteerd dat het 

onverantwoordelijk zou zijn om enkelzijdige oorzaken van complexe gebeurtenissen te 

isoleren (p. 65). Verder heeft dit project ook aangetoond dat vreemde-taal-angst stabiliseert na 

verloop van tijd en tussen doeltalen; taalverwervers kunnen even angstig zijn onafhankelijk 

van welke vreemde taal ze leren en hun angstniveaus kunnen constant hoog blijven 

onafhankelijk van hoe toegankelijk hun leeromgeving is. 
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